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LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.

Published 6rery day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,

will be had before the Judiciary
Committe at their Committee Room, aa follows: February 3, at 2 p. m.( on an order to change
the State Election from September to November;
on February 5, at 2 p.
m., on a bill to Establish a
State Board of Health.
C. E. EITTLEFIELD,
Sec. Jud. Com.

Jan29

MAINE.
JURY

sntfebS

Augusta, January 21,1886.
HEARING « ill be had before the Judiciary
Commit tee at their Committee Room, January 29th, 1886, at 2Va p. m., on a bill relative to the

A

labor.

LITTLEFIELD, Secretary,
Com. on Jud.
Augusta, Jan. 21st, 1886.
jan23
sntjan29
C. E.

DR. E, 15. REED.
and
Botanic Physician located
at No. 692 Congress Street, Portland, Maine.

Clairvoyant

spondent.

Mr. Smith narrated the story of his
movements on the day of the fire, concluding

Dr. Keed treats old Chronic and Complicated diseases, also he treats Female Debility, Blood Poison,
Kidney Complaints. Liver Complaints, all Throat
Troubles, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Dyspepsia, all
Lung Complaints. Heart Diseases, Cancers and Tumors all kinds of humors that iiesh is heir to.
He
also treats Fits and Spasms of all kinds such as
Epilepsy and all Nervous diseases leading to Insanity. Consultation free. Hours from 9 a. m. to 12
m., from 1 p. m. to 9 p. m.
janlGsndtf

as

Notice,

NOTICE

31, next.

janlGsn2w

follows:

I got through working on the place for Mrs.
Littlefield when she conveyed the property
away to Mrs. Chapman; the day of the fire I
had nothing to do with the jug whatever; 1
saw no evidence of fire other than iu the stove
that day; I did not carry any combustible material in the chamber the day of the fiio; I did
not set fire to
anything outside of the stove
and my pips; I had no knowledge of anyone
fire
to anything that day beside the
setting
stove and the pipes; I had an insurance policy
on the house; I talked several times about the
insurance in her presence.
After a recess of tan minutes B. P. Hamilton, Esq., commenced his argument for the
respondent at a quarter past three o’clock, fie
occupied two hours.
County Attorney Higgins followed until 6 o’clock, when the court
adjourned nnt.il 7.30.
In the evening ssssiou Mr. Higgins’
argument closed at 8 o'clock.
The court occupied

House of Representative*, f
Augusta, Jan. 15, 1886.
J
is hereby given that the time for tlis reception of petitions for private and special legislation has been limited by the Legislature to January

DISAGREED

Is the Result iu the Dayton Alleged Arson Unse.
(Special to the Press.)
Biddkford, Jan. 28.—The case ol State vs.
Moses T. Smith, for setting fire to a house belonging to Arsenath Littlefield, in Dayton,was
continued in the Supreme Judicial Court at
Saco. Alter eight witnesses had testified Geo.
P. Haley, Esq., opened for the prosecution,
and seven witnesses testified, inclnding the re-

Legislative Notice.

employment of

TEMPERANCE WORKERS.

At #7 Lxchakck Street. Pohtiand, Mb.
PORTLAND PUBLISHING 00.

HEARING

NICHOLAS FESSENDEN,
Clerk of House.

hour in delivering the charge to the jury,
after which they retired.
A jury was then empauDelled for the trial of

ono

ClaraM. Goodwin for the larceny of a team
last November from Mr. B. P. Hamilton of
Biddefnrd.

Ten

YAtninatirtn

•

/if

nritncuo.in

lowed nntil 10

o’clock, whoa the case was adtomorrow morning.
At 10.30 the retired jury notified tha ladge
that there was no prospect of an early agree-

The leading 5 cent Cigar of Sew England. Ask your deafer for this brand,
6. VT. SmOJiTOJf & CO., Agents, 444 to
448 Fore St.
may 13

journed until

ment, and the court adjourned until tomorrow,
the judge retiring with the request that he be

sntf

Legl

latave Notice.
is hereby ghren that a public hearing
will be held before the Committee on Legal
Affair* in the Senate Chamber, as follows:
On Tuesday, Feb. 3, 1885, at 2 p. in.,
House order: Expediency of rtimburing persons drafted under the eoneoription of July, 1863, the sums paid by
them personally either for substitutes or as commutation to exempt them therefrom.

called should a verdict be reached before mid-

NOTICE

night.
At 11 30 the jury wa3 still out. It is
thought
that a disagreement will be tho final result.
LATEK.

Biddkfobd,

jan22d&wtfebA

for conviction and four for acquittal.
The case will again be tried at the next term
of court.
ONE HVNDBED YEARS.

Skowheoan, Jan.

28.—The Island Avenue
Chnrch celebrated its centennial anniversary,
to-day. Tho cunrch is the oldest in Somerset
county, having been organized in 1785. The
first meeting-house was built in 1788, the sec-

13 PREBLE STREET.
eneodtf

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
Committee

on

Interior

Waters.

ond one in 1825, and the third and present
church in 1862. The following ministers have

G. Blanchard and 142 others
for
PETITION
Act to prevent the throwing of refuse
t waste material
of Paul

an

iuto the Koval River.
Hearing
2 p. m.
C. w. SMITH Chairman,
O. H. GILBERT.
IJtA H. E AS DALE, Secretary.

an

assigned

for

filled the pulpits of the church since its

Thursday, Feb. 5,

jan28sntd

WEATHER

Oldest Cfaiii'ch in Somerset Coanty
Celebrates Its Centennial.
(To the Associated Press.)

The

HOUSE,

<loc9_

jnry
disagreement. They stood

u

eight

FOSTER’S

FOREST CITY BYE

Jan. 29—2.30 s. m.—The

have just reported

C. M. STEARNS,
See’y Com. on Legal Affairs.

Rsv. Nathaniel Whittaker from
1785 to 1790; 11.:v. Jonathan Caisf from 1793 to
1801; Eev. John Cayford, 1808-1812; Esv. Fifield Holt, 1814-1830; Rev. George W. Hath-

1833-1860;

Rev.

Temple Cutler, 18611868; Rev. F. E. Sturgess, 1868-1869; Rev.
Webster Woodbury, 1870 1881; Rev. A. J.
Eacklilfe, the present pastor, who commeDCod
away,

Washington, Jan. 29.
The indications Sot New England to-day era

generally colder, clearing weather, westerly
winds, rising barometer.

his labors here in 1882.

Tb8 chnrch hhs a

flourishing Sunday School, which was organized ia 1816.
The following was the pro-

JSBTBOaOLOGIOAX. BBPOftT.

£11.27 P. M.]
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Block Island. 29.95
Boston, Maes... .29.72

Eaetport, Me.29.29
Mt. Washington.. 29.32
Portland, Me.29.68
Albany, N. Y_ 30.09
New York,N. Y.. 30.11
Philadelphia.30.22
Washington,D.C. 30.32

Charleston.

...30 33

Jacksonville, Fla. 30.37
Savannah, Ga.30.37

Cincinnati. Ohio,. 30.39
Buffalo, N. Y.... 30.19
Alpena, Mich.30.06
Chicago, ills.30.28
Duluth, Minn.... 30.09
Marquette, Mich.. 30.02
Milwaukee, Wis.. 30.26
St.
St.

Louis, Mo.... 30.35
Paul, Minn... 30.16

Omaha,Nebr.30.39

Bismarck,

Dak.. 30.18

St.Vineent. Minn 30.05
x
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Rise.

Invocation.
Scripture.

£

Hymn.

°£

Sermon... .Rev. O. E. Andrews, Biddeford
Anthem.
Greetings from ex-Pastors.

^

si*
tK

Greetings from Churches,
Revs. J. E. Adams. T. G. Mitchell,
pan and Clergy of Skowhegau.

Anthem.Quartette

Anthem..Quartette

Address.liev. Temple Cutler, Essex, Mass.

Doxology.Choir

Congregation

OF
A
TEMPERANCE
WORKER.

K. Osgood of Gardiner, the Father of
Reform Cluba Pusses Away.
Gaedi.veb, Jau. 28.—Joshua IC. Osgood, the
well known temperance reformer, died at his
residence in Gardiner, at 8 o’clock this morning, alter a long period of suffering from a

J.

liver.

To him is accorded the
honor of Doing the father of
the Reform
clubs, a movement which within a few years
has not only swept over this country but has
been doing a great work in Europe. January
18, 1872, Mr. Osgood and three former as-

Washington, Jau. 27.—In tha Court of
Commissioners of Alabama Claims, yesterday,
judgments were rendered as follows, with in-

sociates issued the

4 per cent, from the dates named:
No. 2,542, Judgment heretofore entered in this
case vacated and judgment now entered as follows:
Paul Sears, $2920;
R. W. Hopkins, executor,
$1318; R. H. Smith, administratrix. $320; S. D.
Carletoa and P. J. Carleton, $475; J. H. Sears,
$264; E. Bangs, $498; Alfred Winsor, executor
$68; Jos. H. Soars, $439; Tally Crosby, $219;
Elisha F. Sears, $146; L. A. Eldridge, executor,
$326; M. Pray, executrix, $175; M. H. Foster,
admu-istratrix, $76; February 16, 1866.
7649. Samuel D. Carleton and P. J. Carleton,
of the late firm of Carleton, Norwood & Co., $232;
Aprii 16, 1864.
2658. Sidney B. Beavans, judgment for United
States,
2634, Caroline S. Carleton. administratrix,$258;
Dec. 4. 1864.
3088. Thomas B. Bradford, $57; May 16,1864.
3094. Jas. M. Thor burn, G. Yhorburu, W. and F.
W. Braggert, firm of J. M. Xhorburn & Co., $1748;
July 13, 1863.
4142. J. T. Y4ting, firm of Thompson, Clarke &
Young, $445; E. C. Knight, $445; Wm. Wood side
and Robert Woodside, $445; Nov. 1,1863.
terest at

following

call:

BEFOBSI MEETIKG.
There will be a meeting of reformed drinkers at
City Hall, Gardiner, Friday evening, Jan. 10th, at
7 o’clock. A cordial invitation is extended to all.
Occasional drinkers, constant drinkers, and young
men who are tempted to drink, come and see what
rum has done for us.

Gardiner, Jan. 18,1872.

(Signed)

J. K. OSGOOD,
E. A. Chadwick,
Wm. B. SHAW,
M. F. Mauble.

Out of this meeting, grew the otganization
known as the Gammer Reform Club and in
this meeting the germ of the great temperance
reform movement, of which Francis T. Mur-

phy is to-day the chief exponent which developed into the reforms of the red and blue ribbons. Soon after this meeting, Mr.
Osgood
commenced to organize similar clnbs in different places, and trem that date as long as his
health permitted he was before the public as a

4484. H. H. White and L. 0. Richards, firm of
A. D. Grieff & Co., $2386; June 2, 1864.
4437. Juliana Hermann and Jas. Burns, judgment for United Slates.
4628. Isaac
Merriman, administrator, $150;
June 19. 1862.
4738. Thos. C. Henry, $162; Jan. 30,1862.
6603. John A. Emery and H. F. Furbish* $45;

Aug. 29, 1864.
6608. William H. Soulo, $100; May 30, 1863.

Mary F. Cliaee, administratrix, §58; Den,
Chase, administrator, §30; Nov. 25,1863.
6611. Benj. C. Somerby, §1683: September 26,

and

i

1863.
5615. Thos. Ascheneio. partner of the firm of
Thos. Ascheueio & Co., §8540; March 22,1864.

WASHINGTON.
Trade.
Washington, Jan. 28.—The National Board
of Trade assembled to-day for its sixteenth
annual session, Frederick Fraley of Philadelphia presiding, and Hamilton Hill of Boston
acting as secretary. About 40 were present.
The annual report of the executive council
was road by the secretary. It refers spacially
to the depression of the industrial interests of
the country, shrinkage of values, the unprofitable character of production in many branches
of manufacturing, and the general uncertainty
of the markets of the country. It states, however, that tb8re are signs that the present
period of depression, uncertainty and loss is
about to give way to one of revived activity
and enterprise. The report deals also with
questions of fictitious bills of lading, of bankruptcy legislation, of Interstate commerce, of
relief of American shipping, of reciprocal
trade with Canada, of amendments to the
national banking laws, and of the foreign commercial rela*ionsof the United State.
The board was then organized for the ensuing year by the re-election of Frederick Fraley
president. Following the election of officers
the question of amendment of the present laws
relating to bills of lading was taken up and
discussed at great length.
The special oommiltee appointed by the
board to consider the resolutions in the enactment of the national bankrupt law, held a
meeting to-night and agreed unanimously to
report favorably the resolutions of the New
York Chamber of Commerca, which is in effect
that the passage of the national bankrupt bill
now before the House of
Representatives,
known as the Lowell bill, is demanded by the
business interests ol the oountry,
Naliounl Board of

u. S- SENATORSHIPS.
Affair* in Ih, Illinois I.egislntaro Seriously Complicated by Senator
Biidie.' Illness.
Si'EINGFIKLD, 111.—The probable fatal illness of
Senator Bridges has again seriously complicated
affairs here and made very uncertain the date when
a vote can be taken upon the U. S. SeDatorshi
An effort will be made by the Democrats to induce
is overThe district
the senator to resign.
Should Mr. Bridges rewhelmingly Democratic.
3 or
fei
take
cannot
place
sign or die an election
4 weeks, in the mean iuie little or no business
Demtbe
it
is
admitted
that
will be transacted, as
ocrats will filibuster to prevent the election of a
This they can do by breaking the quorum
senator.
memevery day in joint convention and if ail their
bers withdraw or refuse to vote they can leave the
House without a quorum and then of course tho
Joint convention cannot elect.

temperance agitator.
August 19,1874, Mr. Osgood was nominated
for governor by the prohibitionists, but disbelieving in a distinct temperance political
party, he declined the nomination, and cordially supported the Republican candidate. He
was born in Gardiner, Nov. 11, 1816.
He re-

Angusta.
the Press.)

under the call of tho officers of the leading temperance organizations convened in
Union Hall to-day, and organized the Law
and Order League of Maine.
A constitution
was adopted similar to that adopted by law
and order leagues in Massachusetts and other
States with slight modifications. The object
of the league is to secnre by all proper means
tho enforcement of prohibition and the suppression of impure literature, and to secnre
the enactment of such amendments as may be
needed. It is intended to organize leagues in
the State wherever needed. This will devolve
on the executive committees.
The present
movement in Portland in enforcing the law
is to be followed by similar movements in
other places.
The following resolution was adopted:
Kesolved, That by the death of J. K. Osgood, Esq., at his home in Gardiner this morning, Jan. 28, 1885, we have lost from onr
midst the founder under God of one of the
greatest reform movements of the nineteenth

century.
A constitution for the Law and Order League
was adopted, and officers elected as below:
President—1.1’. Warren, D. D., Portland.
Secretary— H. C. Munson, Poriland.
Treasurer—D. W. LeLacheur, Portland.
VICE PRESIDENTS.
1st District—G. N. Weymouth. Biddeford*
2d District—*J, C. White, Lewiston.
3d Du.tricc— T. If. Siinontou, Camden.
4 tb District—J. S. Kimball, Bangor.
EXECUTIVE

COMMITTEE.

1st District— 8. C. Jordan, Alfred,
2d District—Rev. I. C. Luce. Gardiner.
3d District—O. B. Bessee, Bangor,
4th District—A. J. Billings, Freedom.

This evening a meeting of the league took
place in Union Hall which was presided over

by Gov. Robie. Several speeches

made.
Gen. Neal Dow was unable to be present on
account- of the storm.
wore

Condition of the Frozen Engineer.
(Special to the Press.)
Bath, Jan. 28. -Mr. John Dolan is much
better. The circulation has returned to his
feet and hands, and before long he hopes to
his duties as engineer of tho City of
Rockland. To his hardy constitution must be

resume

uio

abbuuuiBu

years he

Bibber

recovery,
miss a day’s

rapm

eleven

uor

did not
has his case.

Dr.

work.

now

Deserted the mail.
■Watervillb, Jan 28.—U. S. Marshal Bisbsehas arrested W. M. Swift o! Waterville,
for deserting the mail Jan. 7th, at Waterville,
which was stolen from the depot, and had him
before Commissioner Webb, who bound him
over to the United States Court at Portland,
next Tuesday. Swift, instead of taking the
He

mail to the depot, as was his
hackman to deliver.
A

duty,

gavo it to a

Horrible Death.

sixty feet, his clothing and boots torn oil and
he was otherwise injured. The haavy storm
doubtless prevented his hearing the train.
BATH.

In Bath, Taesday afternoon Mr. Charles
Ciark tYiiafcarried to Miss Louisa Clark at
Grace
chttr^i by Rev. Mr. Park. The church
was pn-.ttiprimmed withevergreen
and cala
lilies on the arch.
The presents were numerous and pretty. After a recaption at the bride’s
mother’s Mr. and Mrs. Clark left ou the 4.20
traiu for Boston, New York and Washington,
after which they will return and reside hero.
BANGOR.

There cam6 down on the mail train to Bangor Tuesday afternoon from St. John, a boy 7
years old aud wsigbing but ten pounds.
The
little fellow walked about in tho aisle of the
car much to the astonishment of the passengers.
The prisoners in tho county jail in Bangor
are to be uniformed and are to be no longer
furnished with to'oaoeo at the expense of the
county. These changes are to be made in accordance with the suggestions offered at the
late meeting of the County Commissioners of
the whole State.
LEWISTON.
men ere

talking of build-

The largest vessel ever built iu Maobias is
all ready to lauoob.
It is the three masted
schooner Gsr. S. E. Merwin.
Her actual
measurements are as fellows: Length over all
198 feet; keel, 163 feet; beam, 36 feet; depth of
hold, 18 feet; meats, 97 feet; topmast, 53 feet.
From the and of tin jib boom to thti extreme
eml of the spanker-boom is a distance of 265
feet. She is registered at 098 tons burden, rated A 1 for 14 years in tho American Ship

Owners’Association.

NEW POBTLAND,

B, F. Bartlett,Esq., of North New Portland,
who was seriously injured on tho 17th by a
fall in his barn, and whose condition fpr several days gave his friends anil pbyeiciau great
anxiety, is thought now to be oat of danger,
bat is nearly helpless and suffering a good
deal.
SMITHFIELD.

Mr. Albion Mace met with a painful accident while at work on his shop recently
While driving a nail it flew back hitting him
in the eye and nearly putting the eye out.

XLVIIIth

Congress-2d

Session

SENATE.

Washington, Jan. 58.
Several messages from Ibe President were laid
before the Senate, transmitting information heretofore called for
cables in the

"egarding

the

lauding

of

foreign

United States, the awards of the Ven-

ezoulan mixed commission and

the

status

of

the

Oklahoma lands, which lands the President maintains cannot under existing treaties be opoced for
settlement by law.
Without the transaction of other business the
Senate at 12.30 p. m. went into executive session.
At 3.10 p. in. the doors were constructively open
and Mr. Hoar from the committee on judiciary reported a substitute for the House bill relating to
the indebtedness of tho Pacific railway.
A report
accompanies the substitute.
On motion of Mr. Fye, the Senate ordered printing in pamphlet form of 1000 copies of the House
bill, the Senate committees substitute and accompanying report.
Consideration of executive business wa9 then resumed. At 7.30 p. m. the doors woie leopcccd and

adjourned.

the Senate

HOUSE.

Clay of Kentucky, from the committee on
presidential laws, reported a concurrent resolution
providing that tho two houses shall assemble iu the
Mr.

hall of the House of

As a
property fast disappeared.
public speaker his power was in his earnestness and tbe forc8 of his convictions.

shall be

dow of I. H. Nickerson’s store in Caribou and
went np stairs to the room wliereNiekerson was
sleeping ana took $900 and a good watch from
his clothes. Nfckerson awoke," and fiadiug
robbers in his room, grabbed his revolver. The
robbers rushed down Btairs. Nickerson fired a
random shot from the head of the stairs, the
robbers returning the fire, the ball taking effect in Nickerson's right leg above the knee.
The doctors with difficulty found and removed
the ball. No clue to the robbers.
Death of Hen. J. T. Hinckley.
Boston,Jan. 28.—A dispatch was received
this morning announcing the death of Hon. J.
T. Hinckley of Bluehill, Me., in Centreville,
Cal., whither he went for his health. Mr.
Hinckley was one of the best known and most
popular men in Hancock county, Me., whero
ho was born and lived all his life. He has for
Borne years been engaged in the granite business, and when he died was serving his twen-

ty-ninth

as

first selectman.

year
He served
his district in the Legislature several times
and was senator in two Legislatures, serving
on the most important committee.
He waB
member of the Executive Council
during
the terms oi Governors Davis and
Plaisted,
and Governor Kobia appointed him a trustee of
the Insane Hospital. Mr. Hinckley had been
out of health nearly a year of Bright’s disease.

a

He was Cl years of age. A widow, three sons
and a daughter survive him.

Important Failure-* Reported.

Boston, Jan, 28.—poss, Sawyer & Packard
aad Goss & Sawyer, shipbuilders, Bath,
Me.,
have failed and called a meeting of their creditors.
Osborn D. Soavey of Boston has failed and
gone into insolvency; liabilities unknown.
Mr. Soavey is in the hotel business at Waterville, Me., Magnolia and St. Augustine, Fla,,
and in summer manages the Maplewood at
Bethlehem, N. H.

noon on

bnuea

president or uie

senate

presiding officer; that one person
appointed teller on the part of the Senate

states,

and two

me

shall be

the p&rt of the House, to make a list
of the votes as they shall be declared; that the reas

tellers

ana

on

sult

shall be delivered to the President of the
Senate, who shall aunouuce the state of the vole
aud the person elected to the two Houses assembled
as aforesaid, which shall be deemed a declaration of
the persons elected President and Vice ITosident.y
Mr. Iiee of Maine made a point of order that the
subject matter of the resolution had never been
sustained by tlie speaker.
Mr. Clay asked leave to have it referred, and to
this Mr. Reed objeettd, in order that ho might have
an opportunity to examine the resolution.
Mr. Curtin cf Pennsylvania introduced a bill appropriating $26,000 for experiments with American
made eteel armor for navai vessels. Referred.
Mr. Paton of Pennsylvania introduced a hill to
promote the efficiency of the army by the voluntary
retirement oi officers who entered the service
during the late war. Referred.
Mr. Slocum of New York, from the committee on
back the resolution remilitary affairs, report©
questing the Pregiieut to transmit to the House a
copy of the recent appeal of Fitz John Porter, together with the accompanying papers.
Mr. Steele of Indiana moved to
the resolution
on the table,
Lost—69 to 116,—ana the resolution
was then passed—yeas 179, nays 77.
The Speaker laid before the House a message
from the President, transmitting a communication
from the Secretary of the Navy, recommending
action by the government in recognition ot the services, official an 1 personal, extended in Russia to
the survivors of the Jeannette and to the search
parties subsequently sent to Siberia. Referred.
Mr. Holman of Indiana presented the conference
report on the six months naval appropriation bill.
As dually agreed to the repairs to wooden ships are
limited to 20 per cent, of the cost of a new ship of
a similar class. The report was agreed to.
The morning hour having been dispensed with,the
House proceeded to consider the land grant bills on
the calendar. The first bill was one to declare forfeited certain lands in Michigan granted to aid iu
the construction of a railroad. A question of consideration was raised, and the House refused—yeas
83, nays 162—to consider the hill. A similar question wax raised against the next bill—to forfeit the
Marquette and Ontonagon land grant,—and the
House refused-yeas 80, nays 3 61—to consider this
»

lay

measure.

Mr. Willis of Kentucky, from the committeo on
rivers and harbors, reported the river and harbor
appropriation bill.
Mr. McUomas of Maryland offered a resolution,

which was adopted, reciliug that Julius R. Santos,
American citizen, who was long an instructor in
the University of Virginia, but recently a merchant
in ffahia, has been imprisoned in Rcuador sinco
November, 1884, for alleged complicity in the rebellion and his speedy execution is apprehended,
and that it is alleged that he is innocent, aud directing the Secretary of State to inform the House
what measures have been taken aud what further
action he intends to take to secure the release or
speedy trial of Santos.
Mr. Van Fatoa of Mississippi then submitted
various filibustering motions aud several roll callfl
were taken, and
finally the House at 6.40 adau

journed.

Proposed to Tax
Companies.

Insurance

Bill Introduced to Require a Municipal License From Itinerant Merchants.
Estimate! for the Expenses of the State
—Other Matters.
(Special

to

the Press.)

Augusta, Jan. 28.
Gen. MattockB of Portland presented a petition from the Maine branch of the Women’s
Xational Indian Association, with the view of
having the attention of oar members in Conto
and
called
to
the
gress
matter,
their

influence

in

secariDg

an

appropriation by Congress for the education of
the red man by the sale of public lands, the
proceeds of which to be set apart as a permanent fund. Also that lands in severalty maknse

ing their titles inalienable for twenty-five
years, and United States citizenship may be
granted at once to all Indians who so desire.
Also that the legal personality of all Indians
may bo granted, and that protection may be
given them.
bill was introduced iu the Senate relating
to taxing insurance companies in liea of other
taxation. It provides that its real estate shall
be taxed by the municipality in which it is lo-

cated, in the same manner as other real estate
is taxed; shall pay a tax of two per cent upon
ail premiums, whether in oash or notes, absolutely payable, received from residents of tbis
Stale daring the year preceding the assessment; shall pay a tax of one-half of one per
cent per annum on its surplus, computed according to the laws of the State, after deducting the value of its real estate as fixed in determining such surplus. Every such company
shall endorse in its annual reports a statement
of amount of premiums liable to taxation.
Suntlnno
nhnn
a
T?
C?
as not inconsistent with this bill, shall apply to
snoh companies or associations.
The resolve reported in the Senate for St.
Elizabeth’s Catholic Orphan Asylnm of Portland, appropriates $880, ol which $100 shall be
paid in 1885, and $400 in 1880. The resolve

ordered printed.
The bill reported to the Senate changing the
terms ol court in Oxford county, provides that
after April 1st of the present year the conrt
was

shall be held at Paris on the second Tuesday of
October and second Tuoeday of February, annually, and in addition the same conrt shall be
held annually by one of the justices on the

Tuesday of May, which last term shall be
held without either grand or traverse jary, unless specially ordered by any judge of court.
All pending matters shall go to the second

first

Richmond, Jan. 28—Charles Glizier of Vassalboro, while walking ou the track, was
struck by a wild train with a snow plow at
Iceboro, this afternoon, and instantly killed.
His head was split open, one half being thrown

The Grand Army

How It is

Tuesday

of October.

The Finance Committee reported to the Senate a bill to provide in part for expenditures
of government amounting to $1,101,3X2.23.
The largest appropriations called for are:
Public debt.$
60,000
Interest on public debt.
318,000
Sinking fnnd for 1884.
78,184 60
School fund and mill tax duo in 1885. 330,925.87
Salaries of public officers.
00.000
Insane State beneficiaries.
43,000
Normal schools.
19,000

Printing.,.
The bill introduced

Mattocks

in

tho

17,000
House by Gen.

incorporate the Maine Regimental
Association names as incorporators, John M.
Gould, Ezekiel H. Hanson, Charles Walker,
to

George

L. Beal and Elijah M. Shaw. Tho corporation is allowed to hold property to the
amount of $10,000.
Mr. Moore of Tbomaston, presented a bill in
relation to insolvent debtors, which provides
that the debtor shall forever after the obtaining of his certificate of discharge be discharged and exempt from artest and punishment,
and his property and estate aequired subsequently to the time of the first publication of
the notice of tho issuing of the warrant shall
not be subject to attachment by trustee process
or otherwise,
in any suit to' recover p debt
which mav have been nrovabie and due to anv
person not resident in this State at the time of
the first publication, or founded on a contract
existing at the time of the first publication,
and made or to bo performed oat of tho limits
of (he State.
The bill introduced to incorporate the Augusta and Hallowell Water Company, names
as incorporators, J. Manchester Haynes, P. O.
Vickery, E. C. Allen, H. M. Heath, H. S. Osgood, Ira E, Randall, George E. Weeks and
J. R. Bodwell. T he corporation to be allowed
to issue its bonds for construction of works not

exceeding $400,000. Capital stock $100,000, to
be increased to $400,000 by vote of the corporation.

Water to be takrn from Kennebec river.
Senator Wescott introduced a bill, which
provides that parties bringing into the State
stocks of goods for sale and occupying a build-

ing for less than
be

required

per cent

on

one

year for that

pnrpcse,shall

pay a municipal license of 3
the valne of the stock.

to

COMMITTEE HEARINGS.

A htaring waigivea by the Judiciary Committee this afternoon, to those interested in the
estubiishment of a reformatory fer women.
Mrs. Johnson, of the Women's Rcformatoiy in

Massachusetts, appeared and gave the operations of that institution, and spoke in support
of a eimil»r reformatory in Maine. Mrs.Hunt
arid Mrs. Stevens, Enoch Knight anti Edward
Eox of Portland, also spoke in lavor of tho
The committee seemed to entertain
such a favorable opinion of tho measure that
they will report a hill.
The Insurance Committee gave a hearing on
the bill for the incorporation cf tits Co-opera-

tual, iu opposition. Tabled.
Notwithstanding tho severity cf tiia tterm,
this afternoon, tho Representatives’ Hall was
packed with members, and a slight sprinkling
of ladies, to listen to the hearing before the
Railroad Committee on the project of the Megantic Railway to bridge Moosehead Lake.
Gso. C. Yeaton of South Berwick and Cbarlos
F. Woodward of Bangor appeared for the Mcgautic company, and Charles P S'etson and
Francis H. Clsrguo of Bangor, appeared in behall of the remonstrants.
A large number of
prominent citizens of Bangor, representing the
C'ty government, Board of Trade and the lumbering industries of the Penobsco: were in attendance. Superintendent McFee, of the Megantic, Parker Spoffoid, who was engineer of
the road, and Ira Sturgis of this city, who has
lumbered in tho Jiloosehoad Lake region for
thirty years, and Charles L. Lord of Bangor,
president of the BaDgcr and Katahdin Iron
Works railway, testified in tho interests of the

project, while Moses G id dings, president of the
Bangor & Piscataquis railroad, W. H. Strickland, N. S. Drummond, J. S. Wheelwright,
We. T. Pearson, W. B. He.yford of Bangor,
and A. M. Robinson of Dover, gave evidence
in opposition to tbe scheme. This evening the
closing arguments were made by Mr, Stetson
for tha remonstrants, and Mr. Yeaton for tbe
Megantic. Tbe committee reserved its decision, but the impression is that they will report
favorably for tbe Megautic.
The committee also gave a brief hearing to
George D. Bisbee of Buckfie’d, on tbe Rumford Falls & Bnckfield railroad bill, and will
report favorably.
The Educational Committee gave a hearing
to John L. Stevens of Augusta, on the appropriation for 810,000 for the Maine Industrial
School for Girls, speaking at length in its faNo action was taken.
The Committee on Banks and Banking considered Senator Simonton’g bill, allowing parties to draw moneys from eavings banks without administration, and voted ought not to

vor.

pass.
THE DEMOCRATIC STATE COMMITTEE

Tbe meeting of the Democratic State Committee takes place tomorrow night. Already
several members are on tl>e ground, who are
in consultation with prominent gentlemen of
tho party. Col. Cromwell, who is a candidate
for reelection for chairman, when' he arrived
this a'ter noon, was received with such a flat-

tering ovation that it may be regarded as significant. His many friends feel confident of
his reeleotion.
Tabulator Chase says S. S.
Brown will be the mas, but certainly tonight
Cromwell has the inside.

LOWEST BIDDERS.

LEGISLATURE.

(Specially Reported

Those who will Carry the Mails in
Maine the Next Four Years.

Press.)
Augusta, Jan. 28.

for the

Missouri Speculators Carry Off Numer-

tions,which came up from the House, pending
its passage to be enacted in concurrence, was
tabled at the iustanoe of Senator McAllister of

Maine Lines.

ous

Hancock.

Washington, Jan. 28.- The Seoond AssistPETITIONS PRESENTED.
ant Postmaster General has completed the exFor increase of salaries of register and judge i
amination of the bids for carrying the mails in
of probate of Knox county.
For an experiment station.
Maine for four years from March 4th next, and
For registry law for oities of 6,000 inhabit- '■ the
following are the lowest and successful
ants and over.
bidders on the routes named:
For change in trustee law.
ANDROSCOGGIN.
To create Phillips Village Association.
Name Route—Lowest
To increase salaries of county attorneys of
Bidder._Sum.
York and Sagadahoc counties.
Auburn to North Turner Bridge, B. W.
For repeal of law relating to close time for
Beedy, Missouri. $ 694

lobsters.

Auburn to Livermore—to be re-advertised.
No. Livermore to Livermore Falla, C. R.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

Greene to Greene Corner, N. Thompson,
Greene.
Hebron to West Minot, B. W. Beedy, Missoni i.
Bowdoiuham to Lisbon, do., do.
Buckfield to Turner, H. J. Gilbert. Turner.
Mechanic Falls to Webb’s Mills, T. Waterman, Mechanic Falls.
Durham to Last North Yarmouth,!1. Waterman, Mechanic Falls.
Durham to Lewiston (new route, R. M.

ernment.
ORDERS ADOPTED.

An order of inquiry was passed relating to the
taking of depositions in criminal cases aud in
cases before the probate courts.

Leeds....
South Poland to South Auburn, to be

To give city of Portland authority to establish commissioners of cemeteries and public

ington

PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED.

Farmington

to Temple, B. C. Clayton.Farmington.
Phillips to Ranzeley, to be re-advertised.
North Jay to Dixfield, L. H. Humphrey,

Dixfield.
Kinglield to Eustis, Thomas Ditsou, Eustis.
New Sharon to Farmington, S. U. Paine,
New Sharon.
Chesterville to Wilton, B. W.

Beedy, Mis-

souri.
Wilton to Weld, do do.

PRESENTED.

For passage of a resolve relating to United
States appropriation for Indians.
For bureaa of statistics.
For two terms of Superior Court at Presque
Isle.
For incorporating Bath Water Supply Co. to
supply Bath with water.
For increasiog the penalty for violation of
the law relating to the tolling of grain by millers.
In regard to the adjustment of railroad
tariff.
Remonstrance against authorizing county
commissioners to locate a bridge across the
Oqunquit river in town of Wells.
For protection of fiBh in certain ponds in
Limerick.
For modification of fish laws so as to allow
the taking of salmon and other fishes in the
npper waters of the east branch of the Penobscot.
For establishment of a ferry acrcss Fore
river in Portland harbor.
For an appropriation for National Encamp-

souui

i/annage

10

norrj

o

lviuis,

Bangor.
No. Wayne to Kent’s Hill, L. Nichols, Ban-

420

500
149

110

149

999

M. J. Bessey,

Friendship.

244

718

175

LINCOLN.

j

to
N. Harbor, G. H, Weeks,
Damaiiscotta.
Bremen, J. R. Pigg. Missouri,

Newcastle

j

Waldoboro’ to
Wiscasset to

j

East

Sheepscot Bridge,

1

ADOPTED.

st-. am.
ENGEOeSED.

An act to incorporate the Frost Brook Dam
Comnauy; rolatiDg to the jurisdictions of
municipal and police judges and trial justices
in prosecutions for violation of the fish end
game laws.
PASSED TO BE ENACTED.

Canton.... $
S. Tuttle,
Rumford.‘.
Oxford to Oxford Depot, L. F. Ward well,
Oxford.
Buckfield to Sumner, S. Doble, Sumner....
Centre Lovell to Fryeburg, D. H. Wiley,
Lovell.
Centre Lovell to N. Lovell, J. R. Pigg, Mis-

souri.
Gilbertville to Canton Point, do. do.
Norway to Harrison, B. W. Beedy, Missouri
Wraterford to Harrison, J. R. Pigg, do.
Mexico to Kumford Point, B, W. Beedy, do.
Mexico to Byron, to be readvertised.
N®. Lovell to Norway, M. H. Mosher, Waterford.
*.
No. Paris to Paris, A. R. Tuell, Paris.
B.
to
W. Beedy, MisGreenwood,
Norway
souri.
Oxford to Edes Falls, do, do.
Paris to So. Paris. J. S. Rawson. Paris.
bo. Woodstock to W. Paris, Caleb Fuller,

Paris.
W. Peru to Peru, B. W. Beedy, Missouri...

Sweden to

Bridgton,

to enable tbe Maine Central Railroad
Company to form steamboat connections.

x\. W. Eastman

Reports of Disaster* by Yesterday’s Storm.

630
969
549
262

347
550
146
240
250

95
95
430
240
179

bell. Litchfield.

585

138
3«6
270

75
134
155

274

SOMERSET.
No. Anson to Solon, A. F. Adams, Bingham,
No. Anson to Concord, O. O. V it tom, Solon,
No. Anson to New Portland, B. W. Beedy,

122
111)

Skowhegan.
Skowhegan to So. Solon, to be readvertised.
Skowhegan to Brighton, N. S. Cleveland,

129

Missouri.
L J. C. Knapp bids $300 on above
route, but the bond is defective, the
property of the bondsmen being
omitted.]
Skowhegan to Nonidgewock, H. Washburn,

Athens.
to Forks, E. G. Coffin, Skowhogau.
[The next highest bid is $442.]

388

440

Skowhegau

OTHER

23

ROUTES.

Harpswell,

390
309
140

Danforth to Houlton, G. W. Moody, Weston,
737
The awards will be announced ia a few days
and some changes may be made. Tbo routes
readvertis^d are those where the advertisement
improperly called for divided bids, or where
the routes have been extended. Speculators
outside of the 8iate are the lowest bidders on
many routes, and they usually sub-let.

known in this ssotiou. Trains
three hours late.
Bangor, Jan. 28.—This was the most severe day for many years.
The mercury was
five to ten degrees balow all day, with a heavy

Gen. Stewait’s Force Entrenched at Metemneb.

lingagement Between His
Troops and Rebels.

ever

to

Klnminw

n

J.ff.f_

the snow terribly.
St, John, dae at 7,

Trains from Boston and
did not arrive till tnid"
All freight trains were canceled daring

night.
the day.

North Adams, Jan. 28.—The Btorm has
raged with inach violence and there has been
a heavy fall of snow.
All trains are lata and
the Troy end Boston road is in bad shape. The
train Una here at 1 o'clock is stopped in a snow
drift u^ar Schagbticoke, N. Y., the wood
burned out of the eugina, and water all gone
and the train loaded with
main there all night.

terms with Germany. Mr. Gladstone, by a series
of blunders, had placed the government in a false
position with several of the colonies, by this means
showing that the government possessed no great
statesmanship, and that the cabinet displayed a
want of harmony without which proper government
was impossible.
The speaker described the explosion at the Tower and at the Parliament buildas
ings
wicked, unmanly and cowardly outrages, innocent children and women being the principal
sufferers, and said he was sorry to perceive that
the leaders of the national pariy had failed to denounce these ghastly crimes.
The greater danger,
however, arose from the fact that these repeated
the
induce
outrages might
present weak government to make concessions. Sir Stafford cited as
evidence of such weakness, the admission of Mr.
Gladstone that the Clerkenwell outrage led to the
dieesta dishment of the Irish church.

Concerning
The newspapers

passengers must

re-

Dover, N. H., Jan. 28.—Today’s snow storm
has been the most severe since 1876.
A very
high wind drifted the snow badly and all trains
are late two hoars.
The first train over the
Eastern Railroad from Boston arrived three
hoars late. All outdoor work was suspended.
About one foot of snow fell.
St. Johns, N. F., Jan. 28.—Telegraphic ad"
vices from the Channel and Rose Blanche re"
port a terrific blizzard on the west coast be"
ginning at 4 o’clock last evening, and the
large number of fishing craft which proceeded
to the fishing grounds early in the morning
was overtaken by the etorm.
Twenty-three
skiffs are missing and many of the survivors
are badly frost bitten.
Ohe skiff, in sight,
went down with its crew. The crews of the
There are
missing vessels aggregate fifty.
grave fears that the loss of life is heavy.
Boston, Jan. 28.—A heavy snow storm partaking of the nature of a blizzard has prevailed here and in northern New England sinoe
last night, with marked fluctuation of the
mercury.
Despatches from points in New
Hampshire and Vermont indicate a very
heavy snowfall badly drifted by cold winds,
rendering highways nearly impassible and
Beriously interfering with railroad traffic. The
thermometer fell from 29* above to 6.10° below.
The maximum velocity of the wind here was
31 miles.
At 11 o’clock p. m. the mercory
registered 1° above.
Detectives have returned to Boston from Detroit,
Mich., having in custody Ex Gov, Moses of South
Carolina, who is wanted in Cambridge for obtaining
money by false pretences from Col. T. W. itiggisou.
W. H. Lovering, treasurer of Charles H. Stevens
Post 63, G. A. It., of Leominster, Mass., is miseiug
and the poet is stripped of all its funds. Prominent
members say the poet will eufler to the amount of

Gladstone’s Government Attacked by
Sir Stafford A'ortlieote.
faeuerul Stewart Safe.

London, Jan. 27.—Intelligence has been received

at the War Office that Gen. Stewart’s force is entrenched south of Metemneh. The despatch also
gives the gratifying information that Gen. Stewart
is iu communication with Gen. Gordon.
Gen
Stewart’s force bad several fights with Arab rebels
before it reached Metemneh. and Gen. Stewart
himself is bally wounded.
Five of the Mabdi’s
uen. Lord wolseEmirs were Riiieu in tne ngbts.
lev, in a despatch, reports the capture of Metemneh by the British.
He also sajs that Sir Charles
Wilson has gone to Khartoum on board a steamer
to confer with Gen. Gordon.
It is expected that
he will return as soon as possible to rc port personGen.
ally to
Wolseley.
LATER.
Au official despatch, received this afternoon from
Gen. Gordon, shows that his position at Khartoum
is by no means a* desperate as has been supposed. He
Gen. Stewsays he could hold out there for years.
art’s wounds are reported to be doing well.
The despatches indicate that the march of Gen.
Stewart and his little army from Abu Klea Wells to
their present position was no easy task. Almost
every foot of the way appears to have been sharply
contested by the resolute Arab foe.
There was a
constant succession of encounters from the action
of the 17th till the Nile was reached.
The British
troops steadily gaiued fresh victories over the impetuous but easily demoralized rebels.
of Monday, January 19, two
On the
days after the tight at Abu Klea, the enemy
appeared in force in front of the advancing British
army and a short, fierce battlo was fought. This
occurred at a poiDt about three miles from the
Nile. The British were compelled to sustain a
heavy fire for some time. Early in the engagement
General Siewart received his wound and Sir
Charles Wilson thereupon assumed command.
Works were hastily constructed under a leaden
rain which continued to pour upon them from the
enemy's rifles. The wounded men and baggage
train were left under guard behind quiokly bunt
earthworks, while the rest of tbe force advanced
in the face of tbe hostile Are to a
gravel ridge some
distance in front. Here a large force of rebels had
established themselves in a strong position. As
soon ae the British line came near, a tierce charge
led by several Emirs was made against it by the
rebel foemen. The British troops were arranged
as usual in the form of a square and steadily advanced to meet the wild onset of the loudly cheering enemy who were rushing down upon them. At
the same time the rifles of the British were doing
bloody execution. The charge was choked off and
not an Arab came within 3d yards of the British
square. They did not long stand before the murderous English fire, but were repulsed with a heavy
loss. Five Emirs and 260 men were left dead upon
the field and large numbers were wounded. About
the English losses few details have yet been received.
It is known, however, that Cameron,
special correspondent of the London Daily Standaid, and Mr. Herbert, special correspondent of the
Morning Dost, wore killed. The place where this
battlo occurred is a slight distance beyond the

mornio^

Sbebacat Wells.

Explosion.

the London
still

swamped with letters
containing suggestions
proper treatment
of the Irish people.
Ssme of the letters advise
are

to the

discharge of Irish people from all kinds of
employment in England and one writer offers to
equip a steam yacht for the purpose of raiding the
United States and kidnapping O’Donovan ltossa and
the total

Patrick Ford.
The man offers to guarantee that
his expedition will be a success. Give him a chance
he says, ai.d he will capture both Bossa and Ford
and hang them at the execution dock within three
weeks after sailing from England.

Cameroon’* Trouble—'A New Version
of the Recent Difficulty.
Mail advices from English
London, Jan. 28.

The

—

residents give somewhat different accounts of the
action of the Germans during the recent troubles
in the Cameroons territoiy, from those heretofore
made public through the telegraph.
The trouble
originated between a trader ot German nationality
and some of the natives, who finally disembowelled
the German and cut off his head.
When the German meu-of-war inaugurated the bolubardmeut as a
the
natives
for
this
puuishment upou
atrocity no
attention was paid to the rights of the foreigh residents at the mission.
Several houses belonging to
and occupied by English traders an«l missionaries
were demolished, anu one British subject was sewounded.
When the Germans landed they
searched indiscriminately all the premises, no matter by whom occupied, lor refugees and arms.
In
this search the residence of the Britisa vice-consul
was ruthlessly iuvaded, despite his protest, and in
many cases Eng ish merchants and missionaries
were compelltd to submit to a search of their premises at tue point of a pistol.

verely

Dynamiter*

Threaten

to

Up

Blow

the

London Post Office.

I

London, Jan. 29.—Over 20 letters have been reby the authorities recently, in which threats
were made to blow up public property, ©specially
Nelson’s column in Trafalgar square and the gen-

ceived

eral post otfice.
Extreme precautionary measures
are being taken by the officials to ward off furlhur
The idea becomes stronger that the police, although not very reticent, possess very strong
clews to the perpetrators of the recent outrages.
Various Irish National League meetings have been
held throughout Ireland, at which resolutions were
adopted denouncing the dynamiters in the strongest terms.
disaster.

PACIFIC RAILROADS.
Mr.

THE PROHIBITORY LAW.

Yesterday.
Washington, Jan. 28.—The bill relating to the
Pacific railroads, which Mr. Hoar reported to the
Senate from the judiciary committee, Is nominally
an amendment in nature with the title so changed
to read: “A bill to

as

Tuesday Night’s Hearing Befare the Temperance C'ouiniii lee at Augusta.
The Representatives Hall was about hall
filled Tuesday evening at the hearing before
the temperance committee of the Legislature.
A few ladies were in the gallery.
General
Neal Dow was the first speaker.
He argued
tbat the continued presistence of the rumsellers in defiance of the laws of the State constituted a condition of rebellion as well as tbat
of Sumter. With these rebels there is continual war.|In Portland he andjhia associates have
been fighting them since 1873 with efficient
sheriffs and policemen, and in Portland today
there are as many rnmshops as there were in
1875. One man, Rufus Waite, was prosecuted forty-six times before he was driven out

by a sentence to jail, and then his brother continued the business.
They drove his brother
out and now they are hammering away at his
brother-in-law who continues the business at
the old stand.
Thus these presevering rumsellers have paid their fines and still continue
to thrive until the jails have stopped their careers.
So, in view of such cases of pertinacy,
General Dow and his friends propose for this
first offence §200 fine and six monthB in

jail and, if the fine is not paid, one year in
jail; "so much fine, so much jail, not a cent
less, nor a day less.”
In Portland they have a judge who is a most
judge and man, but who unhappily
General Dow terms it, a tender spot in
his heart.
And this, he affirms is the case
with many judges; so it is proposed to take all

excellent

has,

as

discretionary power from the jadge bv an
amendment providing that no case shall be
continued for trial or for sentence except
for the accommodation of the judge or court
but never for convenience of the prisoner.
Whenever liquors are poured out or destroyed
by the seller to prevent detection, the evidence
of such destruction shall be evidence to the
court tbat the article was held for unlawful
sale.
In case of search and seizure the punishment
shall be a fine of §500 and costs, and six
months in jail, and if the fine is not paid one
year in jail.
Officers are sometimes obstructed in seizing
liquors, as in the memorable case of the Dolioeman

itrhn trutatia.d

they

were

provide for

a

settlement of

claims
out of the issue of bonds to aid in
ceustruction of the Pacific railroads and to secure

growing

Mia I!

II

if oil

Slfn’.ia

tliu

namriAnf

nf

oil Miaii.

in.

debtedness.” The committee report accompanying
tbe bill says: “In tbe investigation of this most
important matter the committee have endeavored
to devise some means by which the government
could best secure the payment of the debt due the
United States by the several companies named and
at the same time do jnstice to the companies and
parties interested. Besides, the committee have
concluded
that
while
harsh
and
coercive
measures
to
some
extent
might
punish
for
justly the companies
failing to meet
their obligations they might also and most probably
would result iu a great loss to the government in a
failure to reimbursed for the outlavs for these
roads. Crippiiug or breaking down these companies or compelling a sale at which the government
would bo
forced to bid
to
protect hereo f
would not be a wise policy. Whatener management
may have attended these roads in the past, and
however little they appeal to the sympathy of Congress for time iu the payment of tbeir debts, yet the
surest and speediest possible payment as matters
now stand will ba secured in the
of the
committee by an extension of time with large and
further securities for payment in which to meet
these debts, and to this end, concurring iu the views
ot both the Secretary of the Interior and Commissioners of Railroads, the committee favor the bill.

n

land

na«

nf

__all

started, car, liquor and all, oat of

Portland.
For such obstruction one
of
Genera! Dow's amendments provides a due of
9100 and costs and six months in jail for the

agents.

These are not the only modifications of the
present law. The numerous amendments proposed Tuesday evening embody the results of
Mr. Dow’s experience and the latest views of
the temperance advocates in the State.
Gen. ended by declaring that these amend-

were not intended
to demonstrate how
much the rumseller can stand and continue in
his iniquity, but how much he can’t stand.
Bui even these stringent measures fall short of
Gen. Dow’s ideal, and he returns with regretful remembrance to the efficacious reforms
which he once wrought by martial law and
a 30-pound ball with a leg chain attached.
Dr. Warren, editor of the Christian Mirroi,
followed.
He argued that the constitutional
amendment is mandatory and bids the legislature to enaot laws to put the traffic completely
down. The present law fails to do this. During his remarks Dr. Warren gave gome interesting experiences of his own while accompanying policemen upon their liquor raids.
Rev. Mr. Munson gave to the committee an
account of the campaign which he is now conducting against the saloons of Portland. HU
experience shows that five things are necessary
to render such a war effectual:
1—That the penalty for first offence shall be imprisonment in addition to the fine.
■i It is absolutely important that the fourth
section shall be so amended that it shall become
operative. This section provides that the person

ments

who knowingly lets a building for the sale of
liquor shall be puuisbed. The proposed amendment provides that the
selling of liquor vacates a

lease, or rental.
3—The watchmen at the saloons who give warn*
ing of the approach of officers must bo made part-

ners of the dime.
d—The dump or hopper or any contrivance for
destroying liquor, found in a saloon mast be evi-

dences of illicit sales.
5—The carriers of liquors

for illicit sale must he

punished by imprisonment.
Remarks favoring the petition were made by
Rev. I. Luce, Rev. D. B. Randall and Rev.

Mr. Skeele.
Mr. W- W. Perry of Camden thought that
drunkards should be held equally responsible
with sellers of liquor.
Mr. Looney, city solicitor of Portland,
thought the present law could be enforced if it
was sustained
by public seutimeDt. In his
v'ew there Is no occasion for new legislation
until the present law has been faithfully tried
in the light of an honest and well educated
It is need les9 to Bay that
publio seutiment.
these remarks did not please Mr. Dow.
Mr. J. W. Porter, jail inspector, advocated
giving uruusaros a uenuite term ol imprisonment, and if they are released before tbe end
of tbe term, it should be only upon a disclosure of where they obtained their
liqnor.
After brief remarks by H. H. Harvey of Anthe
closed.
gnsta,
hearing

Rear’* Rill Reported in the Senate

New

Corporation.

Rooney Boot and Shoe Filing Machine
Company has been organized in Portland with
The

the following officers:
President—H. F. Rooney.
Treasurer—A. J. Libby.
Directors—H. F. Rooney, A. J. Libby, G. G.

Stacy.

The capital stock
has been paid iD.

is

$25,000, of which $10

VI CHIC AND

The

It

It t VIA.

FALL OF BABYLON.
Association will give Spohr’s

Haydn

oratorio
"The Fall of Babylon” at Union Hall this evening,
Jan. 29th, at 8 o’clock. Whatever the association
undertakes is always well done, and this will be no
e> eeption. The tickets can be
preoured at Stockbridge’s on Exchange street, aud at W. S. Banks’
corner of Free and Congress streets.
THE SILVER SPOON.

Jefferson Scattering Batkins, member of "the
great and gineral eourt” from Cranberry Centre
will make his bow before our pnblie at Portland
Theatre on Saturday. The bold detier of the Boston clique and admirer of Miss Hannah
Partridge

and'

will be portrayed by the well known oomedian
character actor, Sol Smith Boss ell. He is said to
be immensely successful in this central role of “The
Silver Spoon,•' which will bo oresented in excellent
fashion.
The sale of seatB will commence this

morning.

BOUCICAULT.

Monday night Dion Boucicault

During the past
prevailed iu Oregon

six weeks heavy s orms have
and Washington Territory and
the loss ot live stock has beeu heavy. Large numbers ot persons have also been frozen to death.

Sampson’s Opera House
this morning,

in

burned

THE OLD WORLD.

Fierce

Governuieul.

Mtonc

London, Jan. 28.—Sir Stafford Northooto in a
speech at Exeter, yesterday, said that England had
now become involved in a dispute with Germany
in Transvaal and elsewhere, but during the time
of Premier Disraeli, England was on the best of

ON THE:

Roudout,

N.

Y.

was

will appear at
the! "Shaughraun,”
supported by
Bouoieanlt as Moya and
Dion Bouoieanlt, Jr., as Harvey Duff. The sale of
seats will begin to-morrow morning. There is no
better play of its class existing than "The
Shaughraun.” There is no actor on the stage to-day who
can excel Mr. Boucicault in his
impersonation of
Portland

Theatre

as

Conn

in

Miss Nina

Conn, the lovable, laughter-loving
provoking hero of the piece.

KOEf,£lt*.

laughter-

and

COMPLIMENTARY CONCERT TO-NIGHT.
GBANITE

the entire d y with tbe air filled with blind
ing snow and the mercury from 10 to 13 degrees below zero. It has been one of tbe moBt

mir rl

funs

Judgment

B. W.

Beedy,
Missouri.
Brunswick to Orr’s Island, do., do.
North Pownal to West Pownal, L. Nichols,

Ex-

Augusta, Jan. 28.—A genuine biizztrJ prevailed here today. The wind has blown strong

Qnrl

Korti, Jan. 28. Gen. Stewart gained a brilliant
on the 19th inst., over the rebels.
The
enemy numbered 7COO men, a large number of
whom were cavalrymen armed with rifles. The
British loss was 20 killed and 60 wounded, while
the total loss of tne enemy w as 1300. Firing began
in the morning and la.ted all day. Col. Burleigh,
special correspondent of the London Telegraph,
and Lords Airlie and Somerset are among the
wounded. On Jan. 21, two days after the battle in
the desert, a reconuoissance of Metemneh was
made and this revealed the fact that Metemneh was
in a state of defense. Sir Charles Wilson reports
that he could have carried Metemneh but thought
it not worth risking the loss of the men which its
capture might have involved. Metemneh is occupied at the present moment by 2000 men, and onehalf of these are regulars under the command of
N’urangar. The town is provided with three Krupp
but it has very little ammunition. Shells fired
rcm these guns will not explode.
At Shendy,
which is on the other side of the river and a short
distance north of Metemneh, there is one small
Krupp gun and the town is garrisoned by a small
force.
The total British loss including the loss at Abu
Klea was 104 killed and 21t* wounded.
The enemy’s loss was 3000 killed and wounded.

victory

165

Bath to Boothbay, E. Steam Co..$1,000
Bath to Georgetown, A. S. McFadden,
450
Georgetown.
Bath to Parker’s Head, C. W. Dodge, N. H.
332
Richmond to Dresden, C. F. Weeks, Richmond.
160
Richmond to Litchfield Plains, E. L. Camp-

Bangor.

TERRIFIC BLIZZARD.

187

SAGADAHOC.

Brunswick io So.

An act

287
170

Fred Low-

Canton to Mexico, Gideon Ellis,
Bryant’s Pond to Andover, A.

of Stockton for over-taxation in 1881.
Referred to next Legislature, petition to
dredge bars, etc., and navigate East pond by

one

their ardoi and enthusiasm.
Gen. Sir Charles Wilson reports that nothing conld exceed the coolness
manifested by the British troops when exposed to
the tire of the rebel sharpshooters on the morning
of the 19th.
These same qualities again marked
them in the afternoon of the same day when they
met the wild charge of the Arab spearmen.
Lord St. Viucent of the artillery was among the
British slain.
Gen. Stewart now holds a strongly fortified post
at Gubat. not far from Metemneh. This place is on
the Nile and is just about half way between Berber
and Khartoum. Opposite Gubat is a large island
oil which plenty of forage for horses and camels can
be easily obtained.
So strong is the position at
Gubat that it is confidently asserted that it can be
held by a small garrison against any force which
rebels can send to attack it.
The route across the
desert from Gubat to Korti is securely held by the
English. Colonel Sir Red vers Buller will be in
command of this route, and he left Korti today to
assume this position.
The news of Gen. Stewart’s
movements since the battle of tbe Abu Klea wells
was brought to Korti by Capt. Piggott.
He left
Gubat with despatches on Saturday last and reached
Korti this morning, having encountered no serious
difficulty by the way.
ANOTHER ACCOUHT.

as

323

Beedy, Missouri,..

The enemy fought with fcss determination at the
battle on the 19th than they had displayed at Abu
Klea; their defeat and heavy losses had dampened

tised.

to town

$1000.

314
65

Augusta

Thomaston to Friendship,

Legislation inexpedient was reported on petition for a law forbidding the use of the secalled "set overs’ on pangs, sleds, sleighs, &c. :
petition to enlarge ti e powers of constable of
the city of Portland.
Leave to withdraw on petition for a dam and
ice pond at Little Cox Head in town of Phipiborg; for prohibiting the tanning of" sawdust,
etc., in Damariscotta river; ior reimbursement

onnrofal !

120

KNOX.

BEPOBTS OF COMMITTEES.

days

333

Rockland to Camden, J. R. Pigg, Missouri, $ 517
No. App'eton to Warren Station, B. W.
460
Beedy, Missouri.
Owl’s Head to Rockland, C. Farr, Owl’s
Head..
125
So. Thomaston to Rockland, to be readvcr-

Orders of inquiry were passed relating to preventing to discrimination on account of color
or race in hotels
and other public Diaces; allowing licensed vessels to take mackerel with
seines within the waters of the State; to compel a society calling themselves Shakers to
provide ter and maintain all persons who,having rendered voluntary service and labor to
said society as members thereof for a term of
years, have thereby gained a residence in the
towu where said soci >ty is located; to refund
to the town of Wiscasset tbe portion of school
funds due but not apportioned on account of
clerical error; relating to depositions so as to
provide for their taking in probate proceedings
on notice; for rendering State aid far the purpose of educating the blind of r.ur State at tbe
South Boston Institute for the Blind.

from

92

388

420

necticut.
to Togus, B. W.

loss.

Sir Stafford Northcote Attack."* the Glad400
124

necticut.
to So. Litchfield, C. W. Dodge,
Newport, N. H.
Augusta to No, Vienna, J. F. Gilbert, Con-

Augusta

BEAD AND ASSIGNED.

were

160

360

ell, Sheepscot.
Boo hbay to So. Bristol, to be readver;
tised.
] Wriscaeset to Linneklo, B. W. Beedy, Misroiatiug tu uiscuwrgn ui mwivoui u outer:*; au
souri.
act in relation to taking of alewivea in town of
Cooper’s Mills to Rockland, Chester S.
Warren in George’s river; to establish the
Pease, Washington.
Waldoboro to Liberty, R. C. Mooers, Washstandard weight of a bushel of beans, fixing
ington
the weight at 60 pounds; an act in relation to
Boothbay to Monhegan, C. W. Dodge, N. H.f
uses and repair of personal property held in
Damaiiscotta Mills to N. Newcastle, to be
common; to incorporate the Augusta and Halreadvert ised.
lowell Water Company.
OXFOBD.

severe

499

souri.
Augista to Waldoboro,

R. C. Mooers,
Washington.
Augusta to Winthrop, J. F. Gilbert, Con-

To amend sec. 28, chap. 113 of R. S., which
provides that the fees of tbo justices before
whom such examination shall be bad shall be
audited by the connty commissioners and paid
out of the treasury of the county where such
examination is had; to incorporate trustees of
the 1st, 10th and 29th Maine Regimental Association; an act additional to chap. 70, R. S.,

Ever

273

140
160

Belgrade,

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Days
perienced.

200
72
86
200

gor.
Wayne to Winthrop. L. Nichols, Bangor...
J. H. Thing, New
Augusta to

Sharon.
Windsor to Searsmont, B. W. Beedy, Mi*.

For State Reformatory for women.
For bureau of statistics.
For change of name of Cumberland Farmers’ Club to Cumberland County Central Agricultural Society.

Worst

*

KENNEBEC.

Gardiner to Aina, C. W. Dodge, New Hampshire.
..$
Gardiner to Jefferson, J. R. Pigg, Missouri.
Kent’s Hill to Readfield, H. R. Jacobs,
Readfield.
No. Moumouth to Monmouth, L. Nichols,

For increase of salaries of
Register and
Jndge of Probate of Knox county.
For incorporation of the Rockport Transit
Company.

One of the

68

w. w.

Waite, Dixfield.
New Sharon, to Belgrade, J. H. Thing, New
Sharon....
Eustis to Flagstaff, do., do.

ment.

BE

148

FRANKLIN.
to West’s Mills, B. W. Beedy,
Missouri.
Farmington to Kiugfield, E. C. Clark, Farm-

An act to authorize the town of Backaport
to retire or exchange its bonded indebtedness
and to issue new bonds for that purpose; an
act to eqaalize the acts and doings of the rsseasors of Dyer Brook plantation in the county
of Aroostook.
HOUSE.

PASSED TO

100

Farmington

Bath with water.

ORDERS

276

re-

Strickland’s Ferry to Livermore, George A.
Gordon, Livermore.
West Leeds to Leeds, H. L. Grant, Leeds...
Wales to Leeds Junction, S. Given, Wales..
Livermore to Canton, J. R. Pigg, Missouri.

Anmnaniflo.

The following were reported from committees, read twice and assigned:
An act in favor of the town of Embden relating to retirement of town bends issued in
aid of Somerset railroad.

317

advertised.

poration.
To incorporate the People’s Village Trust
Company at Farmington.
Providing for the taxation of life insurance

REMONSTRANCES

370

Dunham.
Livermore Center to South Livermore, B.
W Btedy, Missouri.
South Leeds to Greene, W. O. Bates,

BILLS INTRODUCED.

AND

90
280
346
236

Strout.
South Durham to Freeport, P. L. Field,

For the protection of legitimate trade by
actual residents of the State.
Incorporating the South Paris Village Cor-

PETITIONS

136

Babb,Livermore.

Ought to pass an act to incorporate the Bry"
ant’s Pond and Andover Telegraph Company.
Resolve in favor of St. Elizabeth’s Catholic
Orphan Asylum of Portland.
Changing the time of holding the torms of
the Supremo Judicial Court in Oxford county.
To provide in part for expenditures of gov-

grounds.
To supply

Gen. Stewart’s wound, while not fatal, is so serithat he will be disabled for the remainder of
the present
General Wolseley considers the deprivation of his services a national
ous

cam0blgn.

The bill giving authority to the Maine
Central railroad to form steamboat connec-

measure.

tive Insurance Company. Gso. I). Bisbee and
Geo. C. Wing aprected in favor, and President
HoWitt, of the Union Mutual, and Joalah H.
Drnrotnend aud Henry B, Cleaves of Portland,
and Agent Fairbanks, of the Counrcticat Mu-

PRICE THREE CEN

SENATE.

en’s Indian Association.

A

Representatives at 12 o’clock
the 11th of February, 1885, pursuant to
the requirements of the Constitution and laws relating to President and Vice President of the

Fight Willi Robbers.
Pre*qoe Isle, Jan. 28.—At 5 o’ciock yesterday morning robbers entered a back win-

MAINE

Petition Presented from the Wom-

ceived a common school education of that day
and at an early age entered into business. He
quietly prospered until intemperate habits
lost him the confidence of the Dublin. and
then bi3

AUGUSTA.

ance

Pi aver.

cancerous

to
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Order

and

MACHIA9.

Hymn—O where are Kings and empires now?
Historical sketch.liev. A. J. Kacklille.Pastor

HEATH

in

Lair

Augusta, Jan. 28.—The friends of temper-

Scripture.

Fall.

5610.

Dr. Tap-

EVENING

ALABAMA CLAIMS.

%

Mtate

n

Lengne
(Special

Singing—Coronation.. .Congregation

NW Cloudy
W
cloudy
NW Fair
NW LtSnow
NW LtSnow
SE Clear
NW Clear
NW Clear
W
Clear
W
Fair
NW Cloudy
N \V Fair
W
Fair
W
Fair
W
Clear
SW Clear
SW Clear
W
Clear
SW Clear
E
Clear
SW Cloudy
NW Clear
Clm Clear
W Clear
—

Formation of

or-

ganization:
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DATLY

The

Bijous

took

CITYS,'3;

BIJOUS, 2.
another dose of tbe Granite

Citys’ bad medicine at the Bijou rink last night,but
it wasn’t quite so bad as that of the night be
fore at Augusta.
They must begin to play better
polo pretty soon if they wish to wear tbe medals;
but as wo remarked a day or two ago, it is a long
journey yet. One discouraging feature for the Bijous is the poor support they get from home people.
They are doing an uphill job, and have to work
against borne people as well as those from abroad.
It is true, of course, that they have many friends,
but it is noticeable that visiting clubs get better
backing from the audience than the home club. The
audience don’t play the game, but a little encouragement goes a good ways sometimes.
The game last night was won by the Granite
Citys by a score of 3 to 2, in a good, square manner
in

forty

minutes.

The

actual

playing

time

was

twenty-one minutes.
Kelsey got the first rush,
Farrell the second, Kelsey tbe third, Day the lourth

and Farrell the fifth. The first goal was won for
the Bijous by Orno, in four minutes.
The second
Locke won for the Granite Citys, iu seven minutes.
Time was called for a foul during this inning, and
shortly after the ball wras started again it mysteriously disappeared. While tbe players were looking
around for it, one of the Granite Citys
suddenly
started towards the Bijous’ goal.
Referee Barnes
Buicii.

tereon’s

iavi auu uiow

progress

iuo wuisuc.

V/UT

irieiUl I'ilt

arrested, and he innocently
ball frc,m between his wiists, w here It
had lodged. It was a neat little game, but it didn’t
work. Kay won the third goal tor the Granite
Citys in sis minutes. The foutth goal was won by
the Bijous; Orne struck tho ball from the center
and it hit Foster and glanced in. The last geal was
won by Locke for the Granite Oitys in one minute.
THE RECORD.
was

dropped the

The following is the standing of the league clubs
to date.
Goals Goals Per cent
Played. Won. Loot. Won. Lost. Won.

j”l°y.J*
Deerings..l2

Gr. Citys..15
W.H.lYs.12
Alamedas 14

J.D.K.’a

l4
9
5

9
10

l

8
6
7
5

a8

31
30

21
37
23
34

29
25
25
3

10

mT
.33
60
42

’(14

loo

TONIGHT AT THE BIJOU.

Tonight there will bo general skating

at the Bijou
the low price of admission will prevail. The
of
nights
general skating are among the most popular of the week, and are
patronised by largo crowds
of merry skaters.
and

NOTES.

The Acmes challenge the W. F. D.’s to play polo
at 3 o clock
Saturday, near Mayo street, if the
weather permits.
Please answer in
morn-

ing’s Press.

Friday

W. II. T.’s vs. J. D. R.’s at Lewiston
tonight.
Tomorrow night the Alamedas will play tho
Deerings at the Bijou.
The Cook, Everett & Pennell’s have withdrawn

from the trades’ league.
Tho game last night was tho first ono the Bijous
have lost to an out of town club at the
Bijou.
We have received from Mr. C. B. Whitney of tho
Casino rink, Chicago, a liaoly engraved and illustrated description of that rink. A
novelty at the
Casino last night was a rifle drill on skates. It
was
done by 20 soldiers, who went through the militarv
drill all uniformed ami supplied with regulation
all
the
arms,
steps aud movements being timed to
music.
In Lewiston last night the W. II. T.’s
defeated
the Wright and Ditson’s at polo easily in 12 min-

Tickets

are

selling rapidly for the complimentary

tendered Miss Leila Farrell this eveThatcher Post Hall, corner Congress and
Elm streets, aud there is every indication of a
largs
audience being present. The programme is a
good
one. embracing musical and literary features of a
high order, aud is sure to be well carried oat. In

ooncert to be

ning

vs..*,

at

w.

-uj.

win sing
The price of adfull house. The

T-uaumiiiuom

"LostViola, Peerless Malden.”
mission is low and should iusure
following is the programme:

a

Piano Solo.

Select

Miss Helen Reed.

Vocal Solo—“Lost Viola, Peerless Maiden”....
...
.Robert Rexdale
Mrs. Ella Littlefield.
Reading.Mrs. T. P. Beals
Selection—Blue Bird Itedowa...Clark
Star Banjo and Guitar Quartette.
Vocal Solo.Select
Mr. John Morgan.

Baujo Duet.Medley
Vocal

Messrs. Barnum and Pennell.

Solo-Aditu.Mattel
Miss Leila Farrell.

Tiano

Solo—Faust.Gounod
Miss Reed.
Reading-Select.Mrs. Bcala

Harmonica Solo,
Guitar

»...

Accompaniments

__

j ^r^n^**Mr.C.A.Farrell

Vocal Duet—Life’s dream is o’er ...
Mies Farrell and Mr. Morgan.
Vocal Solo—Return.
Millard
Mrs. Littlefield.
Boccacio March.Franz von Suppe
Star Quartette.
THE PEOPLE'S THEATRE.
The entertainment given by the
specialty company at this house not only draws large audiences
nightly but they leave the theatre delighted with
the entertainment.
The various actors are encored time and agaiu. Be sure and seize on one of
these last few nights of their engagement to witness
the performance.
KEENE,

THE

TRAGEDIAN.

important dramatic events of the season will be that of the appearance of Mr.
Thos. W.
Keene, the distinguished tragedian, who will aopear at the Portland Theatre
Wednesday and
Thursday of next week, the engagement coimenpersonation of the Duke of
olpg with hH great
bbakeepeare’s historical tragedy
j11!,,
Richard
III, the character which ha sosuocessful.y presented during his late Boston engagemeut. I he second evening Mr. Keene will iu7n*a.r
as "Berta do,*- in Tom
Revenge,” a character whioh he lfaa moat favorr,)udltioa uf tba8**«
charaoMr
One of the

T^tartSSJij^fGS

b’^Edw^Booth*

NOTES.

Rural- alter listening te last
week*.¥"•
41
“I liked the Oh-beeron?,ver?nr«1?i
P1'°«ra““>«,
because
It seemed
sulrltedjbut

“

I)

wajfaU Greek torn’s/^ Ab,abam’8
A
L»n<lon correspondent writee:

Orpheue
»fn>Pathy la

A few

seethe perlormance of
V?iLw®“tt°
the Lyceum Theatre.
I
,hu:i8t-at
the
stalls, and immediately behind

eveniugs

Romeo and

sitting

was
me was a

in

gentle-

who, as was evident by his plainly audible re-:
marks, was wholly en rapport with the tragedy enman.

s*at>°* Dis sympathy with
SSSL0?the
not, however, reach its
aid

the aotors

grand climax until the
balcony scene, when Romeo la vain strives to
touch the tips of Juliet’s outstretched
fingers,
t hen did this
good gentleman tender his advice to
the lovely Juliet, and cried
out, “Put your hand*
through the rails.’* Miss Anderson did not take
advantage of tie hint. It would, pei haps, have
been hardly legitimate to do
eo; but what an opportunity to gain a round of applause from the “gods.”

T HE

PRESS.

THURSDAY MORNING, JAN. 29.
We do not read anonymous letter* and oommunleations. The name and address of the writer are in
all eases Indispensable, not necessarily for
pnblieation bat as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

Tho New York Sun points out that it cost
Jeffersoo $8500 (or liquors drunk at his inauguration. Possibly ibis gives a clue to
tho anxiety of the Democrats to return to

Jeffersonian simplicity

at

inaugurations.

Among the curious petitious presented
to the legislature is one to
change the
style of spelling. It came from Perham, in
Aronst ok county. What particular style
the petitioner wants adopted does not
appear, but it is probably the style he is addict* d to.

they expect a chance to make up their
losses and get ahead.
Let the enforcement
of the present law be thorough and continuous day after day and week after week and
month after month and in a year’s time every rumseller can be made thoroughly sick of
the business.
What is most needed is not
more law, but
thorough and continuous enforcement of the law we already have.
A
new law, no matter how severe its
penalties,
would accomplish nothing unless enforced
and the chances are that the severer the law
the weaker would be its enfdtcement.
Jur"
ies would require more evidence to convict
and men who had purchased liquor would
be more loth to testify. Farthermore if the
present law is torn to pieces and reconstructed as Gen. Dow and Mr. Munsou
suggest
the work is likely to be dODe in such a
bungling manner that the lawyers will detect lots
of “rat boles” through which the rumsellers
cau escape for the next two years.

Mr. Hewitt’s attempt to get the Mexican
treaty before the House die not meet with

encouraging success, but

the House was not

full and he will try again. This treaty has
already been ratified by the Senate, aud only
waits necessary egielation on the part of the
House to become operative.
The Oklahoma “boom” is over for the
present. Tho “boomers” have marched out
of the Territory they undertook to steal under escort of United States
troops. Their
proclaimed intention was to resist, or, as
they put it, “to defei.d their rights with
their lives.”
But the appearance of the
United States troops soon convinced them
that discretion was the the better
part of
valor, and they submitted without firing a
gun. Probably this will not be the last of
the raids on the Indian
Territory, unless
some of the “boomers” are arrested and

punished.
by reason

are

of the

already beginning
explosion in the

houses of Parliament. A great many have
been discharged by their employers and in
»uiue

esiaunsnmenis

tifying Irishmen
for work

placards

that

they

are

posted

need not

no-

apply

®f their race will be emThese facts explain the reason why
the denunciation of
Saturday’s outrage has
been so much more vigorous on the
part of
Irishmen on ihe other side of the Atlantic
than on the part of Irieh-Americans. The
former realize more fully than the latter can
the injury which such outrages work to
Irishmen and ihe Irish cause.
as none

ployed.

A despatch from Augusta to the Boston
Record says that the friends of Ex-Gov.
Garc-ion are seriously urgiDg him for a
place in Cleveland’s cabinet as a tribute to
the Jacksonian stand he took in the famous
count-out. They declare that he is the most
abused Democrat in the country, and that
the tender of a cabinet position would no
more than repay him for what he has suffered. His chief boomers are the Hon. E.
F. Pillsbury and Tabulator Chase. If the
cabinet is to be made an asylum for abused
Democrats all three of these gentlemen have
substantial claims to admittance to it.
Gen. Wolseley

was right and the crokers
that he could not reach Khartoum unless his army was
largely

who

predicted

augmented, were wrong. Gen. Stewart has crossed
the desert and is now at Metemneh on the
banks of the Nile in communication with
Khartoum. So far as the relief of Gen.
Gordon is concerned Gen.
Wolseley’s mission is virtually accomplished. The British
force evidently experienced some hard
fighting and their loss is considerable. Gen.
Stewart has been badly wounded. It now
appears that Gen. Gordon has uever been in
much danger and could have held out for
years. This puts a rather ludicrous aspect
upoo trie clamor in England last summer
against Gladstone because of what was

styled

the

pusillanimous abandonment of

Goidon.
The prophet of the weather bureau made
the worst blunder of his life
yesterday. At
one o’clock in the
morning he informed the
New Englanders that they might
expect
“warmer, partly cloudy weather and local
west
winds shifting to southeastersnows;
ly.” When the New Englander put his nose
out of doors he quickly became convinced
that even an official weather
prophet is not
always to be depended upon. The thermometer stood at zero, a
strong Northeast wind
was blowing and the air was filled
with
snowflakes. The mercury continued to fall
all through the day, and what is
certainly
very unusual, the suow increased as the
mercury fell. Iu the afternoon we had a
good specimen of a Western blizzard. Taken all in all, it was the worst
day experienced here in many years, and it is certainly to bo hoped that we may never see its
like again.
The Democratic State Committee meets
to-night, and a hot fight over the chairmanship is probable. William A. Cromwell, the
present chairman, Is a candidate for re election. He has a strong competitor in the
person of Simon S. Brown of Waterville.
Brown was a member of Garcelon’s council,
and took part in the famous count-out.
Tabulator Chase, naturally enough, is workiug for Brown, and his support counts for a
good deal. The result of the last election in
this State is being used to show that Cromwell is not competent to manage a campaign,

though

it is

The Second

altogether probable

Volume

of

History

fail

COMPANY

SECOND

if this day opened for business.
Accounts of Individuals, Corporations and Savings Bauks received.
This Company is a legal depository for Administrators, Assigueea, Guardians, Trustees, and Courts
of Law or Equity, Probate and Insolvency; is authorized to accept and execute legal trusts, as Executor, Administiator, Trustee, Guardian or Receiver;
acts as Trustee under mori gages to
countersign
bonds, and as Agent for the registry and transfer of

[Washington Oorr. N. Y. Tribune.]
Mr. Blaine is industriously at work on the
second volume of his history. He devotes
to it a certain number of hours every
day.
His “workshop,” as he calls it, in the Windom house, on Scott circle; occupied
by his
family this season, is in every respect superior to the room in which a large
part of the
first volume of his work was written. The
house :n Lafayette square was old-fashioned
and dingy, and Mr. Blaine’s study was improvised in a front bedroom in the secoud
story. A roughly constructed deal table
stood in front of the windows, and on this
Mr. Blaine did most, ol his writing. The
floor, the bed, the chairs, were always covwith

maps.
In his

papers, books, documents
Of order, there seemed none.

quarters it is otherwise.

new

“workshop”

and
Tbe

of the

pleasantest rooms
in the house. It overlooks the circle, and
commands the least objectionable view
is one

of the Scott statue.

Louise, founded by

Across the way is the

the venerable philanthropist Corcoran, whilom a shrewd maninnlator of government securities. Mr. Blaine’s

Senator CameroD, Senator
neighbors
Pendleton, ex Secretary Robeson, Prof. Graham Ball of telephone fame, Stilson Hutchins, editor of the Washington Post, and Paymaster Cutter of the navy. A large window
with eastern exposure, and a still larger bay
window opening toward the south, furnish
the most desirable light possible, and an
open fireplace adds to the cheerlul look of
the study. The work table placed diagonally across the room, is littered with manuscripts and books.
When writing, Mr. Blaine sits with his
back to lhe window. Newspaper files and
books of reference are within easy reach,
but I imagine that, while actually engaged
in writing, they are rarely consulted. Mr.
are

Blaine’s memory for dates aDd events is astonishing. He is rarely at fault regarding
them. It is by reason of this chiefly that he
is able to dismiss from his mind ali detail,
and deal with the topic he presents in the
broad and eomprehensive manner which distinguishes his writing. His copy, while it
probably would not be called “clean” by a
printer, iB singularly free from corrections.
He is apt to begin a page with good intentions, that is to say, the lines at the top are
a generous distance apart from each
other,
and the “copy” can be easily read. But
toward the bottom of the page the thoughts
seem to crowd upon the
author, and, in h’B
anxiety to get them all on the one page, the
white space between the lines becomes
smaller and smaller, until it is difficult to
make out the characters. Mr. Blaine’s dislike of detail extends to almost
everything,
but to proof-reading especially. That puts
him in bad humor, if anything does.
Just now Mr. Blaine is s'tling for his portrait to a Mr. Archer, a Scotch artist, who
has recently come over and taken a studio
in New fork. The portrait promises well,
though in the state I saw it in the other day
it is perhaps too early to say what it ultimately will be. Mr. Blaine is a poor sitter,
Mr. Archer tells me, and difficult to paint.
He is too restless. His energies must always find vent in some action. He often
rises aud perplexes the artist at the most
critical moment.

The Sea of Galilee.
[Correspondence New Orleans Times-Deinoerat.]
One of the first things for which 1 looked
here was the fishing industry; but I found it
not. There is evidently only one sailing
vessel on tbe lake, and but a very small
handful of clumsy rowboa's. When one of
these boats gets out of order, there is general consternation, it is said, for the art of

ship-building
When

we

's

no

sent (lilt

our

longer

known here.

servant

Interest Allowed
which may be made payable

lean fishermen to his discipleship.
Yet fishing is still carried on here on a
small scale. Even last night I saw a, boat
push out to sea with nets aboard, just as Simon did, no doubt, when he was bound to
“toil ail uight” at the same business.
This leads me to guess, or at least to
hope,
that the citizens were not quite so lazy and
worthless in the days of the Son of Man.
They could not have been any worse. The
modern Gaiileean would ride two-thirds the
way around the lake on the ragged back of a
donkey or a camel, rather than display the
enterprise required to effect a crossing in
one-sixth the time by boat. Stupidity and
cupidity are everywhere linaed in a way
that sorely tries Occidental patience.

Rev. H. C. Munson in his address to the
committee on temperance of the legislature,
speaking of his war on Portland rumsellers
is reported to have said:
We have been working in Portland for about three
weeks to suppress the grog shops, and in our crusade have been no respecters of persons. In our efforts we have put out 236 warrants, and secured
100 barrels of beer. But notwithstanding we have
raided these shops, they continue to sell every

day.
Mr. Munson evidently thinks bis failure
to close up the rum shops which he has been
raiding day after day is due to lack of law
and he names five things, the most important of which is imprisonment for the first
offence, which are necessary to make his war
effectual. As the law now stands imprisonment or fine may be imposed for the first offence in the discretion of tbe judge. But for
a second offence imprisonment is
already
compulsory. How will the change he suggests help Mr. Munsou break up tbe
rum shops?
Nine-tenths of the keepers
Of tbe shops which he has been raiding
for the past month are already under at least
one conviction for violation of the liquor law
so that a new conviction would
inevitably
result in their imprisonment. Tet they still,
Mr. Munson tells us, continue day after day
to sell rum. The danger of imprisonment
doesn’t seem to appal them or drive them
Tbe fact is a great
out of business.
many of them are willing to take the
chances of imprisonment so long as they
When they
make money out of the traffic.
become convinced that there is no money iu
the business they will go out of it.
They
look upon Mr. Munson’s war merely as a
jpnrt which will soon be over, and then

Deposits

on

on

As

demand,

For the Immediate Relief and Permanent Core of
every form of Catarrh, from a Simple Head Cold or
Influenza to the Loss of Smell, Taste and
Hearing,
Cough, Bronchitis, and Incipient Consumption, Relief in five minutes in any and every case.
Nothing
like it. Grateful, fragrant, wholesome.
Cure begins from first application, and is rapid, radical, permanent. and nflVpr failmtr
One bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and Sanford’s Inhaler, all
in one package, forming a complete treatment, of all druggists,
for 91. Ask for Sanford’s Radical Cure. Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.

Collins’ Voltaic Electric
Plaster instantly affects the
Nervous System and banishes
[Pain. A perfect Electric

combined with a
mv
1UL tilti
IS TUP
Porous Plaster for meucent“*
It annihilates
tf'fire
SUFFERING NERVE Pain, vitalizes Weak and Worn
Out Parts, strengthens Tired Muscles, prevents Disease, and does more in one-half the time than any
other plaster in the world. Sold everywhere.

5aUcry

phmtbiui^urntip

ThM&w2w

janl5
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ers,

Vanderbilt’s millions could not
Swift’s Specific has done for me.
scrofula of 15 years standing.

buy
It

from me what
cured me of

Mrs. Elizabeth Baker, Acworth, Ga.

TETTER.—After suffering with Tetter for eleven
years, and having all sorts of treatment, I was relieved entirely by Swift’s Specific.
L. H. Lee, Dawson, Ga.
j

50 Cents

_

i Merchant*

Minis

TT*8

BOMBS

FOB

SALE.

Rockland.6s & 4s.
Bath.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold.6s
Waldoboro.6s
4s.
Anson.
Maine Central. .7s & 6s
Portland & Ogdonsburg.6s.

SPKftAlTlT

Stocks, Grain and Petroleum.

CLARKSON

&

CO.,

NEW

YORK.

Orders for tbe purchase or sale for cash or on
margins carefully executed. Facilities unsurpassed,
satisfaction guaranteed; special information regarding our markets freely rurrished upon request.
All inquiries will meet with immediate and cheerful response. Devotion to the interests of their
customers is a well known characteristic of the
house.

We wish to remark to our many
patrons and the PUBLIC that the
above goods arc ail new nnd
fresh, no old stock whatever. The
time is so short previous to >he
opening of our Spring trade, that
we intend
to
close out Every
Article in this Stock in the shortest possible time. We have made
every effort by engaging extra
help to see that our patrons are
wailed on promptly and to have
goods delivered on time.

(Ages 11

Spoliation Claims.

undersigned solicits correspondence in relation to the management of these claims. He
has had many years experience in Commission
Court business. He refers by permission to Hon.
William P. Frye.

THE

Id DEANE, 515, 7th St., N. W.,
d&w3w
jan22
Washington, D. C.

SEiDERS & LIBBY,

Law,

CENTENNIAL BLOCK,

03

mxobange

ssst.
George JLibby.

Geo. jfl. Seiders.

1 small lot at

French

H. R. VIRGIN of Portland, Me., and WM.
E EARLE, Washington, 1). C„
Successor** to Pickett & Earle, having succeeded to ail the papers, records and evidence
bear! uir
on
French
Nnolinfion
Claims, collected by JAM Kg II. C AUSTEN, during « period of over fifty years,
while attorney for such claimants, are
associated as
•

Jan24

Boyd

Sn,

Herbert G.

att

M. C. 3VdC. A.

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
Patents promptly and
1ul2dtf

;
i

!

j

at
6.50 and 8.00

Overcoats,
$2.50, 4.00, 5.00,
each. Excellent bargains.
206 Men’s Fine Overcoats, in all sizes, at
Extra
$10.00, 12.00 and 15.00.

Men’s Black Worsted Suits,

Pants, &c.
lOl Suits Fine Black Worsted
in Sack and Frock at only $12;
wholesale price $14.87 1-2.
73 men’s Fine Pure Worsted,
Black Coats and Vests to match

line values.

MEIN’S REEFERS.
64 Men’s Heavy Reefers, at $1,00, 4.00,
6.50 and 8.00.
Elegant values in Boys’ Ail Wool Suits
at $8.00 and 10.00 (ages 14 to 17)
regular prices 12.00, 14.00, 15.00
and 16.00.

CHILDREN’S SUITS.

year’s price

Also great bargains in Suits, sizes 4 to 8
years, at $4.00, 4.50 and 5.00.
500 Knee Pants at 50c, 75c and 1.00.
Children’s $12.00 Dress Suits for 8.00;
sizes 4 to 9 years; superb values.
Knee Pant Suits for Boys, 11, 12,13
and 14 years, at 5-00, 6.50, 7.00
and 8.00.
3000 pairs Men’s all Wool Pants at
$1.25,1.50, 2-00, 2.50, 3.00, 3 50
and up.

at only $10 each;
$15.

last

MENS^YESTS.

i

price.

Bosii k Porllanfl

o

Portland

Sc

Boston

Cling Co~

—

W.

O. WARE,

-

-

-

i; tmm mm, & Bancroft.

DEALERS,

bill to refer the

a law,
am now prepared to prose
cute the same. I have full lists of all claims which
have been filed for loss of vessels, cargoes, &c. Fees
to be contingent.
Z. K. HARMON,
Centennial Block.

Ladies’ and Misses’ Cotton Underwear,
on

,

janl7dtf

—

Wednesday, January

LAW.

Room 28. First Nat’l Rank ISuilriinu,

given

to

should

buy

28th

ANT IQUAKI AN

the

Chapel of Williston Church,
THURSDAY EVENING, JAW. 29,

Railroad and

through

TOO MANY

at

We are prepared to show a complete
line of these goods at prices lower
If it is choice
than ever before,
styles and superior workmanship that
will please our customers we are determined this year not to disappoint
them; and realizing that in these
times the cost as well as the quality of
goods is considered, we have marked
our entire line at prices we are confident will please the closest buyers.

the

of

jan28
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200 Pairs Gents’ Hand Sewed, custom made MoLeg. Calf Boots, all sizes, widths and halfsizes, for little or no profit, to close. 76 pairs
ladies’ Front Laee Boots, to close, only $2.76,

SPECIALTIES:
Ladies’ Fine Stylish N. Y. Boots. Woodmansee &
Garside’s Fine Boots. Boyd’s Fine Stylish N. Y.
Boots sold only at Sign of Gold Boot.
Ladies’ Cloth Tod Button.
bide Lace Boots.
Front Lace Boots.
sense

goods.

Fine Stylish Walking Boots.
Kid

(oor. Elm and Congress Streets)

Thursday
Eve’ng,
assisted

Button,

the last

that

can

be

old

Mr. John
JLittlefield, Soprano; Mrs* T. I*, Vital*, Elocutionist;
Mr. C* A. Farrell. Harmonica Soloist;
Star
Mi** Helen
Banjo and 4*niiar Quartet e$
jan27d3t
Beed, Pianist. Ticket* i£5 cts.

SPOHR’S

OUR STOCK CONSISTS OF

Night Robes,
Chemises,
Drawers,
Infants’ Dress,

Skirts,
Corset Covers,

Pillow Shams,
Infants’ Robes.

Stylish Overshoes.
Jersey Goods, the Best on Earth.

dtf

CLEARING OUT SALE

WANTED.

The Fall of Babylon!
—

FINE

SIGN OF GOLD BOOT.

ZENAS

Jan 24

PORTLAND,

M,

eodtf

DOLLARS.

32 and 38 Union St., Portland.
dly

_

CONGRESS SQUARE ART STORE.
new

and

choice line of

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND JAPANESE CHINA.
STEPHEN BERRY.

Book, Card and Job Printer
No. 87 Plum Street

Etchings, Engravings, Photographs and Artists’ Proofs
a specialty. The most choice line of Artistic Frames
can

be found at

J. T.
no29

O LOSE

THE

—

HAYDN ASSOCIATION
—

AT

TT3STION

—

HAXjIj,

Thursday Evening, Jan. 29, at 8 o’clock.
Ticket. 50 cent.; may be bad of member., also
Stockbridge’s, and at W. S. Banks’, Congress

at

jan27d3t

Square.

GILBERT’S ASSEMBLY,
EVENING.

THURSDAY

50 cents admits Gentleman with Ladies.
in

Class

Waltzing

dflondny

Evening..

ADMISSION IOCTS.
or Evening,Polo Nights, Attraction
Nights and Holidays excepted.
if. B.—The management reserve the right to refuse
admission or skates to parties deemed objectionable.
declSdtf
BERT C. WHITTIER, Manager.

Afternoon

SKATING

RINK,

Block, middle St.

EVERY

EVENING.
IS CENTS.
lO CENTS.

AnUimiU
AUffllOOlUn

SKATE CHECKS, 10 CENTS.
P. S. The management reserve the right to refuse all objectionable parties.
dec31difC. H. KNOWLTON, Manager.

PORTLAND THEATRE.
Night and Matinee, Saturday,
Jan. 31st,

One

RUSSELL,

will make his first appearance here, in the great
Comic

Drama,

entitled

TIE SILVER SPOM
by Dr. Jones especially for the BOSTON
mCSE C m, where it achieved the greatest success
of any play ever presented at that popular theatre.
written

under the management of Nr. B. M. Field, manager of the Boston Museum.
Sale of Seats commences Thursday, Jan. 29. Ev
enlng prices 75c, 60c and 35c; Matinee prices 60e
35c.
jan2BdXw

and

MRS. AMELIA H. COLBY,

celebrated trance speaker, lectures at hall,
corner of Congress and Elm streets,
Sunday, Feb.
1st, afternoon at 3, evening at 7 o'clock.
Mrs.
Colby is acknowledged to be one of the most eloquent speakers now on the platform.
the

1 Striped Chshmerc Shawl
“
1 Im.Camel’s Hair
“
“
*•
1
“
“
“
1
“
“
“
1
“
“
“
1
Brown Seal Plash,
“

“

$8.00
30.00
22.00
30.00
25.00
30.00
4.00
8.00

Former price
“

«

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

jan29d3t*

PORTLANDJTHEATRE.

One Night, Monday, February 5»,
The Great Irish Comedian, Mr.

BOUCICAULT,
Supported by the talented

.

$20.00

50.00
30.00
45.00
45.00
60.00
8.00
12.00

Black Worsted Dress Braid 4 cts. per piece.
Black Satin Rhadame from $1.00 to 2.50.
Black Gros Grain Dress Silks from 50 cts. to $3.00.
These are all good goods and in good order. Ladies who have attended our
former sales know that they will ilnd everything just as advertised, that we
practice no deception, and give every customer a great deal more than the value
of their money.

BOUCICAUL.T,
Mr. D. G.

Boucicault

-AND A

CAREFULLY
In his

SELECTED

COMPANY,

Romantic Irish Creation of the

SHAUGHRAUN,
Canny the Sh&ughrunn... Dion Roncirault

Moya...KAiieii'finit
Harvey Duff.Mr. D. G. BoucicaullB
Prices 31.00, 76 and 60 cts.. Gallery 3Ec, Sale
of Seats commences Friday, Jan. 30.
jan27dlw

PEOPLE’S
Wm. Wylie,

TIIEATKE,

Sole Ees.ee and Manager.

MONDAY, Jan. 2G, and every evening during the
week.
Matinees Wednesday and Satnrday at 2.30
THE PEOPLE’S VERDICT:
The best
show and warmest and most comfortable Theatre In
the city. Special N oticc: Wednesday and
Friday
evenings, ladies admitted free when accompanied
by gentleman. Popular Prices, boyB’gallery 10c,
balcony 16c, parquett 25c, orchestra 3oo. An en-

tire

new

Company this week.

jan26dlw*
—1—■■——■

SlUBBS’, No. 593 Congress Street.
_

dtf

$4,000

well-known and very successful books for
are:
AVelcomc Chorus, W. S.
Tilden; High School Choir, Emerson A Tilden
and Lanrsl Wreath, W. 0- Perkins.
Price of
each of the three books, 31, or *0
Also
per doz.
High ftchoel Booh of Moug, Ernst Leslie, 75
or
cts.,
30 per doz., and Public School Hvnannl, by Irving Emerson, 40 cts., or 83.00 per doz.
Other

Worth of Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

Slightly Soiled by Smoke and Water, not in-

jured

in

the least for wear, for sale at

ABOUT ONE-HALF THE USUAL PRICE
This is not a shoddy lot bought for the occasion, but ail good, solid reliable goods.

at 7 a. m.

Perry’s Shoe Store,
233 YORK

STREET,

PORTLAND.

Children’s Songs and how to
Kins?
•alHs til

Pill TLe newest book for COMAllCIII.
mon Schools.
By W. L.
Tomlins. In two editions. Tbe School Edition has
voice parts only, and costs 30 cts., or $3 per doz.
The Teachers’ Edition has songs and accompaniments, and costs 75 cts. 82 good songs for singers
•
of all ages.
Other very popular School Song Books are: Emerson’s song ->ell>, and Perkins’ Golden Kobiu
and Whippoorwill, each 50 ets or S5
per doz.

Gems for Little
charming

NOW IS YOUR TIME TO GET SHOD FOR A LITTLE MONEY.
Open Wednesday, Jan. 21,

Song Greeting.

Seminaries. 82 Part-songs of the
highest character, both In words and music, exercises and solfeggios. By L. O. Emerson.
00 cts
$6 per doz.
ademies and

High Schools

Spring Stock of Carriages now being finished.

THIRTY-FIVE
j»n27

DOWN,

J. M. DYEK & CO.,

For 10 days I will sell the balance of my stock of Sleighs at great reduction
i'rom former prices. We offer a Full Cloth Trimmed Sleigh, Full Plated Handles,
Plated Kod on dasher, and Leather Wings, Clip Post and Foot Scraper, for the
unheard of price of

THE SHOE DEALER

All Sold.

are

SLEIGHS. _^311 Oongresa St.
THOMPSON, JR.
CASH SALE.

Must be sold to make room W my

421 CONGRESS ST.

BY

Music Books for Schools.

-OF-

Everybody

Goods

“
Hemstitched
121-2 cts.
25 cts.
Children’s Colored Wool Hose 25 cts. Former price 37 1-2 cts.
Brown, Green and Navy Blue Damasse Velveteens $1.00. Former price 1.75.
Standing Work Baskets $1.60 to 2.25. Former price 4.00 to 5.50.
Children’s Leggius 25 cts. Former price 50 cts.

Gray

jao27

to know that our Rent and Expense*
are only about one-third as much as
our competitors. This fact alone should prompt you to examine our goods and get our prices on good solid durable goods. Remember, we do not have
shoddy
goods. We claim to bo able to give you fine goods
at prioes that defy competition.

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY ANDFRIDAY, JAN, 21,21 and 3011,

Striped, Brocade and Plain Satins 50 cts. Former price $1.25 and 1.50.
Colored Moire Antique Silks $1.50. Former price 3.50.'
Plaid and Striped Summer Silks 37 1-2 and 50 cts. Former price 75 cts. and $1.
French Printed Dress Satines 25 cts. Former price 87 1*2 cts.
Ladies’ Silk Handkerchiefs 25 cts. Former price 75 cts.
“
“

KASHAS BROS. & BASCRAFT.

GENTLEMEN’S

ORATORIO

SOL SMITH

MARK DOWN AND CLEARANCE SALE!

TO

for

Indian Felt Buckle Arctics.
Gents’ Narrow Stylish Buckle Arctics.
Zephyr Rubbers very Stylish.

Jan. 29

by the following talent:
Morgan, Tenor; Mrs. JElla

the Famous and Inimitable Comedian, Mr.

Soiled Blankets, Quilts, Winter and Summer Dress Goods, Summer
Silks, Black Dress Goods, Black and Colored Silks, Winter and Summer Skirts, Ladies’ and Misses’ Wool Hose, Kid Gloves, small sizes,
Odd Merino Vests and Pants for Ladies and Gents, Fringed Cream
Damask Table Covers with Bed Borders.

Slippers.

only $2.00.

—

THATCHER POST G. A. R. HALL

I.AUIKM,

REMNANT,

MARKED

rocco

former price $1.60.

AT

Admission 10 cents.

GOODS.

OVERSTOCK ED.

Common

7 o'clock.

“Yo Olden Tunes” during the evening.
Admission, including Mapper, !45c.

Singing

BENTS,

All the lemnants made the past year in each department consisting
of Linen Damask, Napkins, Crashes, White and Colored Flannels,
White Goods, Cotton Flannels, Bleached and Bro. Cotton, Black
Cloakings, Black and Colored Dress Goods, Flannel Suitings, Black
and Colored Velvets, Black and Colored, Plain and Fancy Silks, Black
Hernannb, Ginghams, Silesias, Cambrics, Black Silk Fringes, Gimps,
Passementeries, Hamburg Edgings and Insertions, and will be sold
regardless of cost.

*

Extension Heel Rub-

wear

SUPPER

will be served in tbe

A TALENTED COMPANY,

<lec22dtf

or

COYLE, JR.,

Chairman Committee.

OPEN

GRAND ANNUAL GASH,

Or Until the

PORTLAND, ME.
be

—

J. B.

Admittance free.

jao2Hd2t

Storer Bros.’

-_-_MANAG-ER.

ANNUAL OPENING SALE

GEO. E. B. JACKSON,

Special attention will
corporation business.

THE

Mechanics’ Hall,

PORTLAND

Portland, Maine.

253 and 255 Middle Street,

OF

for French Spoliaof claims for adjustment,
THEtions, to the courtI claims
having become

.A.T

IN

Library Room,

jan20____
B1J0C SKATING PARLOR,

Co.,

Clothing

MANUFACTURERS, JOBBERS AND RETAIL

SPQLIATIoFciAim

COUNSELLOR

—

THE EYE

American A Foreign Percents,

Portland, Me., Jan’y 16th.

OX

—

HOLT,

DR. £. £.

ones,

We simply say the bargains we olfer
27 Pure All Wool Scotch Frock
in this Department are wonderful.
Suits, regular price and cheap at
44 Hen’s All Wool Suits, in 35 to 38,
$18; our price today $12.
at only $5.00.
men’s Fine Brown Whipcord
One small lot medium weight Sack Worsted Frock Suits, four button
Suits, all wool, at only $6.50 per suit, Cutaways,’at $15 and 18 per suit.
regular price 12.00.
91 Hen’s all wool Scotch Suits, in sack
pattern, several styles, sizes 35 to 42, at
1000 men’s Vests at ouly $1.25
only $8 per suit, actually worth 12.00 !
| and 1.50.
per suit to any one.

-01-

All business relating to
faithfully executed.

LECTURE BY

—

the Only FirstClass Bink in Portland.

A

Street.

I
i

good

Men’s

119 Children’s all Wool Suits, in sizes 4
to 7 years, at only $3.50. Just half

MEN’S SUITS.
>

131

STRICTLY 8NE PRICE -ALL GOODS MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES.

SOLICITORS

before the Court of Claims in the prosecution of French Spoliation Claims.
Address all correspondence to H. If. Vii—
Union Mutual Building, Portland,
nine.
janl6d2m

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

13

(Sizes 4 to 11 years.)
1 small lot Black Chinchilla Beaver
Overcoats at only $1.00; regular price

Spoliation Claims.

541 Congreag

COLCORD,

Mens’ Suits Continued.
1 small lot mens’ fine All Wool
Fancy mixed Suits at only $13.50
per suit; regular price $22.
IIO mens’ Brown
Whipcord,
Pure Worsted Suits, regular price
$18, and 20, at only $12 and 15.
A few Double Breasted Suits, all
sizes, all wool at ouly $15.

extra

Boston and Portland Clothing Co

Ml. G. PALUIEB,

J. W,

years.)
only $4.00,

values.
20 All Wool Suits at only $5.00;
regular price S.00.
42 All Wool Suits m 4 styles at
$6 and 6.50. Wholesale price of
these suits is 8.25.
33 B >ys’ All Wool Suits at only
These are actually the
$7.00.
best value ever offered by us,
always sold by us previous to
this sale at $12.

dim

jan7

to 14

MEN’S OVERCOATS.

Children’s Overcoats.

2.50.
1 small lot in hrokeu sizes at $2.50
sizes 4 to 12; extra bargains.
72 Heavy Gray Double Breasted Overcoats with muff pockets and cape, at
only 93.50; wholesale price 4.75.
182 Overcoats at $4, 4.50 5 and 6.
Great bargains. (A11 sizes.)
1 small very handsome Plush Trimmed
(Cost to
Overcoat at only $7.50.
make 8.76.) (Sizes 3 to 6 yrs.)
Bargains in Children’s Overcoats at $7,
7.50, 8, 8.50, 9,10 and 12.

Boys’ Alexis Suits.

BUSINESS UAESBS.

Counsellors at

Merrill._jan27d3t»

—

jan20sneod2w
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Boston k Portland (Mil Co. Boston and Portland Mil Co Boston k Portianfl (Mil Co. Boston & Portland Clothing Go. kiss Leila Farrell,

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
FRACTIONAL LOTH A

HALL.

COPIB1GHT 1883.

City,
II

Bane, Chicago,

National

TELEPHONE CSS*.

given to private pupils by the subsorib

made from all wool

SPECIAL SALE OF CLOTHING

_The Genesis of Good Clothing.

—

Tickets 35 cts.; for sale by W. W. Whipple & Co.

at

for Men, Women and Misses. These Overshoes are
light, warm and comfortable, will not draw the feet,
a sure prevention of cold feet and chilblains.

anl7d3w

Dollar,

VmK&b^akfHnlU«MEK
Lkw E.DARBOw.Proa’t.

In loaning for Private Investors and Trust Funds.
“NOT HOW MUCH, BUT BOW WELL,”
Is our Motto in Loaning. Send for circular
giving full particulars as to loans, references, etc.

BOTH

—

THURSDAY EVENINGJAN. 29, 7.45 O’CLOCK

years’ experience

are

Geo. W. Frank &

Choice First Mortgages in the beet FarmingDistricts in Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska.
Inter ett paid at your own home in N. Y. Exchange.

IMPORTSD

Canadian Overshoes

and Children

the

on

AT

—

AT

Iowa
BANK,Corning,
Darrow.)

N. Y.

PARTY!

FOR

—

for

materials, and we
ean guarantee our patrons durable, lasting
and serviceable fabrics at tills great

SNATCHED FROM THE GRAVE.—I was brought
to death’s door by a combination of eczema and erysipelas, from which I had suffered for three years.
Was treated by several physicians with iodide potassium, which seemed to feed the disease. I have been
cured sound and well by the use of Swift’s Specific.
Mrs. Sarah E. Turner, Humboldt, Tenn.
Swift’s Specifio is entirely vegetable. Treatise on
Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free.
The Swift Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.
or 169 W. 23d St., New York.
janld&wlynrm

Pants, Vests, &c., &c.,

lien, Youths, Boys

Low

A girl in my employ has been cured of constitutional scrofula by the use of Swift’s Specific.
J. O. McDaniel, Allatoona, Ga.
(This gentleman is father of the Governor of Ga.)

large

stock of goods which we have
purchased from a retailer forced to go out ot
business, comprising Suits, Overcoats, Reef-

NEGOTIATED BY TUB

OHAS.CXNQBTON.Oashhr.
Oilman, Sob ft Co., Bankers,
*»er *• J

announce n

NAVY

ARM Y
and

The
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Church,
—

isthemostdesirableforthisclimate

V
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iecuritiesImortgageLj
to

Entertainment Committee of the First

DANCING

and

(Soocessor

HALL.

Thursday Evening, Jan. 29,

Henry S. Osgood, Augusta,
Leonard Williams, Yarmouth,
William W. Brown, Portland,
William E. Godld, Portland.
Portland, Me., Deo. 31,1884.
dec31dlm

FIRST NATIONAL

CITY

—

Tickets 35 cents or three for One Dollar; ts be
had at C. J and F. R. Farrington’s, W. E. Chandler’s Mnsic Store and at the door. Admission in tbs
afternoon free. Refreshments solicited.
jan26d4t
Fa risk

ALL WOOL

Wheelwbioht, Bangor,

Joseph S.

made from

15

—

The

TBDWTBEM >
Harrison J. Libby, Portland,
William G. Davis, Portland,
Mark P. Emery. Portland,
Frederick Robie. Gorham,
Samuel A. Holbrook, Freeport,
R. B. Shepherd, Skowliegan,
Andrew P. W is well Ellsworth,
Philip Henry Brown, Portland,
Charles F Libby, Portland,
Fkedekick N. Dow, Portland,

Every lady

lSaI«amiie Distillation of Witch*

SALE !

everybody knows, Clothing

H. BUTLER, Seoretary.

ber as they do not cut
Heel.

Hazel, American Pine, Canadian Fir,
Marigold, Clover Blonom, etc.

Annual Fair and Promenade Concert,

OUR

PURCHASE

IMMENSE

Ladies’ Patent Extension Heel Rubbers.
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE,

—WILL BOLD TBF.IK—

Thursday Afternoon and Erenlug, Jan.29

Attends our Sale of

The <*reat

OF

H. J. LIBBY, President.
WM. E. GOULD, Vice President.

that no mat

Cromwell for weeks, and they have been
blazing away at him with great vigor. Bunker’s complaint is that Cromwell is a “Mossback.” The Bangor Commercial, too, has
been impressing upon the Democracy the
necessity of throwing Cromwell overboard.
'mengnt probably Has a good deal to do
with the patronage. Chairman Cromwell’s
announcement that “me and Pat Collins is
going to distribute it” has intensified tbe opposition to him on the part of Democrats
whose relations with him have been of such
character that they can not hope for any
favors at his hands, and they are determined
if possible to put him where he will be likely
to have no favors to grant. As chairman of
the State committee he would naturally
have considerable influence with the new
administration; as a private Individual he
would probably have none.

Clothing Co.

WEEK

or at specified dates. Interest bearing certificates of deposit
issued. Current aooounts opened, subject to check,
as iu National Banks.

mill.

instructions to procure Galilee fish for dinner, he was unable to find a single fish in
the market. This is especially strange, inas much as I have had positive evidence that
the waters swarm with piscatorial life to-day
just as in the days when Christ called Gali-

K»TEBTAIJRIKNT».

stocks.

in

on

I*"-

Boston & Portland

“Workshop.”

ter who had been chairman the result would
have been the same. Bunker of the Fair
field Journal has, had his batteries trained

"

PORTLlir TRIM

Preparation.

ered

Irishmen in Loudon
to suffer

Mr. Blaine’s

OHDUUNNIJI.

FINANCIAL,.

dti

Singers.

book for Primary Schools and Kindergartens, with pictures, sweet poetry and sweeter music. U. E. Emerson & Gertrude Swayue. 30 cts.,
or S3 per doz.
Mailed for the retail price.

0L1VEB DIT80N & CO., Boston.
jan27_

HYDROGEN
POCKET
LIGHTER.

TTS&w2w

Produces

a

Flame

Wind or Rain

• cannot
extinguish.
Ignite anything combustible. Sells at sight
to agents. 25c each, or SI per dozen; exclusive
of
sale
for
a
right
city, county or state given fret*
wAOQETT
CO. 82 Washington st», Chicago, 111.

Will
price

JaylO

dim*

THE PTi'ESS.
THURSDAY MORNING. JAN. 29.
The Congress Yeast Powder is the only
Cream Tartar baking powder that sells on its
merits. It requires no advertising, because
when once used it always pleases.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Wholesale market
FOB THE WEEK ENDING Jan. 28
Trade the past week has been rather tame in
nearly all branches r.of the merchandise market.
January opened with a brisk demand for Groceries
and Provisions, and continued so until about the
middle of the month, since which time thore has
been a very dull and unsatisfactory business. For
Flour trailing is Jess active and prices are easier in
sympathy with the decline in "Wheat. Dealers are
not buying to any extent, but are waiting further
Review of

developments. Pork and Lard during the week
have been steady and firm with no change of consequence in quotations. Sugars have boon strong and
decidedly higher; yesterday granulated touched 7c,
but to-day the market weakened somewhat and
closed at 6% o, with Extra G at 6%c. Molasses—
No transactions of importance have been made and
prices aro nominally unchanged; the stock of old
Molasses in New York is exceeding small and the
market is in a splendid condition for the now crop.
One cargo of now crop Porto Rico, just arrived in
Boston, is selling in a jobbing way at 52@53c; our
quotations for old remain unchanged with only a
moderate demand. Teas are quiet and not quite as
firm for Forraosas; no particular variation in figures reported.
Mackerel—There is a better feeling
for all kinds with an increased demand, especially
for No 2s, which are strongly held at previous rates,

asking §12
bbl;
no sales have been reported at that price; Is steady
and scarce; 3s are doing a little bettor. In Produce wo notice a strong and higher mai ket for
Onions with sales at 3 75 and still tending upward;
Eggs have eased oif at all points; Chickens command 18@19c ^ H> fer fresh killed in job lota; Turkeys in light supply with no inquiry. Seeds show
little change.
Turpentine is lower at 35@42o.
while in

some cases

holders

are

Chicago, Jan. 28.—The Flour market is easier;
unchanged; choice to fancy White Winter
Wheat
at
Winter
4 26@4 75;
Michigan
Wheat at 3 60®4 25; low grades Winter at 2 26®
3 00; fancy Western Spring extra at 3 25S3 76;
to choioe Spring extras at 3 00@3 50; Minn.
akers at 3 25;k 3 76; common to good Minn. 3 00
®3 40; low to choice Spring Superfine 2 00®2 76;
good to fancy Minn, patent at 4 60®6 26.
Rye
flour at 8 00®3 25. Wheat lower; January 77%®
78yac; No 2 Spring at 77y4®78c; No 3 at 67%@
69c; No 2 Red 79%c; No 3 at 70c. Corn is firm at
37 y* a38V4c. Oats Arm; No 2 White at 3X44032;
No 2 at 30®31c. Rye is tame;No 2 at 62o. Barley
nominal; No 2 at 63®6Ec. Pork steady at 12 26®
12 30. Lard lower at 6 8244@6 85. Boxed Meats
In fair reuuest; shonldersat at 4 80®5 00; short rib
at 6 25@6 30;short clear 6 79®6 76.
Roooru©-Flour 39,008 bbls, wheat 76,000 bu,
oorn 401,000 bush, oats 154 (100 bash,rye 10,000
bn, barley 68,000 bnsh.
Sb pnentf—Flour 27.000 bbls, wheat 37.000 bu,
ecru 208,000bush, oats 114,000 bush.iryo 3000 bu,
barley 19,000 bush.
ST. Loois, Jau. 28.—Flour is unchanged. Wheat
lower; No 2 Red at 854406614 c. Corn higher at
38®36ysc. Oats firm at 30o bid. Lard 6 76®B 80,
Receipts fkur 2,000 bbls, wbea, 19,000 bush
corn 89,000
bush, oats 13,000 bush, barley 2,000
and

good

bo, rye 00,000

bush.

Shipments—Flour 11,000 bbls, wheat 10,000 hu,
95,000 tush, oats 1,000 bush, rye 0009 bnsh,
barley 0,000.
Dstkoit, Jan. 28 —Wheat weak, No 1 White at
BGMic asked; No 2 Red Is644c asked.
Wheat—Receipts 18,000 bu; shipment* 000 bu.
New Orleans, Jan, 28.—Cotton firm; {Middling
uplands 10 9-16c,
Mobile, Jan. 28 —Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 1044C.
Sayannad, Jan. 28.—Cotton film; Middling uplands 10 9-160.
Charleston, Jan. 28.—Cotton is dull; Middling
oorn

uplands 10yii®10%0.
Memphis, Jan. 28.—Cotton quiet; Middling* up-

lands 10%c.

European ftlarkela,
(By Telegraph.)
London,Jan. 27.—Consols 99 13-16.
London, Jan. 28.—U. S. 4s, 124% ;do 4448,11644
Liverpool, Jan. 28-12.30 P M.-Cotton market
dull; uplands at 6d; Orleans at 6ysd; sales 7,000
tales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
LlYERPOOL.,Tannarv 38—Winter wheat at 7a
7s Od; spring wheat at 7s 2d ft 7s 4d;0alifornia average at 6s 10d@7s 3d; Club at 7s 3 a7g Ed; Corn at
4s HVid; peas >'e. Provisions, etc.,—Pork 64s; bacon 83s 6d tor short clear and 82s fid lor long clear;
lard, prime western 36s 3d; cheese at 62s; tallow
83s 6d.

Porllauri Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected for the Press to Jan. 29, 1885.
Jrcail.

prices steady and well maintained. The
market tor Fresh Best is Hrm and generally higher;
the advance is mainly on best grades; we now
quote sides at 7ya®9e j? Ib.bind quarters at 10®12,
fore quarters 5@8 Vic,hounds with flanks 8ya(®9c;
rounds 9gl0e, rumps and loins 12@16o, rumps at
12@14e, loins 12@17c, rattles 5@6c, backs 8@8c,
chucks 5@8c. short rib cuts at 10®13o.

can

be

StRllroxd

Recetpt.,,
Poet nitre, Jan. 28
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
45 owe miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
roads, 54 ears misoellauooas merchandise.
Slide-*: xml T viiow.
The following
and Tallow:

aro

Portland quotations

Hides

on

Ox and Steer Hides 90 lbs might and over?
oHIb
Ox and Steor Hides under 90 tbs.(> op ft
Cow Hides, all weights.... 8
op tb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights. 4
op lb
Half Skins. 10 op ib
Sheep Skins.
75o@ oaob
Lathb Skins.
50e each
Right and Deacon Skins.35 to 35o each
Beirierod Tallow...
step ft
..

s .entlier.

Pilot Sup.... 7 oOftl 0 001 New York,
do sq
100.
@6 60 Light.22 M824
Ship.4 00@5 00 Mfl Weight 23 @24
Crackers 5VsO lb
Heavy.24 @25
1-00. 25@ SO Slaughter...36 @41
Caudles.
Gd.l>amV'd22 @23
Mould ^flb.12@12Vi Am. Calf.... 92@110
Sperm.20 @25
I.nwiber.
South. Pine,30 00@40 00
Coal.—(Retail.)
Cumberland 6 60@6 00 Clear Pino.
Acadia.7 00@7 60 Uppers.J56@65
Chestnut.
@5 75 Select..46@56
Franklin.7 00@7 60 Fine Common...,36®42

Lehigh.b 75@

Sprues.13 00@14 00

Coffee.

Hemlock. ..11 00S12 CO

Java,*rlb.... IS,@21
Clapboards.
RIO... .10Vi@12Vi! Spruce, ox.28 00@30 00
Clear.... 26 00@28 00
Cooperage.
Hhd. Shooks and Heads
Mol. City.. 1 76@2 00

2d Clear 22 00ft24 00
No. 1.15 00ft 18 00
Sug. City.. 11013115 Pino.25 00@60 00
SugSawodehk 85ft90
Shingles.
Pino Sugar
Ex Cedar.. 3 60® 3 75
Boxehooks
601 Clear “
3 00®) 3 25
46ft
ExNo.l
Sugar Heading.
2 00® 2 60
Spruce 36in
20 No 1 Cedar 1 26@1 75
18,ft
pine.
20 Spruce.
1 45@1 65
18ft
Hard Pine.
22 Laths,
ft
Mol. Heading 25ft
Spruce.... 2 00@2 2fi
Matches.
Hoops, new 14ft @25 00 I
60
old,
20@23 Star,^lgro?s
@
Short do 8ftl0 OOft’12 OOlDirigo.
39®41
7ft 8 00ft
Metals.
Pop’rStavesl 2 00ft 14 OOiCoppor—
Spruce, r’gh
@12 00 Bolts. 20@22
O. Hhd.
I Y. M. Sheathing, 13
Staves ....20 00®25 00■
F. M.Bolts...
20
Cordage.
26
I Cop bottoms..
Amer’n tlib.ll @
Ingot.
13%
Russia .11 @
I 14x48 common, 2b
do

~

titer,U Slnrkej.
Tho following quotations of steaks are received
daily bv telegraph:
Boston & Maine R. 7s, 1893,.121
Franklin Company, Lewiston. 99%
Hill Manufacturing Co.
75
York Manufacturing Co.815
BOSTON STOCKS,

A.T.c'
..
Boston A Maine.,.
Flint, & Fore Marquette preferred

73%
.168

84%

do common
New York A New Eng.
Mexican Oeutral 7a.....,

L. R. A Ft Smith...

15

14Va
41 Va
24

....

HEW YOTia STOCKS.
Missouri Pet.
.; 94%
Nor them Paofic prefo el... 37 %
Omaha common.... 25
Omaha preferred
85%
—

..

...

New Tf erk Block aad SKoaey JWaeifci*

(By Telegraph.)
York, Jan. 28.—Monoy closed at 1 per cent
on call; prime mercantile paper 5@6.
Foreign Exchange closed strong at 4 84 and 4 88. GovernNkw

ments

strong. State bonds dull. Railroad bonds
slightly improved. The share market in later trading con’limed dull aud weak with fractional recov-

iust before rlie close «.nd more net.ive.
rue transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 223.700 Bhares.
iae following arc i.o-day’1 closing quotations cf
ery

»

Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3«.
101%
do
do
do
4%s, rog.112%
do
do
do
4%e,eonp.112%
do
do
do
4a, reg.,,.121%
do
do
do
4s, coup.121%
Paotfio Os. ’06... ,326
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
Clbe&go 3 Alton
....131%
148
Chicago & Alton pret..
..118
Chicago, Burr & Quincy........
Erie.
12%
23
Krieprof......
Illinois Central
....
121%
Lake Shore. C0%
64
Michigan Central....
Now Jersey Centra!...
32%
Northwestern.
83%
Northwortorn preS...
.....124
Maw York Central.
86%
Rock island.
,.107%
8t. Paui.
72%
St. Paulpret.
.102
Union Pacific Stock. .•..'. 48%
'Eeetoru Union Tel.
57%
...

...

..

...

...

..

..

California mining blocks.
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Jan. 28.—The following are the
•losing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:

Bodie.

2
1

Best &
Crown

1%

Cod. Pacific.
Belcher.
Point... ...
Eureka.
Gould & Curry.
Hale & Norcross.
Mexican.
Savage.

—

2%
1%
2%
—

1

Navajo

.I....... 1%
Con.
Chollar. 1%
Fellow Jacket
1%
Union

—

Boated ff5arUei<

Boston,) Jan. 28. —The following W9re to-day’s
quotations ot Batter, Cheese, Eggs, &e:
Pork—Long cut*, 15 00@16 50: short cute 15 60
@16 00: haoks 816 00(316 60; light backs 16 60®
$16 00; lean ends 15 00ffi$16 60; prime mess 14 DO
@$16 60; extra prime 12 50@$13; mess,
@
14 00; pork tonguos $16 00@16 60.
Lard at 7%@8oi> lb for tierces; 8%@8%ofor
10-lb pails: 3%@8%c for 6-lb palls; 8%@9c
for 3-lb pails.
Fresh Beef— Pair steers at 8%@9cip,&; choice
9@9%o; fancy 10c; light steers 7%@8%c; choice
heavy hinds at ll%@12%o;fancy 12%@13c; good
do at 10%@llc; light at 9%@10%c; good heavy
fores 6%@6%c; seo quality 6@6o; rattles at 4% g
6%c: ribs at 6@8c; rumps 12@14%c; rounds 7%
rump loins 12@16%c: loins at 16@18e; light
2@15o.

?.9e;

n ci An a—rhrvi e\f*

I Am a hflnriSnirtkfvl

n^a

at

1 flfVTa

1 66 ^ bush; choice New York small hand-picked
at do i 66@1 70; small hand-picked pea. Vermont,
at 1 76@1 80; common to good at $1 40@1 60;
choice screened do
@1 40; hand-picked med
1 60®.l 65, and choicescrooned do 1 35@1 40;ccmmon do 1 25@1 30; choice improvod yellow-eyee at
2 20,£2 26; old-fashioned yeilow-eyeo
@2 15;
red kidneys 2 30(5)2 40.
Apples—We quote good Greoaings 1 76@
;Pippins and Sweet Apples at 1 60@1 75; common do
$1 26; Baldwins 1 86@2 00 ^ bbl; Huhbardston at
2 26 ^ bbl. Evaporated Apples at 6@8c
lb.

flay—Choice prime hay quoted 18@$18 50^)* ton;
medium to good hay $1(5 0Q@$17 00;choice Eastern
fine $16 00®$17 00; poor at $13@S16; Eastern
swale 10@$31. Rye straw, choice, 019@$19 60;

oat straw

ton.
$9@$il
gutter—We quote Northern creamery at 28&29c;
New York and Vermont dairy at 24@25e;
Franklin County at —@26c; fair togood 22@24c;
long dairies at 3 6@20c, fancy higher; extra Western fresh-made creamery at 32@31c; June creameries at 24@2 5c; Western dairy at 37@18c; ladle
paoked at 18@20o; do fair to good 12@16c; imitation creamery, choice, at 22@24o.
Jobbing prices
range higher than these quotations.
Cheese—Choice Northern at 12%@12%c, fancy
13c; lower grades according to quality;West 11 %@
12c.
Eggs—All strictly fresh stock 27@.28c; held stock
15@20c;fancy 20@26c;limed 19.

Potatoes—Northern and Eastern 62@65c; Ilonlton —@67c
bush at the roads; prolifles 60@62c;

Eastern

ao

62@54c.

Cliicnge

^

iuive Wtocii Market,

(By Telegfcapho
Chicago. Jan. 28.—Cattle—Receipts 4200 head;
shipments 2500 bead: good grades 10c higher; exports nominally at 6 76@6 20;common togood 4 00
6 60; butchering stock 10c higher;co\vs 2 36@4 60,
mainly at 3 00(a) 4 60; Stockers at 3 40@4 10; feeders at 4 00@4 60; corn fed Texans 4 10@6 00.
Hora—Receints 18.000 head: ehinmentn 6000 hd:

strong; rough packing 4 45@4 65;packing and shipping 4 65@o 00; light 4 60@4 76; skips at 3 60®
Sheep—receipts 4000head; shipments 1600;weak;
common at 2 26®2 76; medium at 3 00@3 2o:good
at 3 60@S 76; choice 4 00@4 25; extra Sheep and
Lambs 4 50®5 00.
Domeatic

Market*.

fBy Telegraph.)
vrw York. Jan. 28.-Flour
market—receipts
14,412 bbls; exports 2488 bbls; dull and heavy and
in some instances shade lower; sales 12,800 bbls.
Floor, No 2 at 2 30®2 75;)8up.Weatorn and Stato
at, 2 50®3 00; common to good extra Western and
State 3 00@3 60; good to choice do at 3 60@6 60;
common to choice White Wheat Western extra at
6 00@5 60; fancy do 6 50@5 60; common to good
extra Ohio at 3 < 5®6 60; common to choice extra
St.SLouis at 3 00®6 60: JPatent Minnesota extra
to prime 5 00@5 60: choice to double extra
0 at 6 60®6 86,
including 1600 bbls City Mill
extra at 4 80: 600 bbls tine at 2 30@2 75; 400 bbls
Superfine at 2 60®3 00; 1600 bbls extra No 2 at
3 00 ®3 30. 3100 bbls Winter Wheat extra 306®
6 75: 4600 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 00® 6 90.
Southern flour weak; common to fair extra at 3 40
®4 46,good to choice 4 50®5 85. Rye flour firm at
3 40®3 70. Wheat—receipts 21,625bush; exports
7980 bash; Vs@lc lower with a very moderate export and light city milling business, sales 234,000
bush on *pot: No 2 Spring at 93c; Red Canada ^6c;
3c iu elev, 91®92%c afloat;
No 2 Red at
No 1 White State at '.'2c. Rye is firm. Barley Arm.
( eras Va®%c ^iK^er aJQd fairly active; speculation
moderate; receipts 130,900 hush; exports 81,186
bush; sales 280,- 00 bush on the spot; No 3 at 51@
olVfec; No 2 at 6iV4@62c in elev: choice White
Oats xA@aAc
Southern GHc; Del. Yellow at 52c.
higher and fairly active, clOBing weaker; receipts
sales
bueh;
bush:
exports
36,2hO
68,000 bush on
spot; S'o3at36>4c; do White at 37%c; No 2 at
2
White
at
No
No 1 and No 1
38M»c;
37%®3734 c;
White nominal,Mixed Western at 36®38V»c;White
Coffee quiet.
do 38@41c; White State at 39®40c.
*u#ar dull; refined weak; C 5®5Vic; Ex C 6*4®
6Va ,Wh :o do 5y2@56^c;Yellow 43/4@6c;ofl: A 6%
@6% ; Mould A *h4c; standard A 6@6Vfec; Confectioners A at 6Vsc;‘powdered 6%c; granulated at
6%®0 Vac; Cubes at 6*54 c; cut loaf and crushed at
6%(®G%c. B^csrolenai—united 69%c. Tallow
firm. t*ovU is barely steady; sales 100 bbls mess
13 26; 76 bbls clear back 15 60. Beef easy, l-arrf
higher, later declined 4®0 points,
opened slmle
closing weak and less doing; prime steam spot quoted at 7 20; refined 7 60 for continent; S. A. at 7 70
®7 75. Butter is firm; Western 10®35c. Cheese
teady; Eastern 9@13c, Western flat 8@llVfe.
Freights to Liverpool dull;Wheat steam 4^0.

Sood

—

Manilla.14Vi@15Vh| 14x48 planished,
Manilla Bolt
I Tin15Vi
16
Cai
Rope.
Sisal.9
@10
Ornta and Dye*,

36

,....19 @20
21
English
@22
Char. I. O.. 6 50@7 OC
Acid Oxalic..
Char. I.X...8 60@9 00
14@
"
tart. 46ft 48!
Terne,.6 25@8 00
Aloohalfigal. 2 26@2 35 i Coke.6 76@6 00
Ammon;?.
14®lb
Antimony..
oarb. 25@ 27IZino."". 6 76@6 60
6%ft
SiSolder V&xVi..14x16
Asnes, pot
Bale copahia.. 55® 601
Molasses.
Beeswax. 40@ 45fPorto Rico..
30@ 45
Muscovado.
27
Bleaching
26@
Powders_
30
6]Barbadooa
28@
Borax. 12 ft 1
23®
24
jOienfuegos
Brimstone... 2Ms@ 3
I Boiling
17®18
Cochineal. 35
40 S H in hhds..
00
@
“
3
bbls..
copperas...
1M;@
@ 00
Cream Tartars 38ft
Nails.
40!
I

|

Strait

i
161

...

ICw

Trvnrwrna.1

V7iC„3i,

<1 OKOO OA

JVaval St©re
20@ 60
16@ 25 'iar, ^ bb*.,. 3 25^3 50
Camphor.....
22® 24;Pitch(C.Tar) 3 60^3 76
Myrrh.
60® 65 jWiL Pitch., 3 25(a;3 60
Opium. 4 2 5.'<£4 60 Rosin. 3 00«>4 00
Shellac. 30iz> 35 Turpt*ne,g*l
35R42
9
indigo.1 00@1 26'Oakum.
(ium Arabic
Aloes capo...

..

Iodine.3

Oil.
75:g,4 00!
ipooae.
@1 25 i Sperm.115@1 26
20
Wliale.
Licorice,rt.... 16®
66® 70
Lai ex. 34® 401 Bank.
47® 60
35
Shore.
:
Morphine.3 30@3
45® 47
Oil bergamot 2 35@2 60jPorgie.
35@ 40
Cod liver... .1 75@3 001 Linseed.
63HF8
1 76@2 001 Boiled do_
Lemon_
66® 61
Olive.1 25<gl 761nard.
66@70
Psppt. 3 76@4 00 Castor.1 65@1 65
Wintergroen. 2 40,@2 60INeatsIoot.... 90 @1 00
Potass
DroBlaine_.... 52® 65
mide.
(Paints.
38® 40
Chlorate.
20® 26 P. Pure Lead.
@6 00
lodlae.
(a 3 26 Pure Gr’d do.
@6 00
Quicksilver..
@ 60 Pure Dry do..
@6 00
Quinine.115@1 25; Am. Zin ,....600@7 30
Et. Rhubarb.. 76@1 60, UoeheXle el.
2%®
lit,. Snake.
25® 36, Eng. Ven.Ked
3® 3%
Saltpetre. 10® 161 Red Lead.
7@7Ys
Senna. 15® 261
Rtee.
Seed. Canary lb
4®4% 1 Klee, & IB....
6® 744
Cardamons ..2 00®3 00[Rangoon.
6y2fa0
i
kalernhiM.
Soda,bi-carb.. 344®
Sal.2y2@3 (Saleratus, IB 6® 5%
Salt.
Sulphur.S @ 3% I
Sngar Lead..
20® 221 Pork’s Island.
White Wax... 60® 56] t>hhd.(bd.)2 00@260
Vitrol, bine... 10® lliBonaire_200@26
! Cadi*. du.pd2 00® 2 60
Vanilla,
bean.10 00®12 00] Cadiz,b’dl 1 76® 2 00
Dnck.
I Liverpool.
No I.
@32
| Duty paid 175 @2 00
No. 3.
@28 1 In bond
150@175
No. 10.
(1120 iGrbad butter,. 16t> box
8 02.
@16
ILiv. fine sack. 1 26@1 76
10 ox.
@20 I
spicen.
Cassia pure.
(iunpemler.
13@15
Blasting.... 3 50® 4 00 Cloves.
Sporting.... 6 25® 6 50 Ginger.
Mace.
Hay
Pres’d ptonl i 00@16 00 Nntmogs.
Loose.14 00@17 00
Straw. 8 00@10 00
(ran.

Common.

1%(I

Relined. 2
@2
Norway. 4
Cast Steel...12
German Steel 6
Shoe Stool..
Sheet Iron.
Common ...4Vi@ 6
H. C.44i@ 6

Pepper

...

Starch.
Laundry,.... 5
Shot.

Drop

..

Book.
26®
46®

I Japan........
| do choice.

26®
S6@

Russia.... 13Ms@14
Galv. 7Vb@9
l.eud.
Sheet.6yg@6h4

Tobacco.
|
IBest brands.
60@ 60
I Medium....
40® 46
ICommon....
30@ 40
Pipe. 5Vt@5Yi Mall lb.
@
Pig.4 00@4 251 Nat’l Leal... 60 @70
Lime.
I
Varnigb
Per eagk.
103iDama
r....l75
Cement.
146iCoaoh..
Cflonr.
Gram.
Superfine and
High Mxd Corn
low grades. .3 00@S 25
X Snrlng and
No2 do, car lots.
AX Spring ,4 76@5 00 Com, bag lots,
Patent Spring
Oats, car lots.

66@57
54@55
58@50
40@41

Wheats.G 00@6 37 Oats, hag lots.... 41@42
Meal
.66@57
ter strsights4 7E@5 00 CottonSeed,eariots2fe 00
Do roller....5 25@5 60,CottonSeed,hag loteSO CO
St. Louis WiniSaekodBrsn car lot.
tor straight,. 6 00@5 26:
18 50@19 50
Do roller. ..6 25@5 501 <lo baglotalO 00@20 00
Winter Wheat
|Mids.carlots.$20@23 00
atsnts.5 76@6 25, do bag lota 21@g24 00
JPredKce.
Provision,,
|
Cranberries—
I PorkCape CocH5 00®17 00| Backs. ..16 60@17 00
Maine.. 12 00@13 00[ Clear.... 16 60@16 00
Pea Beans,. 175@185! Moss.13 50@14 00
Mediums.... 1 65@1 76IM0SS Beef..11 606
Germanmodl 40@1 601 Ex Mess..11 5C
Yellow Eyss2 00H2 161 Piato.12 BU
Onicnc i'hbl. 3 75@4 00) Ex Plate. 14 006_
Irish Potatoes 46@60c Hams. lo%@3lo
(Tom. 3tv
*}CV!Z)9A.n Uomo eorovml 1
rd'l A,

Michigan Win-

Turkey*
18@20| LardGeese,
lo@17| Tub, lb... 7V»® 8
Chickens,
17(@19i Tierces..
7%@ 8
Bcwi ....loanee ran.
s%@9

Etaisms.
Good.
-5160
Store.10Sil2oiMuscatel. 2 76
London
tilrcc*.
|
Lay’r.2 60@
.15

SVs

Eloanora, Bragg,

for

WISCASSET. Jan 24-Ar, schs Kate Lilly, Lewis
P Ames, Portland.
Jan 27—Sid, sch E C Allen, Meady, Baltimore.

Lfrom merchants' exchange.!
Ar at St Thomas prev to Jan 26th, sch Lizzie S
Haynes, Sawyer, Funchal.
Sid 16th, brig Addie Hale, Sheppard, Porte Rioo.
Ar at Queonstovm Jah 26, ship Palmyra. Mtnott,
San Francisco.
Ar at Liverpool Jan 26, ship Cbas E Moody, Borland, San Francisco via Valparaiso; 27tb, Alexander Gibson, Speed, San Francisco; Frank Pendleton
Nichols, Magdalena Bay.
Ar at Antwerp Jan 27, ships Wm G Davis, Morse,
San Francisco: America. Herriman, do.
Ar at Cardiff’ Jan 27, barque Ormus, Frost, from
Marvport.
Cld at Pemambnco 31st, barque Arthur 0 Wade,
Sherman, New York; brig Amy A Lane, Carver,
Barbadoe*.
Jn port Dec

31st, barques Archer, Mitchell, and
Lillian, Rumball, unc; brig Wauban, Welch, de.

DOMESTIC POUTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 18th, Bhip City of Brooklyn, Swan, Seatle.
Sid 17th, ships Berlin, Whitmore, and St Paul,
Williams, Liverpool,
Sid 19th, ship Bohemia, Trask, Liverpool.
ASTORIA, O—Sid 18, ship J B Brown, Boyd, fm
Valparaiso for Portland, O.
S W PASS
Sid 26tn, soh Alice Montgomery,
Lavender, Boston.
PENSACOLA—Ar 26th, sch Carrie F Hart, Humphrey, Demerara.
Cid 26th, sch Fostina, Pbilbrook, New York,
JACKSON VILLE-Ar 26th, sch Lois V Chaplcs,
Weaver, Rockport.
Cid 26th, ech Chas II Woleton, Hinckley, Baltimore; Pearl of Orr’s Island, Barker, Portland.
SAVANNAH—Sid 26th, sells Georgia Clark,Bartlett, Raltim .re; LaiuaCobb, Cobb. Laguayra
Cid 27th. sch Clytie, Laughton, Matanzas.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Sid 28th, sch Etta A Stimp—

son. Bunker, Bosten.
Passed out 21st, brig
FORTRESS MONROE
Anita Owen, from Baltimore fer Cuba.
BALTIMORE- Old 26th, sch Annie Bliss, O’Don—

nell, Savannah.
Ar 27th, Bch ADnie F Conlon, Seaward. Portland.
Cid 27th, soh Nathan Lawrence, Connor, Portland.
Sid 27th, sch Horaco R Sturgis.
Below 28th, sch Kit Carson, Harding, Cnracoa.
PHILADELPHIA —Old 27th, barque Fred

W
Carlon, Spalkhaven, Havana.
Boston.
Cid 27th, soh Elbridge Souther, Fales,
Ar at Delawaro Breakwater 27th, barque Batavia, Kelley, Matanzas.
NEW YORK-Ar 27th, sch Cora Mary, Allen,
Norfolk; Florence Leland, Adams, Brunswick; B J
Fellows, Wall,South Amboy for Boston; Lexington,
Priest, do for Salem.
Cid 27th, ship Benj Sewall, Ulmer, Hong Kong;
barques Bouny Doon, Colo, Matanzas; Mignou, Coicord, and Matanzas, Simm-ns, do; schsWR Chester, Thompson, Port do Paix; Hannah F Carlton,
Bryant. Nuevitas.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27th, sch Thomas W Holder,
McMillan, St Marc.
Sid 27th, sch Julia S Bailey, Godtroy, Orient and
Savannah.
Chartered—sch M A Willey, of Thomaston, to
load guano at New Bedford for Richmond at 81 35
per tun.

SOMERSET-Ar 26th, sch Laura H lones, Ste-

New ITort
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—In port 27th, schs
Lizzie Carr.lTnruer, fm Duxbury for Savannah; J S
Case. Falkinaham. Manhias for Vew York: Ada S
Allen, Dudley, Calais for do; Wm T Hart, Davis,
Providence for Bal imore; S M Thomas, Emerson,
do for do;
Florence Randall, Wilson, do for do;
B B Church, Kelley, do for do; Emma F Angel,
Sld 26th, sch Mary F,Pike, Noble, (fromNYork)
for Boston.
NEWPORT—Ar 27th, schs Laura Kelley, Brewer, Portland for New York; Alice Oakes, Baker,
New York for Warrq^.
In port, schs Kowena, Betts, and Victory, Milliken, from Providence for New York; Belle, Young,
Providence for New York.
Tripp,Boston for Baltimore.
vens.

ViNEVARD-HAVJEN—Ar 26th, brig Telos, Cony,
Conakry, WO A, for Boston; sch George H Adams,
Standhh, Baltimore for Portland.
Passed by, barque Au sable, Andrews, Bueno3
Ayros for Boston; brig Mary C Mariner, Gonaives
for do; sch B R Weodside, from Mobile for do.
Ar 27th, sohs Charlotte fc isli, from New York for
Philadelphia; Geo Bird, from Amboy for Portland;
Frank & Willie, Weehawken for St John, NB.
BOSTON—Cld 27tb, sch H L Whitton, Rich, for
New York.
Ar 28th, schs Laviuia Campbell, Franklin, Newport News; Helen H Benedict, Manson, Baltimore.
NEWRCRYPORT—Sld 27tb, sch Jennie S Hall,

Hal[,

Crossley, Portland.
Sld 27th, ech Chas H Morse, Haskell, New Yorh;
James T Morse, Wildes, Charleston.
BOOTHBAY-Ar 26th, barquo Dida E Clark,

FOREZGN POK ITS,
At Yokohama Dec 31, ships Wm H Lincoln, Daly,
and W J Rotch, Bray, from New York.
Cld at Hong Hong Jan 22, ship Kate Bavenport,

FBOM

FOB

Prussian.Portland... Glasgow.Jau 27
Pavoma.New York. .Liverpool ..Jan 28

Werra.New York. .Bremen.Jan
Canmla.New York. Havre.Jan
Cieufuegos.New York. .Clenfuegos .Jan
Montreal.. .Portland-. ..Liverpool.. .Jan
Alvena..New York, .Hayti,.Jan
Sarmatian.Portland.. .Liverpool ....Jan

City

28
2S
28
29
29
29

Chicago..New York..Liverpool.Jan 29
Suevia.Now York. .Hamburg... .Jau 29
Parisian .Portland...Liverpool.Feb 6
Oregon.Portlana.. .Liverpool... .Feb 6
Brooklyn.Portland.,. Liverpool... .Feb 12
of

253
SILK CO.

mar 4

16, ship Harvester, Taylor, and
Pern, Larrabee, for San Francisco, Jdg.
Ar at Genoa Jan 26, ship Resolute, Rearley, New
Orleans.
Passed Gibraltar Jan 26, barque John Iiunyan,
Lancaster, Cadiz for New York.
At Sierra Leone Dec 25, sch Navarino, Foss, for
Boston Jan 5.
Sld fm Callao Dec 19, barque Martha P Tucker,
Smith, for Pisagna and Hampton Koads.
At Departure Bay Jan 15, ship Belvidere 'Jordan,
nearly loaded.
Ar at Liverpool 23d Inst, barquo Bello of Oregon,
Matthews. Portland. O.
Sld 23d, ship St Mark. Nichols. New York.
Cld at Pernambuco 26th, barque John R Stanhope, DeWinter, New York; 31st, Arthur 0 Wade,
Sherman, do; Shetland, Haskell, do.
Ar at Barbadoes prev to 2 let inst, brig Lahaina,
Wooster, from Rio Janeiro, seeking.
Ar at St Pierre Jan 5, barque Endeavor,Whittier,
Portland.
Ar at St Pierro Dec 30, ech A L Henderson, Henderson, Portland.
Ar at St Thomas Jan 11th, brig F I Henderson,
Ross, Montevideo for Falmouth; 13th, David Bugbee, Stowers, Barbadoes, (and sld 16th for Cardonas); 13th, sch Mima A Reed, Nash, Boston; 19th,
Emma Cro*by, Campbell. Point a-Pitre.
Sld 17th, sch L F Warren, Johnson, Manzanila
and New York; 19th, brig Woodbury, Brown, for
Mayaguez and New York.
Sld fm Cienfuegos Jan 17, brig Atalaya, Eye. for

New York.
Ar at Havana Jan 20th, barque Antonio Sa>a,
Mitchell. Now York.
At fcagua Jan 20, ecli3 lilva K Petteugnl, Dodge,
and Isaac Carlton, Drisko. for North of Hatteras.
At Matanzas Jan 22, barque John J Marsh, Whittier, for New York; ache Warner Moore, Crockett,
for North of Hatteras; Eila M Watts, Stevens, do;
Fred Jackson, Snow, for South of Hatteras.
St John. NB—Returned 27th, sch Nellie J Dinsmore, Parker, for Matanzas.®

NPOKKft.
Dec 8, lat 9 N, Ion 27 W, sch .Anna W Barker,
Snowman, from New York for Bahia.
Dec 17, lat 1 N, Ion 21 W, brig Bernard, Kassel,
from Boston for Montevideo.

MIDDLE

for home use.

curative power, in my family, many
times during the past thirty years, and
have never known it to fail. It will relieve the most serious affections of the
throat and lungs, whether in children or
adults.” John H. Stoddard, Petersburg,
Va., writes: “I have never found a medicine equal to

Cross

EXTRACT
OF MEAT
FiHEST AND CHEAPEST MEATFLAVGURIHO STOCK FOR SOUPS,
MADE DISHES & SAUCES.
ANNUAL SALE

H. B. PLANT

Just completed. First-class in
appointment. Baggage and
free.
Location unequaled. Hates $4.00 per day.
dec23d3m

J. T.

vious.
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Awful Doom,

door of

Of the hundreds of accounts of remarkable cures
Dll. KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY, none have appeared so purely astonishing as
the following: The persons mentioned are among
the most highly respected in the city of Troy, and
the story as told by the father will prove iiueresting{to all our readers.—Ed.
Troy, N Y.

House.

tne

annual meeting of the Maine Steamship
Company for the choice of officers and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before them, will be
held at their office,
Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday, the 4th day of
February, 1885, at 10 o’clock a. m.

THE

Dr. Kennedy, Jtondout, V. Y.:
Dear Sir: My daughter was afhicied with a se
vere growth of Fungus. To remove it wo had resorted to almost every remedy and consulted the
most prominent surgeons and physicians. Dr.-,

of Troy, said that a surgical operation would be
necessary, but fearing fatal results I hesitated.
Some of the physicians claimed that it was caused
by one thing and some by another. The Fungus
was prominent and disfigured her looks.
Having
heard of Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY
working so thoroughly on the blood I determined to
try it, to see if this medicine could do what doctors
had failed to do and surgeons had hardly dared to
undertake. I can say in truth that the result of
this trial was the complete cure of my daughter of
this dreadful malady. Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE
REMEDY alone effected it. We used nothing else,

MRS.

of

Yours, etc., WILLIAM WINDSOR.
Canal and Mount Streets, Troy, N. Y.

13__TT&Sdlmnrm

E.MANSON&MON,

Has taken

1884-85.

egraph.

contributors of the Plymouth Congregational Church Sinking Fund are requested to
meet at Mr. Whitman Sawyer’s, No. 2 Vernon
Court, on Monday evening, February 2d, at 7.45
o’clock, to take action in regard to disposition of
said fund. Per order
MRS. WHITMAN SAWYER, Chairman.
EMMA C. CUMMINGS, Sec’y.
jan27dlw

see

Excels

Everything For

SCRUBBING,
HOUSE CLEANING.
Lnvine uiakeo cany work.
Larine makes the hapdeat water

soft.
injure the finest clothes,
f. a vine does not bnrn or chap the hrinds

Lavine does not

USE LAVINE
Washing Clothes, Dishes, Paint,
Floors, &c. and Save Labor.

For

Wrocers Sell Lavine.
SANDYACTUBKD

BY

Company,

AKTFOHD, CONN.

H

VOIR OROCER KEEPS

IT.

SAWVRB, manufacturer’* Agent

A. II.

202% Commercial Street, Portland, Maine.

marlPd&wly

LINIMENT

SCOTCH
THE

GREAT REMEDY FOR

Diphtheria
READ THE

WOLsPE’8

mmm aromatic
Sell

and Sore Throat

it

_

GOLD

eod&wlynrm

MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

BAKER’S

ff (

'/VV
Ik

& CUFFS
ARE THE

jlzm,

n

FINEST GOOD8

EVEH.MADE,

^

^
^<ca- 0?

being

All Linen,

Linings

and

Ask (Or

ljl

Warranted absolutely jture
of
Cocoa, from which the excess
Oil has been removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical.
It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for persons in health.

BEARING THI3 MARK

‘’Tf
IV
S

BreaKfast Cocoa.

COLLARS

both

Exteriors.
them.

atmarlSnro

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

W. BAKE A C0„
3M3B

Borcitsfer,

to

OUJ»bllU*

nave

usea your
sore throat

Scoteh Liniment for ten years, and for
it 8 equal cannot be found, and 1 firmly believe it
has kept Diphtheria out of my family, and will cure
the worst cases if taken in season.
Mrs. John Soule, 71 Wilmot St.

Every family should secure
GOLDEN

a

bottle at

once.

V1VI

UDBLPHli WOCFE'S BON k CO.
18 BFAVEJfc

STREET,

m EW. YORK.

CllT

_

lass,
.11.

a

yjjb :

LINE

^

WINES 4
of ail

LIQUORS

ORmiNAL PACKAOES,

BATCHELDER,

-FOR iiU BT

ft. STANLEY
NO. 410

&S0N, Importers

Shediac. Bathurst. Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort
Fairfield, Grand Falls and other stations on the
New Brunswick and Canada, Inter-colonial, Windsor and Annapolis, Western Counties, Rail Roads,
and

Stage Routes.

Through Tickets issued and Baggage checked tc
destination.
KIT'Freight received np to 4 p. m. and any Information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Exeurslon Ron tee, Tickets.
State

Kittery,

apply
Building,

Rooms

and further information
at
First National Bank
Middle and Exchange Sts.
T. C. HERSEY, President and Manager
dtf

Company’s Office,

Newbnryport,
Portsmouth,
Salem,
Lynn nud Boston, arriving at 5.00 p. m.
Boston
and
AT 6.00 P. M.x (Express) for
principal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at

corner

no3

m.

SUNDAYS AT 3.00 P. M.t

Express for BosStations, arriving in

—

From BOSTON

Every Wednesday and Saturday
From PHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday and Friday.

Portland.

EASTERN DIV.; Portland to Boston, Pullman
sleeping car, (through car from the East,) 2.00 a.
Parlor cars on 8.45 a. in., 1.00. 6.00 p.
m. daily.
m.; Boston to Portland, parlor cars on 9.00 a. m.,
and 12.30 p. m. week days, 7.00 p. m. daily.

:

Office, 40 Exchange St., Portland.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen’l Manager.
dec!9dtf

et

Paneage Ten Dollar*.

Sldtf

TIME,

From
QIC

,,

Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday*
m..
Returning leave Pier 38
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Satur
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen*l Ag*t.
days at 4p.m
sep21
__dtf
Steamers leate

and Saturdays

m.

AKBITALS
Leahlea and Auburn, 8.36 4. m.,

at

6 p.

..A ft cn

Fram Morbam, 9.46 a.m. and 8.30 p.m. mixed.
From Chicago, HIouire.il and Quebec,
12.36 p.m.
Pnllman Palaoe

Sleeping Cara

on

night

train

tun

Parlor Cara on day train between Portland and Montreal.
TICKET OFFBCKS

Exchange Street,

74

and

Foot of India Street.

AtIiEDUCED

TICKETS SOLI!

Depot
The Favorite Steamer

Elegant New Steamer
JOHN BROOKS and
TREMONT
will
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHaRP

KATES

“TO—

Canada.

Detroit,

Chicago, MilwissiUec,

Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 6 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they

Mt. Louis, Omaha, HagiPais!, Matt Lake City
Dearer, Man Francisco
and all points in the

Cinciaonti,
oaw, Mt,

secure

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
EDGAR, O. P. A.
T. STEPHENSON, Superintendent.

aep8

a

comfortable

auu

GA"UBERT,

Summit

has been in constant practice in this city the
past twelve years has had remarkable success in
treating all Nervous Diseases, Nervous Exhaustion,
Nervous Insanity, Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Paralysis and loss of use of Limbs.

OFFICE 203 MIDDLE ST.,
jaul3

PORTLAND, HIE.

d&wtf

Treasurer of Pioneer Steamboat Company
hereby makes and publishes his Annual Statement of the amount of assessments actually paid in
to said Company; the amount of its capital now exand the amount of debts and liquidated liabilities against said Company, to wit:
Amount of Assessments actually paid

THE

isting;

in.Total Capital.

Amount of its now existing Capital...
§2500.00
Amount of debts and liquidated lia250.00
bilities agaiust it.,.
ARTHUR LORD, Treasurer.

Portland, Maine, January 2d, 1885.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this twentysecond day of January, A. D. 1885, at BoBton, in
the County of Suffolk and Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
BEN JAM IN R. CURTIS.
jan27U3t*
Notary Public.

Miners!

beyond Bangor, on Sunday Mornings.

Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and Bath 3.35 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.; the day trains from Bangor, and
all intermediate stations and connecting roads at
12.40 and 12.45 p. in.; the afternoon trains from

Waterville, Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40 p. m.; the night PuLman Express
train at 1,50 a. m.

Steamers connecting
road

run as

with

this

follows:

CITY OF RICHMOND
MTKAMEK
leases Portland every THURSDAY at 11.00 p. m.
train from Boston, for
after arrival of night
Rockland, Cnstine, Deer Isle, Nedgwick,
Mouth West Harbor, Bar Harbor and Mt.
Desert Ferry, and leaves Mt. Desert berry every
SATURDAY at 10.00 a. m., after arrival of trains
leaving Portland Fridays at 11.15 p. m., for Millbridge, Jouespoit, Machiasport and Fastport; ui pur ues jur uieso points uemriiig iu uu so
can take the steamer at Portland.
STEAMER LONGFELLOW leaves Mt.
Desert Ferry every TUESDAY at 9.10 p. m., after
arrival of day train from Boston and Portland, for
Eawlport, Rigby and Annapolis and every
FRIDAY at 9.10 p. m. for Rigby and Annapolis
direct; connecting at Digby with Western Counties
Rwy. for Yarmouth, and at Annapolis with
Windsor & Annapolis Rwy. for Halifax and
first and second class, for
Province* via both
all point* in the
route* on wale nt reduced rates.

PAY30N TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
E. BOOTH BY, Gen 1. Pass. & Tiokei; Agt.
Portland Oct. 16.1884,
jun21dtf

Hew England,

Spring Water,

been

ASTRAL^oT

in general
for
HASto larger
extent than all
oil combined.

ten years and
similar grades of
Its reputation is world wide, and
will not be questioned that for family use it is the
safest oil, as well as being tn all other respects
superior to any oil ever made for illuminating purposes. The essential features of the Astral, which
have made its reputation. Absolute Safety, Perfect Burning Qualities and Freedem from Disagreeable Odors. Names of parties having the genuine for sale furnished by us.
use

ever

a

W. W. WHIPPLE &
IVliolcanle and Retail

doc 20

CO.,
Agi-utn.
eod2m

rj-j.-j.,

i-IvTiiiU
l iv.mu
Ol f]
■

without the u«e of the
WILLIAM READ (M. D„
Harvard, 1842) and ROBERT M
READ ,M. o., Harvard, 1876), Evnna
Cured
knife.

House, 175 TremomSi., Ronton,
A Jil) treat FISTULA, FILLS AND
ALL
DISEASES OF THE
REOTUM without detention from
ill I 10 business. References given. Send for a
pa™pklet. Office Hours, 11 i. m. to 4
III I
I lU.dr.ii, (except Sundays).
ft*
eodly
a

-.

vn

_

rest and avoid the exliving

ill

UUDIUU law

TICKETS

CONTINENTAL STEAMER

To German, Belgian and notch ports.
Outward
$10. Prepaid, $10. To Paris, France, $10.

J. L.
jnn21d2w

APPLY

TO

—

FARMER, Agent,
EXCHANGE

22

Winter Arrangements. 1885.

Liverpool
From Liverpool!
i

via. Halifax.

|

THURSDAY,
Jan.

From

A

9

I

|

Service.

From Portland
Tla. Halifax.

Portland Fortnightly Service.

Glasgow.|

Jan.

Portland

s'nriirro
FLAMER.

THURSDAY,
Sardinian
Jan. 22
SARMATIIN
Feb. 5
ParisianJan. 2i>

1
8
15

Glasgow

and

| Kr0°“0rP»^,1“d

STEAMER.

| Hanoverian

Jan.

| Prussian

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
of Trains.

On and after Monday, Dec. *th
■ 884, Passenger Trains will leave
Portlaud at 7.30 a. in., and
14.55 p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.45 a- m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.16 p, m. and 6.40

For passage apply to LEVE & ALDEN, General
Passenger Agents, 15 State St., Boston, and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. A
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
nov20

dt

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
the largest, fastest and beet passenger and

BY

mail steamers between America and Europe.
Rates: First cabin $60 to $100; second cabin $40
to $60; intermediate $35 to 40: steerage, outward
and prepaid, to and from Btttisn ports, $15, round
trip $30; steerage, ontward and prepaid, to and
from Continental ports. $17 to $26. Scandinavian
and Sterling sight checks at lowest rates. Apply to
J. L. FARMER. 22 Exchange street.
Jelddtf

DOMINION
1884.

WINTER

LINE.

ARRANGEMENTS.

14*55.
For Rochester, Mpringvnle, Alfred, Wat
erboro and 8nco
River, 7.30 a. ui.,
14.55 p. ui. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. in.
Returning leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m..
11.10 a. m. and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 p. m., 1.16 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
For liSorhain, Maccarnppa, d'umberSand
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford** nt
7.30 a. an., 14.55, 0.40 and (mixed) *0.30
p. m.
The 14.55 p. m. from Portland connects at
Ayer Junct. with Hoonac Tunnel Route for
the WeBt, and at tin ion Repot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich l.iue and all rail, via
Mpringtield, also with N. Y. A: N. E. R. R-,
Route”) for Philadelphia,
Raltimore, Wn*hingtou, and the 8outh and
with lloMtoa A Albany R. R. for the West.
Close connections made at We*tbrook June
lion with through train of Maine Central R. R., and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portlaud. with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R,
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of
Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
♦Does not stop at Woodford’s.

(^SteamerMaryland

y26tf

J. W. PETERS.

1885.

Liverpool and Portland.
DIRECT SERVICE.
DATE OF18AIUNU

From Portland:
TORONTO.15th Jan.
DOMINION.22nd Jan.
MONTREAL.29th Jan.
5th Feb.
OREGON.
BROOKLYN.12th Feb.
CABIN—S60.00. $60.00.
IN RETURN-890.00, $110.00.
Prepaid Steerage Tickets issued for $15.00.
For passage or freight apply to DAVID TORRANCE, General Agents, Grand Trunk R. R.
Freight Offices, Foot of India St.
dtf

OZONE WATER
Au Invaluable

Kemcdy

for

Prostration.
Dyspepsia 15andOliverNeryous
Street, Boston, May 11,1W3.

I have used It with great benellt, having been a sufferci
for some time with dyspepsia and nervousness. 1 have
Induced several of my friends and relatives to use tt, and
they have derived a great deal of good from it.
Yours very truly, E. A. CARTER.

m.

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windhni&i, and Epping at 7.30 a. ui and 14.55 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, a

17
27

dec9

Portland audWorcester Line.

ST.

ALJLAN_LINE,
1884.

RHEUMATISM.

For

PRATT’S

PHYSICIAN!
who

lor

FROM HARRISON, MAINE.

magnetic and Electric

Provinces, Mt. Audrews, Ml. Mtephen,
Aroostook County, 1.25 p. m., via Lew
istou, and 1.30 and $11.15 p. m., via AiigUNta;
for Haugor A Piiicntnqiiiii R. K., til.15 p.
m-, for Mkowbegan, Belfast aud
Dexter,
l. 25, 1.30, $11.16 p. m.; Waterville, 7.U0 a.
m. 1.25, 1.30, 5.16, {11.15 p.m.; for Augusta,
Ilallowell. Gardiucr and Brunswick,
7.00 a. m., 1.30, 6.15, $11.15 p. ra.; Balb, 7.0o
a. m., 1.30, 6.16 p. m., and on Saturdays only at
11.15 p. m.; Rockland, and Knox A Liner In R. R., 7.00 a. m., 1.30 p. m.; Auburn
nud Lewiston at 8.15 a. in., 1.25, 5.05, p. m.;
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m., Jll.lo
p. m.; Farmington, Phillips, Monmouth,
Winihrop, Ouklaud and North Anson,
1.25 p. m.; Furmingtou via Brunswick,
7.00 a. m.
+The 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or

night’s

luwmuhcucd Ul Oil

at night. Through Tickets to New York, via the
various Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight
taken as usual.
J. if. COYL.K, Jr.,
IsPorml agent.
sepSdtf

Hortliwest, West and Nonthwcst.

’Arrangement

FOR THE CELEBRATED

Agent,

70 Long Wharf. Boston

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For New York.

1884,

DEPABTIIBBS!
Auburn and Leviuaa, 7.16 I, m., 1.16
»nd 6.20 p.m.
Far Gorham, 7.35 a. m. and 4.00 p. m. mired.
Far Gorham, Montreal, Quebec and Chi-

cago, 1.30 p.

Trip $18.

Bound

Meals and Room Included.
or passage apply to
E. B. MAMLPMON,

For freight

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
On and after MONDAY, Sept. Sth,
Trains will ran as follows :

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
I
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.

Philadelphia,

Pullman sleeping car 7.00 p. m. daily.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Portland depot ticket offices, and at Union Tick-

OS’

—

Direct Stenmship Line.

PARLOR AND PULLMAN SLEEPING
CAR SERVICE
WESTERN DIV.: Parlor car on 1.00 p. m.
train Portland to Boston; 9.00 a. m., Boston to

CEUAJTGKE

AMD

PHILADELPHIA

AT 7.30,9.00 a. m., 13.30 and 7.00 p. m.,
week days, and 7.00 p. m. Sundays.

FORE (STREET,

Also, Genera! Managers

LEAVE

Campobeilo, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Windsor, Halifax, Moncton. Newcastle. Amherst. Pictou,

Wells, North and South Berwick, ConJunction, (connecting for all stations
Conway Division), Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester, Rock-

F.

kind.' in the

OE THIS

WILL

RAILROAD WHARF,
foot of State Street, every Monday and Ihuraday at 6 p. m.. for Eastport and St. John, with
connections for Calais, Robbinston, St. Andrews,
Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand Menan,

way

9.30 p.

WEEK

PER

TRIPS

MTKAMER8

LEAVE PORTLAND

Way Stations.
JLimited Ticket*,

IMPORTED

SALVE for PILES.

Portland, Proprietor and Mannfaat’r
For Sale in Portland by
T. J. STEVENS, Cor. North and Congress Sts.
H. H. HAY, Junction Free and Middle Sts.
d3m
janl

HV

ml

Portland, Jan. 6,1886.

M. W.

K.-VUJIMjrj/IJ

ether alcoholic preparation.
A public
trial of over SO rears duration In every
section of ear country of Udolpho Wolfe's
Schnapps, Its unsolicited endorsement by
the men lei:! faculty and a sale aneqnaSed
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for It the reputation of salubrity
claimed for It. For sale by all Urnggists

FOLLOWING TESTIMONIAL.

mr. jsatcuelder -Dear sir:

Also

ppS.

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
re stable decomposition or othar causes,
us Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
u>uuir»uv

Chemical

Hartford

DR.

eodtf

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Commencing, Nor. 3,1884.

On and after MONDAY, Oct. 20,
1884, Passenger Trains leave
Portland as follows:
For
Bangor. FI In worth. Bar Harbor,
Vanceboro, Mt. alohn, Halifax, and lh«*

WASHING,

October 13th.

ocll

Eastport, Me. Calais, Me., St. John, N.
B., Halifax, N. S. Ac.

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.

Port Innd, Me,

OFFICE HOURS from 9 to tZ ML, Z to
5 and 7 to 9 I*. II. ConNultatiou FREE.

INTERNATIONA! STEAMSHIP CO.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

LAVINE

patients every other week,

Commencing

C. L, BARTLETT A CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad Ml., Boston.
feb8dtf

AT 3.00 A.M.i Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Saco, Biddeford, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, am iviug at 6.30 a. m.
AT 8.45 A. M.: For Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro. Saco. Biddeford,
Kennebunk,

ALL

at

PORTLAND,
Where she will

AtPAntM.

—

NO. 58 BROWN STREET,

Hade only by BROWN CHEEK AL CO.. BALTIE03E, HD,

aug2

rooms

For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Eastern

Eastern Division.
TRAINS

jan22dtd

Plymouth Congregational Church

40 Tumor 8t.,

Metaphysician,

HENRY FOX, Clerk.

January 21,1885.

Proprietors of the Bay View House, I
Ferry Beach, Me., have taken the
above Florida Hotel, for the season
For rates, etc., address by mail or teldec23d6w

ter

which she bad suffered a long time until she became very much reduced iu flesh.
A trial of Dr.
Kennedy’s Favorite Kemedy ha3 resulted in the
complete restoration of her health, which she had
not enjoyed for years. She had gained in flesh and
strength, and thus secured perfect health, and this
is DUE ENTIRELY TO DR. KENNEDY’S FAVORITE KEMEDY. As for myself, being eugaged in
the grocery and commission business, which makes
it necessary for me to test the quality of different
articles, like butter, etc., my sense of tasto and my
stomach were seriously injured. Everything seemed
to nauseate me, and fearful of dyspepsia in its most
severe form, I tried DR. KENNEDY’S FAVORITE
REMEDY. The first bottle afforded immediate relief, and from that day to this I can sav that Favorite Remedy has restored me to perfect health.
These are facts which I claim prove that Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy is tbe best medicine in the
world for those afflicted with the above difficulties.
1 f any one in the city of Troy doubts tbe truth of
these statements let him come to me and I will
prove them. I have recommended Favorite Remedy to hundreds and with the same good results.

HOTEL,

SANFORD, FLORIDA.

U..

to-day enjoys vigorous health and to Favorite
Kemedy alone, is the credit due. My wi'e also was
very poor in health, due to some liver difficulty with

I

Bacon, Cashier.
II. It. Scraniou, Prrp’r.

ST. CLOUD

Secretary.

Meeting of Hie Maine
Steamship Company.

G. T.

dec23d3m

an

at
at
hour pre-

Annual

TAMPA, FLORIDA,

wrought by

rl

jan28d3t

ANDERSON, Prop’r.

Entirely new. Handsomely fitted
Overlooking the great Tampa
Accommodations for two
Bay.
hundred. Passengers by notifying
_!the conductor will be landed at the

The Directors meet ball
Per order,
M. N. RICH,

7V4 o'clock.

PALMETTO HOTEL,

Fathrr, Wiieaud Daughter Escaped

ctl,up tbiima V,

stated Meeting for January, will beheld
THEReception
Hall next FRIDAY EVENING,

carriage

up.

a

Citizens Mutual Relief Society.

HOTEL,

every

Y

aod Australia.

in.

u.

tions at 1.00 p. m. Leave Boston for
Portland at 0.00 p. ni. Leave Portland
for Dover and Way Stations 1.00 and
3.00 p. in.

L’iebig

7VEBTING9.

TAJIPA, FLORIDA.

BY

1
Troy,

CAUTION.—Pennine ONLY with
fac-simile of Earon Liebig’s signature in
Blue Ink across Label. The title Baron
Liebig" and hia photograph having been
lately largely used by dealers having no
connection with Baron Liebig, the public
ore bereby intormed that tbe
Com.
pony are the only manufacturers who are
able to offer the article with Baron Liebig's
guarantee of genuineness.

WINTER RESORTS.

DAVID

Niirgical Operation

Boston 5.00

Far

REMEDY

by

8,000,000 JABS.

...
An
invnl .alia tonic in all cases of weak digestion and debility,
laaaiioeeM and a boon for which Nations sbouW feel gratefnl.'
-See J/edimt Press Lnucet, Br,lul, Medual Journal, <tc.
allStoreseeper, Grocers, and Chemists
Sole Agents for he United States (wholesale only) C. David & Co.,
i), Fenchurch Avenue, London, b.ngland.

KENNEDY’S

Ah tolil

at

a. m., 13.30 and 3.30 p. nx.
Morning
trains leave Kennebunk for Portland
7.35 a. m. and Dover for Portland 8.00

COMPANY’S

liebig

Ayer & Co,, Lowell, Mass
For sale by all Druggists.

ATHI Hle|Ahaut
II

arriviner

3.39 P,M.—Way Train for Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kennebuukport,
Dover, Great Falls, Rochester, Alton
Ray, Manchester and Concord, (via. New
Market
Junction,) Exeter, Lawrence,
Lowell and Boston, arriving at Boston,
8p. in.
AT 5.30 P. M—Way Train for Kennebunk,
Kennebuukport, and all intermediate stations.
TRAINS LEAVE BOSTON FOR PORTE

LAND

Dr. J, C.

For the Cure of Kidney and Liver Complaints, Constipation, and all disorders
arising from an impure state of the BLOOD.
To womep who suffer from any of the ills peculiar to their sex it is an unfuiling friend. All
Druggists. One Dollar a bottle, or address Dr,
David Kennedy, Bondout, N. Y.

ports.

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly or
Japan, China, and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand

8aco, Bid-

TRAINS LEAVE B0STON;FOR PORT-

with me. It is without a rival for the cure
of bronchial affections.”

■/*

and
Inlands* New Zealand
Australia*
Steamers sail from New York for A spinwall on
the 1st, ll)th, and 20th of each month, carry inn
passengers and freight for all the above named
Sandwich

AT

and principal Way
Boston at 6.30 p. m.

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral l

OF « ARCHIVER,

the muscles and nerves.
For Intermittent Fevers, Lassitude, Lack of
Energy, <fcc., it has no equal.
4^ The genuine has above trade mark and
crossed red lines on wrapper. Take no other.

ItoHiAii.

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,

8.45 A. M.—Way Trains for Old Orchard,
Naco, Biddeford, Kennebnuk. Benuebunkport, Dover, Oreal Falls, Rochester, Altou Bay, Exeter, Lawrence,
Manchester and Concord, (via. Lawrence,)
Lowell and Boston, arriving at Boston,

ton

regard the Pectoral
necessity.” E. M. Breekenridge, Brainerd, Minn., writes: “I
am subject to Bronchitis, and, wherever I
go, am always sure to have a bottle of

V* o

TO

9.00

dtf

jan24

We now

DR.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CU

port, Lvnn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.15 p. m.
AT 1.00 P. M/. For Saco, Biddeford. Ken-

Con-

Mrs. A B. POOLE,

ens

STEAM KBS.

on

household

PREPARED

Washington Street, Boston.

Western Division.

LAND

Wc shall oiler to-day a small lot of Ladies’
French Balbriggan l/nder vests, sizes 38 to
36, in both long and short sleeves, at 88
cents each.
These are all perfect and regular made
goods, and usually sell at $1.35 each, but
will be closed out as above.

It is the most potent of all the remedies I
have ever used.” IV. H. Stickler, Terro
Haute, Ind., writes: “Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral cured my wife of a severe luug

a

NEW ENGLAND AGBSCI,

911

SUNDAY TRAINS

Croup, I have never found anything equal to Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.

as

| One Wny, 8*4.00.
New York and Philadelphia,) Excnr.ion, 4.00.

Leave Portland for Boston and Way Sta-

ed with

jan

produce constipation—other Iron medicines do.
It enriches and purifies the blood, stimulates
the appetite, aids the assimilation of food, relieves Heartburn and Belching, and strength-

St.
eodtf

Colds, and for the relief of children afflict-

sumption.

FARE

PASSENGER SERVICE
In Effect Monday, December 15, 1884.

nebuuk, Conway Junction,

Quick

iteam-

“*

Mrs. L. E. Herman, 187 Mercer st., Jersey
City, writes: “I have always found
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral useful in my family.” B. T. Johnson, Mt. Savage, Md.,
writes: “For the speedy cure of sudden

affection, supposed

or

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

deford, Kennebunk, Renuebuukport,
Dover, threat Falls, Rochester, Alton
Bay, Exeter, Lawrence, Lowell and

FRENCH UNDERVESTS.

for the prompt relief of throat and lung
diseases peculiar to children. I consider
it an absolute cure for all such affections,
and am never1 without it in the house.”

be

bay ticket, (at any railroad
England) via

aure to

boat office in Now

R. R.

&JAINE

1.15 p. in.
AT 1.00 F. M.-Express Train for

Cherry Pectoral EASTMAN BROS & BANCROFT.

Corner

This medicine, combining Iron with pure
vegetable tonics, quickly and completely
Cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak ness,
Impure Blood, Mol aria, Chills and Fevers,
and Neuralgia.
It is an unfailing remedy for Diseases of the
Kidneys and Liver.
It is invaluable for Diseases peculiar to
Women, and all who lead sedentary lives.
Itdoes not injure the teeth, cause headache,or

BOSTON

night

Cars on

0. E. WOOTTEN, Gen. Manager.
0. G. HANCOCK.
Gen. Pan. A Tiok. Agt., Philadelphia.
hTp. BALDWIN,
Gen. Eaatern Paw. Agt., 118 Liberty Street, New
noT2«dtI
York.

BATTER,

AYER'S

to

Be

AT

remedy, in cases of Croup,
Whooping Cough, or sudden Colds,

remedy

Sleeping

day trains
trains.

on all

Drawing Room Cars

and

ARRIVALS Iff PORTLAND.
10.60 a. m. from Burtlett and Intermediate Bta-

As a reliable

I have tested its

Express Trains Double Track. Stone Ballast

■»., for all stations on
through Hue as far as Burlington and Swsnton,
for
Road
Littleton,Wells Rivconnecting at Wing
er, Plymouth, Montpelier, and at St. Johnsbury
for all points on Passumpslc R. R.
Leaves Portland 3.0!) p. m.. fcr all stations as
far as Bartlett.
n.

PORTLAND
AT 6.15 A. M.—Way Trains for Old Orch8aco.
ard,
Biddeford, Rennebnnk,
Keunebunkport, C-reat Falls, Dover,
Exeter, Manchester and Concord, (via
Newmarket Junction,) Lawrence, Eoweli
and Ronton, arriving at Boston 10.45 a.

eod&weowly

and for the prompt relief and cure of
throat and lung diseases, Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral is invaluable. Mrs. E. G. Eugerly,
“
I consider
Council Bluffs, Iowa, writes:
most
a
Pectoral
important
Ayer’s Cherry

Portland 8.43

Rurliugton and 8vranton, and
through flne.
CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
ocl3tf
Oct. 11,1884.

STREET,

Head

Opp,
jan24

For Instant Use

Port Townsend.
At Hong Kong Dec 23, ships Wandering Jew, Talpey, for New York; Commodore, Blanchard; Grecian, Dunbar; Helicon, Howes; Kate Davenport,
Howland, and P N Blanchard, Cakes, unc; barquo

Nicholas Thayer,Crosby; Ceylon, Barstow, Honollu;
Alden Bessie, O’Brien, une; Furness Abbey, Marcy;
brig H C Sibley, Fowler, do.
At Mani a Dec 12th, ship Leonora, Peterson, for
New York, takes about 9000 bales hemp, (since reported sailed); barquo Henry Litchfieid. Lanpher,
from Newcastle, ar Deo 3, disg; Evanell, Colcord,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

from
all stations on

y
MASS.

‘v

BOSTOJV,

Stations lu Philadelphia
NINTH AND UK KEN NTKKKTB,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

6.50 p.

SOMERS
MAIFACTIMl AH RETAIL

[EUREKA

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.

ons.
m.

BREVIS.

ROLL

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

TRAINS LEAVE

dlyr

mar7_

Howland,

...

Ancona.New York..Liverpool....Jan 27

never vanes.
A marvel ol purity
trengtb and wholesomeness. More eoonomioal than
the ordinary kinds, and oannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low
test, short weigh alum or phosphate powders.
8old, only in cant.
Royal baking Powdeb Co.. 106 Wall St., N. Y.

Ciark, Cadiz, (Dec 11).

...

SAIl.&Na Days OP STEAMSHIPS.

Absolutely Pure,
This Powder

Hats,

All having Flat Brims can have them
Rolled out at a moment’s notice with our
Patent Wire.

Cardenas.

EAST BOOTHBAY-Ar 27th, sell Jas Boyce, Jr,

...

..

POWDER

MGMOBANBa,
Sch Anna Frye, Healy, which cleared at St Jobn<
NB, 22d, for New York, is reported ashore in a
dangorouse position.
The wreck of brig O B Stillman, with mainmast
standing, was passed Jan 22, lat 32 17, Ion 73 12,
Sch Luis G Jttabel, Murphy, at New York from
Pernambuco, reports, Jan 21, lat 32 38, Ion 74,
passed the wreck of a vessel about 200 tons, w aterStillman.1
Sch J U Smith, of Bath, from Boston for Baltimore, which put into New London 20th with
rudder disabled, has repaired and was ready to proceed 27th.
Sch Carrie Strong, which arrived at Boston 26th
from Brunswick, Ga, was nine days North of Hatteras in a succession of strong NE and NW gales
during which lest and split sails.

OR

ELAT

-BETWEEN-

Commencing Monday, Oct. 13,1884.
Leaves

Cloth

Derby

Francisco, Jan 20—Ship Berlin, which sailed
17th for Liverpool, takes ont 61,773 ctls wheat
valued at §69,894. and the ship St Paul for Liverpool takes 61,622 ctls wheat valued at §83,190.
San

FoUook.17533 OOi
Apples
1 75*222 5 (Green, ^bbl 1 76@2 00
Haddock...
1 76®2 251 Evaporated
Ha*e
8(311
IB
Herring,
(Dried AppleB.... 4 @5
Soal
*»box
14@18 SUced
4y3@5
No. 1.
OH.
12@15
®
Kerosene.....
YLackorel, $>bbi,
Bay N 0.1.18 00@20 00 Port. Ref.P’tr
@6%
Bay No. 2. 9 OCfeTO 50 Water White
8%
Shore.
1.18 00-321 00 Devoe Brill’t.
@12%
No. 2.... 9 60®10 50 Pratt* Astral,
@13
Large 3.... 8 00® 9 50 Ligonla.
9%
3 50® 4 50 Silver White Oil
Medium
8%
Small. 2 5o@3 50 Centenlal.
9%

..

31st.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
Boston: J

Sound Brook Route.

Portland &9gdenstargR.R,

ISSUED

BE

—

_..

JANUARY

New York—J B

26

..

WILL

& READING R. R.

Arrangement in Effect Sept. 9th,
1884.
Connections via Grand Trunk Rail*f^?f!?^!Sway leave Portland for Buckfleld and
J^^HS^i^Canton at 7.35 a. m.. 1.30 p. m.
"Leave Canton for Portland 4.16 a m.
and 9.46 a. m. Stage connections with p. m. train
for Turner. Chase Mills, West Sumner, Britton’s
Mills, Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and Rumford Falls.
jau21dtfC. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
Summer

SPECIAL SPRING STYLES

Cleared*

Oadura. 10@13%
Vermont
10%@14
N Y Sacfy. .loy2;K14 (Valencia.6%®10%
Sugar.
Oranges.
6 00@5 50
Granulated -S> lb ....6% IVslonoia
Extra U.6%'
Ex large ca6 CK>@7 00
Pink.
1 Florida.4 26®4 60
G rl. per qu.,
.Messina.2 60(33 00
L’ge Shore...3 25,S3 60 jPalermo.2 00@3 00
JLczzious.
L’geBanknow2 50.33-00 j
email.2 20,32 75 i
n&.3 60<®4 CO
English Cod, 4 60®5 00 [Palermo.3 00@3 60

Portland Daily Press .Stock List.
Coroctod by Woodbijbv St Mocltok, Investment
Bankers. Oor. aliddle ana Exchange Streets.
Par Value
Ask
Offered.
Descriptions.
State of Maine Bonds.
111
.,.109
Portland City Bonds, Munloipai.100
..116
Portland City Bonds, aid R.R. 104
.120
Bath City Bonds
..102
.100
..111
Bangor City Bond*, 20 years.109
Calais City Bonds.103
.107
Cumberland National Bank.. 40.... 62
..63
Canal National Bank.100.. ..161
..163
Firet National Bank.100_143% ..145
Casco National Bank... .100....164
..166
Merchant’s National Bank... 76_117
..119
National Traders’ Bank.100....142
..144
Portland Company.100
..102
Portland Gas Company. 50_ 59
60
A. & K. R. R. Bonds.106
107%
Maine Central R. K, Brnds 7’a.126
122
Leeds & Farmington K.R.b’ds 100.... 108
110
Portland St Ken. R. K.Bonds,100... 109
..111
Rnmford Falls & B R. R. Receiver
1st 7s..106
..108
Portland Water Co., Is. 103.. 104
"
2s.106 ..108
.110
3s.108

OUR

for a market.
Sch Anna & Lilia, Fernald, Eastport for Boston.
Sell A J Franklin, Boston for Grand Manan.

Seeds.

Seder,

Creamery.28cj30 Red Top.2 00S2 25
Gilt EdgoJVor... .26&28o Timothy.1 65@1 76
Choice.20®22c Oloyer.
934@10ya

Rumford Falls and Buckfleld Railroad.

WEDNESDAY, Jan. 28.
Ari’ivcdSob Eiectra Eaton, Eatan, La Have Banks, with
16,000 lbs fish.
Sch Millie Florence, Fernald, Eastport—herring

Steamer

Fkaklboadb.

_

FORT OF POBTLAND.

Coyle, Jr.

RAILROADS.

nueELLAivBori.

nnCEM,ANl!OI)8.

'marine news!

and others.
At Nanaimo Jau

16@

....

!Oolong.
I do choice.

I
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Tens.
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MINIATURE ALMANAC..... .JANUARY 29.
*' 0 .^2 AM
Son rises............7.02 |
water
wat0r 1
4.47 I
f .10.17 PM
Sun sets..

Boston, Sept. 18th. ISM.
Hsvtr.g been afflicted with a severe attack of rheum*
tism.I was advised to try OZONE WATER, and
.tier using a few bottles I was entirely relieved. I therefore recommend It to any one troubled with rheumatism.
C.McKELLOP 13 Bosworth St.. Boston.
_

CATARRHIAND HEART DI8EA8E.
**'* * * * * * * * One
girl in my employ had the
catarrh very badly,so that If she were in the room but five
minutes, the air was so offensive we could not stand it.
Four bottles of the Concentrated Ozone Water cured her
It also had a Wonderful effect on my son’s wife, who sutlers with heart disease. It was prescribed by her physician
JOHN F. CARTER, Manufacturer, Beverly, Mass

IT IS A PERFECT DISINFECTANT.
SOLD BY

DRUGGISTS.

Pamphlet free.

THE CHEMICAL OZONE MFG. CO.,

124 and 126 PURCHASE ST., BOSTON,
eodly

ang

_

CONSUMPTION.

I have a positive remedy for the above disease; by its os«
thousand* of case* of the worst kind and of long a landing
have been cured. I ndeed, »o strong l* my faith In Itsefflcacy
that 1 will m ud TWO BOTTLES FREE, together with a VALUABLE TREATISE on thl8dlooase,toany sufferer. Give a*press 4 P. O. address. DR. T. A. SLUCl’M.lsi fetal St. N. V

nov20
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THE

THE LIBBY TRIAL.

PRESS.

A Crowded Court Room and Great
Interest Manifested.

THURSDAY MORNING, JAN. 29.

CITY A$D VICINITY.
The Prisoner
specialnotices.
Legislative Notice.
ENTERTAINMENTS.
Mrs. Amelia H. Colby—Trance Speaker.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Complimentary Benefit—Fisher’s Shoe Store.
Wanted—Jas. H. Morris.
Cotton Di.derwear-Owen, Moore & Co.
Lost—Bull Pup.

Proceedings

water motor, large copper boiler, plated ware
and tea set, crockery, glass and kitchen ware,
table linen, dining tables and chairs, &e.

Municipal

Ceurt.

BEFOBE JUDGE

GOULD.

Wednesday.—Arthur Ward. John Smith. lutoxicatiou. Each fined $3 and costs.
Colemau Miner. Larceny. Thirty days in county
Jail.
John Smith. Resisting officer. Fine! $20 and
cost*.
John Brown.
and cost*.

Illegal transportation.

Timothy J. Twigg. Search and
charged.
Patrick

Search

McGliuchy.

charged.

and

Fined

$50

seizure.

Dis-

seizure.

Dis-

John A. Whalen. Search and seizure.
nomer. Plea sustained. Respondent

Plea mis-

discharged.

*
Hrief Joltings.
Bitter cold, with high wind and snow yesterday; wind northeast.
A large lot of pino is being loaded on the
cars at Lisbon Falls destined
for the match
factory at Portland.
The sleigh ride of the young ladies of the

Telephone Exchange has been postponed
Tuctdav evening

to

next

8!eam8hip Company was adjourned y66terday
to
February 18tb, and the adjourned
special meeting to same day at 2 p. m.
lecture

“The Bite

mi

"

in

the Mechanics' free course at Library Hall,
Mechanics’building, will draw a large audi-

tonight,

YtBierday alternoon, when the storm was at
its height, a boy of about nine years, was begging from door to door in the Western part of
the city. He eaid that his father and mother
were

dead and that his young sister and him-

self

were

living

together

Commercial

on

street.

Advertisements appropriately coming under
the classification beads, Wants, Help Wanted, Situations Wanted, Fob Salb, To Let,
Boabd and Booms and Lost and Found, Dot

exceeding forty words, will be inserted in the
Daily Press one week, for twenty-five cents, if
paid in advance. When payment is not made
in advance regular rates will be charged. The
large circulation of the FrE's makes it the best
medium for these advertisements.
tiuuiberlnud Conference.
The 123th session of the Cumberland Conference of Congregational churches was held
yesterday at the Bethel church in this city.
Despite the unusually severe weather, a
goodly number gathered and were repaid for
the effort. Fourteen churches were represented by delegates.
The Rev. Mr. Jones of Scarburo’ was elected
moderator.
The central thought in the discussion of the
day was “The Church’s Opportunity.” Rev.
F. T. Bayley discussed as a enb-topic, “The

Missionary Spirit—the test and token of
spiritual life.” This was followed by the
topic, “Christian Stewardship; its meaning
and extent,” opened by Rev. E. M. Cousins
and Dea. J. W. Stevenson.
At the afternoon session H6V. L. H. Hallock
preached the sermon.
He took for his text Mark viii, 34: "To every
man his work.”
1—In the service which God
has committed nnto His church for the betteru*

uao

uu

(Jiovibiuu

iur

iuiert.

2—The service requires tbe best and constant
effort of every one. If any part bo left undone, the cause will suffer loss, aud the person
irreparable loss. 3—While the results of the
work upon the world may not be great, the
benefits to tbe worker are indispensable. If
God’s work needs us, far more do we personally
need the work. An artist can far more
easily
paint a picture than he can teach a lad to paint
it; but that would only make a painting; the
highar end is to make a painter. God wants
artiste; and the chief results of faithful service are to be found in tbe developed characters of those who serve.
Though capacities
do greatly vary, God has givnu “to every man
his work.” When each item, great aud small,
Is faithfully done, the work goes grandly on,
aud the worker grows steadily Christ-like.
The conference, after a most united discussion, adopted these resolutions:
Whereas, a bill has been introduced into the Legislature by Representative Heath of
Augusta providing for the suppression of immoral and indecent
literature,
Resolved I hat we, the Congregational churches
of Cumberland county in conference
assembled, do
hereby declare our hearty sympathy with that bill
ana express the hope that it
may become a law of
the State.
Resolved, That we forward copies of the above
resolutions to Mr. Heath, and to the Senators and
Representatives from this county, and that we
earnestly besetch them to u.-c their influence and
their votes in making the hill a law.
Resolved, That theBe resolutions be published in
the

d.ily

and

religions

papers of the

city.

The topics, “Sphere and
Responsibility of
Personal Influence” and "Means of more
efficient action through church agencies” were

opened by C. A. Woodbury, Esq., and Rev. H.
S.

Huntington,

elicited an earnest discussion from the laymen and clergy present.
One of the most vital questions before the
conference was upon the werk of the church in
our own country, as regards the
inooming
population, the working men and ihe growing
spirit of skepticism. These difficnltiea before
tbj church were warmly discussed by Revs.
Pitts, Southwortb, Hallcck, Bayley and

others.
The next meeting will be held at Scarboro’
in June, with Rev. E. T. Pitts as the
preacher.
The ladies of the Bethel ohurch made most

ample and generous provision for the entertainment and comfort of the conference.

Washington

Ex-Congreesmau
of Portland,

are

L. D. M. Sweat and wife,
spending the winter in Wash-

ington.
Hon. C. P. Libby of Portland was admitted
to practice In the United States Supreme Court
la

WasLingion, Monday.
■William Bailey, M.D., an eclectic physician,
who had been in practice in Boston during the
past eighteen years, died on Monday, aged 72
years and 10 months. He was a native of
Little Compton, R. I., practiced a number of
years in Bowdoinbam and Saco, Me., and lived
In theSonlb a year before going to Boston.
The following were among the guests at the
Falmouth laBt night: Gen. Goo. L. Baal, Norway; Capt. Richardson, (steamer Parisian,
Allan Line); M. H. Beach, Nbw York; Thomas
T. Hayden, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Max Huss,
Rochester, N. Y.; Benj. V. Harrison, Treutoo,
N. J.; W. A. Kimball, Rockland; F. W.

Hunt, Boston.
Church and

Charitable Parlies.
There will be a very large and fashionable
party at the bop given by the First Parish Society at Army and Navy Hull tonight.
The annual fair and promenade concert of
the Samaritan Association, to bo held at City

Hall,

this evoning, Bbonld be well patronized.
All who are willing to contribute refreshments should send them iu to the ball today.
There will be an antiquarian supper served
at Wiliistou Church chapel, this evening, at 7

o'clock, and many of the olden
sung daring the evening.

tunes

will

be

Maine Central Bailrond.
The bids were opened
Tuesday for the call
on the 8600,000 loan, and were found
largely
In excess of the call, amounting to
nearly 81,-

000,000, showing the popularity of the present
management and the confidence of the public
in their financial ability. The whole loan was
taken by the stockholders of the road. The

quarterly

statement

ending

Dec.

31st,

shows

a

remarkable result considering the state of
business of the country, being nearly 817,000
better than in the year previous.
Fire at

*

Bowery Beach.
the dwelling und farm build-

Tuesday
ings of J. M. Brown, at Bowery Beach, were
destroyed by fire. There is an insurance of
81500, placed in the agency of W. D. Little &
0onoon

Libby

_

Accident.

Mr. Ssarles, of Deering, was driving up
Preble street, yesterday, when bis horse fell.
While unbuckling the harness straps,the horse
kicked him, inflicting a bad gash under the

was

brought into the court

room

short-

ly after ten o’clock.
He appeared self-poEsessed, and deliberately removed his overcoat
and overshoes. He took a seat outside the rail
of the bar at the left hand of his counsel. He
looked round on the spectators, who stared at
him, and he stroked his moustache in a selfconscious, nervous rnauner.
His ear and
neck Bhow the dark scar of the bullet wounds.
Several female witnesses, relates of the murdered woman, were in attendance, and later
his wife and daughter arrived.
While waiting for the opening of the court the spectators
conversed with one another in low tones.
Many members of the bar were present.
The jury came in ano took their seats at

twenty-five mtuntes past ten, and Judge Bonney entered twenty minutes later.
FELDERS’ ARGUMENT.
Seiders opened
the case for the government. After commenting upon the importance of the case, the
solemnity of the cccaBion, the great responsiATTORNEY

At 10 45

County Attorney

bility resting upon any citizen sitiing

on the
human being for his life or his liberty, the fact that upon the shoulders of the
jury rests the burdeu and the responsibility of
tbe acquittal or conviction of the prisoner, be
read the statute defining murder in the first
and second degrees, and explained briefly to
them the distinction betweau express and ima

plied malice.

Malice, said be, in the

QPPAnfufirtn n( 4>wi

+r.».rw

in

_3

common
_•

«_

a

intention to do evil, bat the legal definition
of malice incladea all this, and goes furtherIf A is desirous of poisoning B, and he
lays
tho poison where he thinks B will get it and
thus destroy his life; and accidentally C,
perhaps one of A’s best friends,obtains the poisou
and dies therefrom, the law implies malice on
the part of A against C.
Coming down to the facts of the case, Mr.
Ssiders said that on the night of the 4th of
September this prisoner apoeared at the City
Hotel in Portlaud at about 10 o’clock, or thereabouts, ana called for a room for himself and
wife.
Be didn’t register his name, but went
to his room, and it was not discovered until
some time afterward that he had not
registered
The clerk will testify to you that he
passed this room back and forth
the
during
night
from 12 o’clock onward; that daring that time
there wa* a light in this room, and conversation and even laughter were heard in it. About
2 o’clock in the morning be was called
by the
hell to this room and intoxicating liquors of
some kind were called for,which were refused.
The prisoner at this time was
remarkably
pleasant; met the clerk pleasantly, and the
clerk, after furnishing him with ica water,
ieft, aDd from that time onward passed back
and forth as his duty called
him,'still hearing
conversation and laughter in the room.
The next important occurrenoo which we
reach is that about 8 o’clock in the
morning
this same witness was called by the beil to this
room.
He went to the room, and Lydia S.
Snow, the victim in this case, requested him to
take a pistol from the hands of the
prisoner,
who was at that time lying on the bed, diagonally across it with his head back towards the
partition, holding the pistol in his hand.
He
did not comply with the request, for the
prisoner intipiated to him ghat he better
out
get
of the room, and he got out of it as
quicklv as
ho could. It was such an unnsnal case that he
hesitated or etopped in the hallway a few feet
from the door, and in a few moments afterwards he heard the report of a pistol and then
another, and then he heard the scream of a
.woman; ho heard a third report, and then a
short interval of time elapsed, and then a
fonrth report.
When the officers were called
these two parties, the prisoner and his
victim,
were both found lying on the floor between
the
bed and the partition, the woman with her
feet within perhaps a foot or thereabouts of the
door, her bead backing to the room diagoually
towards the bed, while the prisoner’s head was
mn
uu
uis siae ana
uuut,
lace,
and the pistol between himself and the bed.
How did t^ese shots take effect?
The first shot that was fired I believe to have
bsen a missbot.
The second shot may have
been the shot which struck Lydia 8. Snow directly under the jaw, going upward and backward somewhat.
The third shot may have
been the shot which struck the head, back of
the ear, passing through the brain.
The hole
iu the wall of the room which the jury saw
this morning, shows that the track of the ball
was diagonal, and that
the person who fired it
either reeled partly upon his elbow, while on
the bed, or was in a sitting position. Now
then, if you notice the height of that opening
in the wall, yon will understand wheu I explain to you that my theory is that Lydia S
Snow, when she found that the clerk would
not take the pistol from this man, and his determination became such that sue feared for
her life, she started to go out of the room.
You remember ho y the door was
situated,with
the knob and lock close to the
partition, so
that naturally, as she came to that door she
would eeiz the knob and turn her faoe a little
to the right, ar.d perhaps drop it a
little; that
being the case, the bullet whica went, into the
heau would uatuially come ont a Utile
higher
on the other
side as it did.
No blood was
found in the room except where the victim
lay. She fell back, with her feat within a
foot of the door, directly on her back, and in a
position iu which yon wonld expect to fiod
her in endeavoring to escape from the room
when she was shot down.
Mr. Seiders closed his
opening at a quarter
of twelve, having occupied about one hour.
Tho government then called twelve
witnesses,
who were sworn.
iu

1

and

Personal.
Capt. G. C. Goss of B,th was in
Tuesday, and left Tuesday night.

the Second Day.

doors of the court room were opened.
When
admission was granted to the spectators all the
available seats were filled quickly and every
inch of standing room was occupied.
The
jury were taken to the City Hotel by an
officer to viow the scene of the
tragedy, and
it was half past ten o’clock when they returned.

trial of

Officers W. 8. Frank and Norton arrested a
fellow for Btealiug an overcoat from Snow’s
boarding house on Free street. The coat wcs
found on the thief’s back.
The annual meeting of the International

Dr. E. E. FTnlt’a

of

Yesterday morning the corridors of the city
building were crowded some time before the

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10 o’clock
this morning at their room on Exchange
street, by order of assignee, tho stock and fixtures of a first-class dining saloon, large range,

u*uu'1

and Collected.

ADVERTIHGiniiNT*) TODAY.

WKW

ence

Yery Cool

58 and answered it. Mr. Libby, tbe reepondent, opened the door and requested me to
bring him some liquor. I told him the barroom

EDWARD c. JORDAN.

The first witness called was Edward C. Jordan, who testified that ho is a civil engineer;
that he was called upon last
the

Saturday by

government to make measurements of rooms
58 and 59, and their surroundings, in the
City
Hotel, which he had done, and made a plan of
tho eame. P.ocm 58 (the room in which the
homicide occurred,) is 13 foet and 4 inches
long by 9 feet wide. The bed was six feet and
inches long, four feet six inches wide and
foot and five inches bleb.
By measuring
tbe angle of the ballet bole in the
partition
wall if a line was drawn
corresponding with
tbe slope of tue hole in the wall when it
reached the bed, it would be a foot and eight
and a half itches away from the wall that is
the angle horizontally.
On the westerly door
moulding, about seven feet and a halt above
the flair there was a small indentation onetigh h of au inch deep with a speck of lead in
it, and a line drawn through and in the direction of the hole iu tbe wall would strike this
indentation, and extending that line from that
indentation through ihe hole in the wall into
rotm 58, towards the bed, it would be four feet
aud a half above the floor at the outside
edge
of the bed, two feet and two inches and a half
above tbe mattress.
two

one

SNOW’S TRSTIMONV.
Freeman A. Snow, called hy the State. X
reside at Pine Point and am a brother of the
deceased, Lydia S. Snow. My sister was 2(i
years old. She was risht-hundnd
»» it*
FREEMAN A.

■

ing in my family a few days prior to the 4th of
September; ehe came there the 31st of August
and remained until the 4th of September,with
the exception of Monday, when she was
away,
but came back Monday eveuiug. Prior to the
31st of August I think she had been to the
mountains a short time. The 4th day of
September, I think, was Thursday. She left my
house iu Scarboro’ that day, but I was not at
home when she left. I returned from
my
work about half-pa6t five in the afternoon. I
am a fi-herman by trade.
When I got home
my sister had gone. I never saw her
living
again, but I saw her body at Undertaker
Rich’s in the city of Portland on the 5th day
of September. 1 arrived there about 11
o’clock,
out did not see the remains until about 1
o’clock. I was at my work about
half-past 8
that moruiue when I received a line that she
was dead, and I came on the next train. I
recognized the body as that of my sister. That
was after the post-mortem examination
had
been made.
Crosi examination by Mr. Moulton. My sister made it her home at
my place for the last
two years and a half, when she was not
away
at work, but sho was with me but a
very little
of the time, not more than four weeks in a
year. Her residence was Scarboro’. She bad
testded in Proviucetown, Mass., for ten
years
before sho came here. The most of the last
two years she kept house for a Mr.
Brown, and
this last season she was at the West Point
House at Prout’s Neck, kept by Mr. Libby. I
think she went there the 1st or 2d of July, and
I think she came to my place about the 10th of

August.

Adjourned until 3 o’clock.
Afternoon Proceeding».
NANCY R. SNOW,
wife of the last witness, was called and testified that Lydia S. Snow left their house on the
4th of September last at near 4 o’clock in the

afternoon and said she was coming to Portland,
The witness was asked by the Attorney General if Miss Snow had any conversation with
her cn that day touching Mr. Libby and his
likelihood of his shooting her, which question
was objected to and withdrawn.

closed but I would get him some
Adam’s ale, aud he said all right; to bring
him a pitoher; and I went down and brought
him np a pitcher ol ice water I rapped on the
door a second time and he said, "Come in,’J

and I went Id

set it on the commode.
Libby was sitting on the side of the bed with
his pants on and stockings, bat no shoes, and
his suspenders were thrown down over his
Bboulders. Libby followed me along to the
commode, took np the pitcher and commenced
He made no remark.
drinking out of it.
There was a light in the room burning all
I passed by several times after 2
night.
o’olock and heard them talking and laughing.
When I was in the room Libby was pleasant.
About 8 o’clock in the morning there was a
riDg from room 58, and I west to the door and
rapped and tbe woman came to the door and
She says, "Come in and take
opened it.
this revolver away from the man, for he is
going to shoot me.” While she was talking
she was walking into the room again and went
over towards the commode.
She opsned the
door for me bnt I only went in as far as the
door, for I stayed behind the door and looked
aronnd the edge of it.
The door opened
towards
the bed.
Libby was lying on
the bed, with
his
arms
over his head
and a
revolver
in
his
right hand.
As I looked around
he took
his bands
down and cocked the revolver and mumbled
and
it
at
I
me.
went out
pointed
something
and pnlled the door to after me. I went a few
steps ontside the door and stood there a few
minntes, when I heard two shots fired quickly,
one after tbe other, and a screech and then
a
third shot; then a little pause aud then a
fourth oue fired. I ran down to the office aud
told them some one was shot in 68 aud they
telephoned for the police. I went np with the
police and they tried the door and lound it
fastened. We got a table and looked over the
transom. The officers theu got oat of a window on to Millett’s store where they could
reach the window in 58 and they entered in
that way and unlocked the door.
Croia-Examination by Mr. Moulton.
Witness was asked if ho bad uot said that he
could not remember the exact words that the
woman used when hb was called to the room
at 8 o’clock; if he had not said that
she said
she wahled him to take the pistol from Libby,
“for fear he might do some harm” or “for
fear he might do some mischief,’’ bnt the
witness said be did not remember saying bo
and did not believe he said so.
He said he
was somewhat
excited and confnBed at the
time.
CHARLES W. HANSON,
called by the State, was one of the police
offioers who went to the hotel in answer to the
call on the morning of the 5th. Tbe door was
locked and after getting into tbs room as described by the last witness be fonnd the woman lying on her back, feet within a foot of the
door and her head towards the bureau and in'
dined a little to one side with a pool of
blood under it. Libby was lyiog on his side
facing the bed and the revolver was lying between him and the bed within a foot of his
person. The woman’s sack aud hat lay in
one chair and Libby’s coat and vest in another.
She wag dressed, bnt one of her ear drops
was oat of her ear and was found lying beside
hoi* knn/t

and

Thn aatrnlira*

mran

identified by the witness, also a ballet that
was picked up in No. 59.
The revolver is a
five chambered revolver and when found but.
one chamber was loaded.
Witness thought it
was 32 calibre.
JOHN F. LANG MAID,

police officer,

Mr. Hanson and
corroborated the testimony of Hanson as to the
position of the bodies when fonod, the position
of the revolver and the aspect of affairs in the
room when they entered and also the fact that
the door was locked.
He said that they took
Libby, one.hold of each arm,raised him up and
with their assistance he walked to the hack
and from the back into the police station; that
on the way dowu witness tried
to converse
with him and while he seemed to try to answer
witness oonld not understand what he said;
he made kind of a mournful noise as though
suffering. Witness said that he took hold of
Libby in the room to turn him over and see
who be was; he recoguized Libby, called him
by name and asked him what, he had been
doing and Libby replied that he was most
dead.
a

was

with

DR. FREDERICK H. UBKRISH

the next witness callod hy the State.
Ho
was the physician called and made the postmortem examination. He found two wounds,
one entering the left side of the neck a
little
below and in front of the angle of the jaw and
was

coming out iu the mouth at the base of the
tongue and the other entering a little above
and back of the left ear, passing through the
skull, through the substance of the brain up-

ward until it struck the skull ou the upper inner right hand side where the ball rebounded
and was found near the base of the brain. The
substance of the brain in the track of this bullet was reduced to a palp-like consistency. He
had no doubt that this wound was fatal and
that ahe died instantly.
The wound iu the
neck was dangerous bat not necessarily fatal.
The doctor was still on the stand when the
Court adjourned.
PORTLAND SOCIETY OPART.
The

Annual Meeting and Election of Officers.

The annual meeting of the Society of Art
was held last evening iu the art
building.
In the absence at the seo.-ctary, Mr. William
S. Lowell was chosen secretary pro tem. The

following named persons were elected to membership in the Society: Mrs. E E. Vail), Mrs.
E. L. Stanwood, Mrs. E. B. Swift, Mr. W. S.
Hanson.
The report of the secretary, Mr. George D.
Hand, was read by Mr. W. S. Lowell. The
following is an abstract oi the report:
secretary’s report.
vixw
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The Toughed Storm Experienced
Winter.
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the year just passed. The achievements of the
chief officials are a sufficient recompense f ar
their ardnous labor.
treasurer's report.
The report of the treasurer, Mr. Thomas J.
Little, showed the finances to be in a prosperous condition.
Two of the bonds of the
society have been retired and a large sum has
been spent in improving
the
house
and

grounds.
The society acknowledge with thanks the
receipt of a bronze ink stand from Mr. L. S.

Short.

librarian’s report.
Mr. H. W. Bryant, the librarian, reported
that daring the year the society had received
donations from varions Dsrsons of fifty-three
From the proceeds of the sale of
volumes.
the album of drawings and water colors presented by artist members ten fine volumes
have been purchased. The society has subscribed to many of the standard periodicals.
The co-operation of the friends of the society
in increasing the size and usefulness of the
library is asked.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The report of the nominating committee
was read and approved and the meeting proceeded to ballot for officers for the ensuing
year with the following results:
President—Wm. E. Gould.
Vice Presidents—James P. Baxter, Harry
B. Brown.
Secretary—Geo. D. Band.
Treasurer—Thos. J. Little.
Librarian—Fred A. Tompson.
Exeontive Committee—0. F. Davis, C. F.
Libby, W. 8. Lowell, 0. G. Haines, 0. F.
Kimball, Gao. M. Moore, John C. Stevens,
Mrs. Lewis T. Brown, Mrs. J. E. Blabon,
Miss Inez A. Blanohard.
New

The

Paintings.

TransoriptEays:

“Within

Harry Brown has added several

a

fow weeks

new

accepted the Slgral Service
prediction yesterday morning as reliable they
had good reason to change their minds before
night for a more uncomfortable storm, accomso low a temperature,
we cannot
call to mind. At Bnnrise the mercury indicated from 2° above to 2° below zero, in different localities, and despite the cold, there was
The mercury kept dropquite a fall of snow.
ping however and at noon had fallen to 4° be-

low zero by Berry’s thermometer on Exchange
street, the wind was blowing strong from the
northeast, window panes were covered thick
with frost, notwithstanding hot fires inside
the rooms, and the snow tell so thickly it was
very difficult to discern objects on th8 streets
three or four blocks away. At sunset the mercary indicated the same as at noon and the
snow fall continued.
Everybody kept housed
who coaid.
In the harbor the waves ran very high accompanied by much floating ioe. The Express
Btarted for the islands, got as far aa the Breakwater, turned round and returned to her dock.
The ferry boat to the Capo made only a portion of her trips.
The DoatB of the various

steamship

lines all remained at their wharves
and did not make their regnlar trips. At Cape
Cottage tho vapor arose from the water in snch
clouds no glimpse coaid be obtained of the
offing. The steamer Parisian of the Allan
line slipped her hawsers from the spiling, and,
if a steel hawser had not held, the vassal
swung round so rapidly that damage might

Telegraphic communication with Augusta
interrupted by the storm, but in this city

serious interruptions were noticed.
The morning trains were much delayed. The
Maine Central was 11-4 hours late, the East
era 1 3-4 hoars, the Bostoa & Maine 2
hours,
the Grand Trunk 1 hour, the Ogdonsburg 2

no

pictures

WILLIAM F. PINGREE.

pictnre representing vessels making Portland
harbor by night.
Another marine, entitled
"A Misty Day at Cape Arundel,” will repay
study by fiiitotB to his very accessible towns."

me
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“

Rubbers,

brig Hyperion left Portland for Cuba
Tuesday afternoon. It was rumored on the
street yesterday that she had gone ashore on
Cape Cod and the crew were lost. Neither
the shippers of the cargo nor the brokers had
The

auy such information and it was thought 6he
an offing with
the favorable wind with
which she started.
Fears are also entertained
for the safety of the schooner Messenger which
left here at the same time with the Hyperion.
The Oregon of the Dominion line is outside

got

somewhere in the storm with pilots looking
for her.
At Biddeford the weather was similar to that
in Portland.
The steamers of the International line were
in port daring the storm.
The Boston steamers made their regular
trips Tuesday night
but did no! goout last night. Vessels lying at
the wharves and in the harbor were coated
with ice
Between 6 and 7 p. m.

there

was

a

fllO LET.—Two sunny convenient rents in a
JL new house, each rent $17.00 per month and
have eight rooms, bath room, gas and sebago.
In21-4
quire at 40 Oxford St., M. Y. KNIGHT.

TO

“

“

.25

“

.90

“

“

.75
2.40

“

“

“

“

1.75
.50
1.25

for wholesale business, or would be made over into
offices to suit the wants of tenants. Apply at No.
181 MIDDLE ST.9-4

HOUSE

LADIES’ OPERA SLIPPERS 50 Cents.

08 Brncltott Sit.,

advance.
a shorthand writer and typewriter operator, position with law firm where
opportunity couid be bad to read law; owns typewriter. Address, X., Frees Office.
28-1

d3i*

1

WANTED—A reliable young
man to travel west; one who has had successful experience its a salesman preferred.
Address
with references, age, and previous business, B & C..
care Carrier No. 9, Portland, Me.
27-1

SALESMAN

98 cents.

owenjvToore 4 CO.
dlt

the road.

not so

much to be wondered at when the terribly cold
weather, with the wind and snow, are taken

neieoison irom vvanace s

upera,

Cadets,

under

the command of

the company movements and silent manual
in good shape, receiving tokens of the hearty
appreciation of the audience.
After the drill a long order of dances was
enjoyed, the floor being under the direction of
Lieut. E. E. Wyman, supported by an efficient

WANTE

Mills, Maine.

corps of aids, and at intermission the capital
sapper, provided by Mr. Jennings in Reception
Hall, received due attention.
Cumberland Rowing Association.
The ball given by the Cumberland Rowing
Association at Mechanics’ Hail was well patIt

was

the

twelfth as-

sembly given by the Association and Grimmer
furnished capital music. Mr. John P. Buckley
was floor manager, assisted by Messrs. R.
Brownley, T. Nolan, F. Buckley, J. Morgan,
E Hart, F. Whalen, W. Dagan, J. DrCrsta,
J. Webber, F. McCarthy.
Press Association Annual

Meeting.

This evening the Maine Press Association
will meet iu the Senate Chamber, Augusta, at
7.30 o’clock. At 9 o’clock Friday morning,{the
business meeting will be held in the jadiciary
committee room.
The literary exercises will
be bold in the Senate Chamber, commencing
at 2 p.
tnafis at.

m.
Friday. Arrangements will bo
hotels and otherwise for the accommodation cl members.

Important Trade Mark Case.
A curious difference between English and
Continental law l as again been made clear by
the decision given by the “Tribunal do Commerce” of Brussels, according to which some

class board.
WANTED—Two

MARRIAGE^

whose children are sub.
ject to croup to call at W. W. Whipple
& Co's., 21 Market Square, and get a sample bottle
of Mrs. Allen’s Instantaneous Croup Remedy, Free
of Charge.
23-1

WANTED.—Parents

or three boarders
or will let some

WANTED.—Two
private family

UlCATItn.
In this city, Jan. 28, Mrs. Caroline B. Abel, aged
65 years 6 months 28 days.
In Saccarappa, Jan. 26, Sarah B. Partridge, aged
49 years 11 months.
In Bath, Jan. 25, Susan D., wife of Jeremiah
Norton, aged 66 years 5 months.
In Bidaeford, Jan. 21, Carrie B. Bullock, aged
18 years.
In Buxton Centre, Jan. 16, Mary, wife of Elder
P. Libby, aged 86 years 8 months.
In Saco, Jan. 26, Mrs. Helen A. Jameson, aged
43 years 10 months.
In Saco. Jan. 24, Mrs. Rebecca, wife of the late
George Ricker.

__23-1

WANTED—Freight
Julia A. Ward.

satisfactory as Hood's Sarsapaxllla.”
Thomas Cook, Brush Electric Eight Vo.,
New York City.

N. U. Agencies,

AT COST
COB

Sick Headache

Mrs. Mary C. Smith, Cambridgeport, Mass.,
headwas a sufferer from dyspepsia and sick
She took Hood’s Sarsaparilla and
ache,
found it the best remedy she ever used.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Made
Bold by all druggists. $1; sU for $5.
only by 0.1. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

lOOfDosesOne^ Dollar.

men

_*pr6__

Hostetttr’s Stomach
Bitters ia the article

C
PI
■■ I
L K vtor
■

Ml **
P

CELEBRATED

J°u- it stimulates

"BA tbe failing energies, in-

at cost.

x. v/. uu* uuio.

cheers the mind.
It
enables the svstem to
throw off tbe debilitating effects of undue fatigue, gives renewed
vigor to the organs of
digestion, arouses the
liver when inactive,
renews the jaded apand enoourages
healthful repose. Its

petite,

93

ingredients are safe,
aild
it® credentials,

mw

^^STOMACH^ ^

PC I

Vi am

0** £8

which consist in the

hearty endorsement

of
persons of every class
society, are mos*

gists and

COE
selling

all kinds of Ladies’ Furs at cost.

Dealers who look after their
money ever oifered.
own interests will embrace this opportunity.
Seed
at once if you want a bargain.
B. F. GOULD, 144
Essex street, Salem, Mass.
jan27dlw

two

WITH

GRADED

ASSESSMENTS.

9. F. STROUT, General Agent,
SO Exchange »•*, Portland, Me.
dt£
jam

m.

Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.

Consignments solicited.

oct3d

OF NEW YORK

AGAINST

INSURE

MARINE

This Company will take risk, at their offlee, New
fork, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
making risks binding as

open policies to merchants,
soon as water-borne.

Premiums on Marine Risks from 1st
January 1883, to Slat December,

1888 .*4,168,868 10
Premiums on Policies not markod off
1st January, 1883..
1,630,232 63

rotsl Marine Premiums.

$5,708,186

63

ASSETS/

$12,972^312,47.

Six Per Cent Interest on amount Outstanding Scrip Paid On and After Feb. o, 1884.
Dividend to Policy
Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1883

40 PIER CKIT.
Losses

Paid in Thirty
After Proof

Days

i. b. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE. 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 8d Vine President,
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

J. W.

MUNCER,

COBIIESPONDENT,

PORTLAND

:

Exchange 8t.

19 1-2

dlmteod 11mAw6wS

feb2

Clerk Wanted
years experience where preAddress with
compounded.
DRUGS, This Office.
dtf

three

or

are

MALE.

Brief advertisements are inserted under
thisi head one week for
cents, paid in
advance.
MALE—Small Hotel with neat dining
street floor; this house is located on
great thoroughfares of the West end Bosand
each
ton;
every room as well as dining room furnished complete; any enterprising party can easily
make the purchase money within six months time.
Particulars given Ly GEORGE W. SALLaWAY,
147 Leverett St., Boston.
28-1
room on

COE
is selling Horse Blankets
of all kinds at cost.

MALE—Two New Single Sleighs, trimmed
in green cloth and finely finished; 3 Second
hand Single Sleighs, trimmed plush; 1 Light Sleigh,
At staHack and several Second-hand Harnesses.
bles of FERNALD & SAWYER, 637 Congress St.

26-1

COE
is

SALE—A first class flsh marxet; good
Address FISH MARKET,

reason for selling.
1^0B
Press Office.
1

LET—The

two-story
FOR
dwelling house No. 28 High street, for many
his
Franklin J.
SALE OR TO

Hats at cost.

OOE

MALE—Two or three fine light two seat
sleighs of my own make, with shafts or pole,
at bottom prices; also one traverse and one single
runner second hand pangs very low, to close my
ruuner stock.
C. G. ROBINSON, 30 Preble street.

years

IjlOR

26-l_

will sell any of

his Fur

Caps at cost.

SALE—A first-class pair of “bobsleds’*
fitted completely with foot rests, brakes, etc.:
will be sold low. Apply to GEO. L. BARROWS, 84
26-1
Portlaud,St.

J.lOK

to Boston to
store, bakor
ery, dining saloon, hotel,
any business, write to
us auu we win give you any lniormauon you uesire
in our Hue, by return mail.
.JOHN W. S. RAYMOND, 2 77 Washirgtou St., Real Estate aud Aucjan24-4
tioneers, Boston, Mass.
SALE—If you want to

FOB
keep

COE

a

CHARLES CUSTISI GO,
5493 L'ongresfi HDt

1an25

dtt

_27-1

Rollins, as
occupied by
family
residence; said house has 12 bright, sunny rooms,
nearly all of which command a line view of the harbor; the lot is largo and well located, and the house
convenient and healthy.
Apply to ROLLINS &
26-1
ADAMS. 22 Exchange street.

selling Soft and Stiff

OWe yoni orders eerly, as we are always engage
ahead.

some time

FOR

come

WOULD YOU
BUY THE BEST

piano :
Call at the Old Stand nnd
largest stock ol

the

Pianos, Organa, Stools and

boarding or lodging house,

RENT—One half of a stable at 639 Congress St., to a gentleman wbo wishes to take
of his own horse, plenty of room for carriages
Ac., and a good hay loft.
Enquire at 639 CONGRESS ST.24 1

sec

Covers.
Some

rare

bargains .still

Tuning and repairing

remain.

to order.

issellingTrunksand Bags FOR
care

at cost.

SALE.—A safe, a desk
Apply to TENNEY &

and

two

COE

8 ALE—A

FOR
change for

has an immense stock of
the above goods on hand,
and is bound to reduce it.

COE

a

good

carpet.

SALE.—The

store stove, or will ex644 CONGRESS ST.
24-1

new

“Excelsior American

Cornets’’endorsed by the best local musicians,
FOR
23-1
sale
C. K. HAWES, 177 Middle St.

by

for

For Sale.
EMMA A. HIGGINS, of Wellfleet, 89
new measurement; built in 1859;
banking or coasting business.
Apply to JOHN H, R\ DER.
oct25eodtf
Wellfleet, Mass.

48 100 tons,
SCHK.
suitable for

hatter,

197 MIDDLE ST.
jao24

eodtf

an

—Terms easy, buys the
f urniture ami fixtures of 1st class lodging
furnished
in black walnut, tapeshouse, 12 rooms,
aml Brussels carpels, rooms will let from $80 to
the
rent, rout $800, located
$90 per month above
on Tremont St., Boston, good lease, a splendid bargain, best of reasons for selling. W. F. CAKKUTH23-1
ERS, 24 Treuiont Row, Boston.

rooms
come we

SAEE.-Only $1200, part oasb. if you
a boarding and lodging bouse, 17
you can have a good home and good inhave one, best

location in Boston.

Call

or

particulars; many others. JOHN W. S.
19-4
RAYMOND,277 Washington St.,Boston

8AEE—Paper Route, 2 good teams; guarantee over $100 month profit; also Patter store;
WILBPK A CO.,
week; rare chance.
$20
profits
266 Washington St., Boston.
19-1

FOB

A GOOD TRADE IN’ SLEIGHS.
Wekavoafew new, well made and handsomely
finished

AND

Aug. P. Fuller & Co4,
438
•

SHOES!

Portland, l*le.
aim

IFOR

OISAPPOINTM ENT with
they are at* aootl nr wh

THFSPsiinira
111I>L SHOES.for
represent them, and

FOB

SAEE-$1000. Terms easy, ihs fixtures

F. CAR8UTHJSKS, 24 Treatont Bow, Boston. 12-1

dealer will

6ay no

too.

To Contractors.
M., Tuesday. February 17th, 188». for
furnishing the materials and erecting a Court House
for Franklin County, at Farmington. Me.
Plans
and specifications may be examined and all information obtained at the Clerk’s Office in
Farmington
and at the office of G. M. Coombs, Architect, Lewiston, Me. Proposals will be received fcr the whole
or a part of the work and materials.
The right is
reserved to reject any or all bids.
F. W. PATTERSON,)
ISAIAH CHICK,
S. K. WELLMAN.

Jannary 2Bth,

1885.

y

Comtj
( Commisslon.rs.
jan28d£t

(

0T. mow
OFFICE,

^o, I TOL9IAN PLACE.

19-1

and furniture of a nice lodging house of 13
roomB, located ou Brook! n. St., Boston; one of the
best streets in the city; must be sold at once; a
splendid bargain will be given to a purchaser. W.

your

PROPOSALS will be received at the
Clerk of Court’s Office. Farmington, Me., until
SEALED
12 o’clock

FOB

HAEE—$125 buys the stock and fixtures
of a General Variety Store located in a smart
out Boston; rare chauco for a party
miles
10
city,
not alraid of work; rent only $12Vi per month; fine
show window; best of reasons for selling. \V. B'.
CARRUTHERS, 24Tremout Row, Bostun.
14-1

YOI7R BOYS. They

wUl
RE AT SAVING
In MONEY, and your boyB
will lie pleased. None irenulne
without trade-mark and Johm
Mundell A Co.” on each pair.
UevpiLre of imitations with
names
Bounding similar to
Solar Tip. THERE IS NO

SAEE—$300bays Vi interest ia a wood
working manufacturing aud jobbing business,
orders ahead, years established, good profits can be
shown, shop well located and at a cheap rent, best
of references given and required, employs 0 to 8
bauds. W. F. CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row,

Runner Pung FOB
far

To close them out, we will make prices
below
cost. Parties in want of good serviceable
NLEIUIIM will do well to call and
examine.

Fore street,

INTO THE MERITS OK THE

SOLAR TIP

SAEE,

write for

!ao2l

LOOK

old

Quincy
meats; remaining partner has been engaged in the
business at same place 8 years; one of the best openiDgs in Boston. W. F. CARRUTHERS, 24 Fre26-1
mont Row.

want to buy
FOK
where

Traverse

MOTHERS!

established produce aud commission business,
FOR
market; deals in poultry and small

1301*

One

S Free St, Block, PORTLAND.

an!2_dtf

near

1

—

Samuel Thurston

HLSINE8S CHANCES.
MILE-$800; one-ha if interest in

the

show

DUNHAM, 12

Exchange St.24-4

Boston.

This society furnishes insurance at cost, plus a
lor circulars and
small annual fee for expenses.
full information, address

dine every

Exchange 8f.
U. W. Allun.

FOB
of the

PROTECT THE HOME.
Membership

Mnle«ro«m 18

F. O. Bailey,

one

MAINE.

this society costs but 85.00.

F. O. BAILEY * CO.,
Anctioneeis and Commission Merchants

j<ui60«AU«b

FOR

is

OFFICERS:

in

d9t

a

TST&wluinrm

HON. GEO. C. WING, President.
WALLACE H. WHITE, Vice Pres.
NATHAN W. HARRIS, Treasurer.
S. A. LOWELL, Secretary.
S. OAKES, M. J)., Medical Director.
M. F. KICKER. General Manager, Auburn, Me.
Directors: The above and S. C. Strout, Portland.

CO., Auctioneer*.

1567,

Dealeragenerally.

AUBURN,

F. O. 1IA0LEV Ac

jan26

Canvasser Wanted.

Benefit Association,
OP

THE

Sollait subscriptions for
daily and weekly
TO
newspaper. Address with references,
oct24dtf
A. B. Box
Portland. Me.

fi
|^L4^uf
8 D 8^™^
convincing. For sale

anl

at

AGENTS and DEALERS. Having secured a
bankrupt stock of Elegant Lace Valeutines.we
offer them at ruinously low prices to close them out;
all perfect salable goods, packed in box, with show
bills, envelopes, etc.; retail list price $12.50; our
pricoonly$2; this is the biggest chance to make

scriptions
reference,
jan22

^^vigorates the body and

»

or

own

Drag

issellingallkindsof Robes

Local. S,gont,
MAIN*
eodtt

property of the Portland Union Railway and
Back Bay Land Co., consisting of laud and
fiais will be sold at our office, No. 18 Exchange St.,
on Wednesday, Feb. 4, at 12 o’clock m.
Terms
cash on delivery of deed.

WANTED.—Reliable

TO

so

“For the past two years I have been
afflicted with severe headaches and dyspepsia. I was induced to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and have found great relief. I cheerfully recommend it to all.” Mbs. E. F.
Annable, New Haven, Conn.

men
throughout the
State, to solicit membership in an association paving weekly benefits for sickness, accident
&c. PEOPLE’S BENEFIT
ASSOCIATION of
MAINE, 385 Congress St., Portland, P. O. Box
1573.
21-4

Wanted.

SINKINSON

POKTI.AI'rn,

SALEr

AUCTION

23-1

cases.

_

I have taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla for dyspepsia, from which I have suffered two years.
I tried many other medicines, but none proved

Philadelphia, SchoonApply to E. FREEMAN,

Exchange St.

F**R

JAMES

_

for

er

jluaca.,

PORTLAND, ME.

DYSPEPSIA
Causes its victims to be miserable, hopeless,
confused, and depressed in mind, very irritaIt is a disease
ble, languid, and drowsy.
which does not get well of itself. It requires
careful, persistent attention, and a remedy to
throw off the causes and tone up the digestive organs till they perform their duties
willingly. Hood’s Sarsaparilla has proven
just tho required remedy in hundreds of cases.

small

W
A -«IN
"VT
FII fey KENSINGTON ART CO. im»»
1L1/ mediately, Ladies to work for
at their homes, it is light and pleasant a d sent

UUI

FERRIS,

Manager fur Maine &

In Saco, Jan. 23, Jonn Nesbit and Miss Annie
Cunningham.
In Nobleboro. Jan. 27, Augustus Moody and Miss

Emma F. Bickmore.
In Rockland, Jan. 10, Zenas F. Higgins and Maggie E. Reilly.
In Vinalbaven. Jan. 19, Ivery S. White of St.
George and Miss Annie R. Julian of Vinalbaven.

in

pleasant rooms

board, house has modern conveniences. For
particulars address with real name, P., Press Office.
without

longer.

J. F.

ON

us

easily

UUl

THURSDAY. January 29th, at 10 o’clock
a. m., at salesroom, 18 Exchange St., (he
Furnituro and fixtures of a first class Saloon, costing over 92000 and consisting of large Range,
Plated Tea and Water Set. liacus Water Motor,
21
Black Walnut Dining
Ice Cream Freezers.
Tables, Chairs, Table Linen, Tlated ware, largo
Kitchen furnishings, &e., <5ic.
Aquarium.
By order of assignee.
F. O. BAILET At TO., Auctioneer*
<18t
jan27

RISKS ONLY.

we

question

vtu

SALOONSTOCK AND FIXTURES

26-1

homes; you can
$2 to $6 a day; no
canvassing, no misrepresentation: we have a good
demand for our work, and furnish steady employment. Address, with stamp, J. FOWLER & CO.,
8-6
Boston, Mass., Box 5117.

JOHN E. Dew ITT, President.

English dealers, who attempted to sell their
exiract of meat iu Belgium as Baron Liebig’s
|
IKUUUUaVtO
J
WUJJ/MUJ
J
brand, placing a photograph of the late Baron
1)
reasonably and promptly; and, in this respect, your
Liebig on their jars against the expressed will
personal knowledge of the character and standing
of tbe persons who control it is of great importance
of the present Baron Liebig and the Liebig
and significance.
Company, are prohibited from either using the
THE CONDITION OF THE UNION MUTUAL
AS TO ASSETS, LIABILITIES AND FINANCIAL
name Liebig, or the title Baron Liebig, or the
STANDING IS ANNUALLY INVESTIGATED BY
photograph, the exclusive use of which bad YOUR OWN COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE.
The results of his examination are stated in detail
been granted by Baron Liebig to the wellin his annual report, which you can easily consult.
kuown Liebigls Extract of Meat Company.
You have, therefore, in this regard, the guaranty of
the endorsement of an official of whose charneicr,
This decision confirms a former one given in
and fidelity you have personal knowledge.
capacity
Paris iu favor of Liebig’s Company, and has
if, therefore, the Union Mutual possessed no adthis satisfactory result for the public that in hnvvantages peculiar to itself, as distinguished from
other companies, it would be to your advantage to
iug the Company's Extract of Meat they have
insure in it. It is certainly very much so when you
an absolute guarantee of
consider tbe many inducements it presents in adnot being deceived
dition to these considerations.
of
bat
obtaining the genuine article manufactured under Baron Liebig’a control.—-London Echo, Dec. 31,1884.

23-1

SALE.

ASSIGNEE^

26-1

good bedrooms, with first
Reply stating terms to A., Press

by mail, distance from Boston no objection, any industrious person can earn from 97 to $10 per week,
no canvassing, for full information address KENSINGTON ART ROOMS, 35 Congress St.. Boston,

conducted and its policies are framed according to
the laws of Maiue, to which you have access, and in
respect to which you are generally informed.
1 HE LAWS OF THE STATE REGARDING INSURANCE ARE, IN A GREAT MANY CASES,
INTRICATE AND UNINTELLIGIBLE, to the avIf you insure in some other State comerage man
pany, YOU MAY FIND IT DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN YOUR EXACT RIGHTS UNDER YOUR
POLICY. Few lawyers, even, understand the general laws, and fewer still the insurance laws of
other States: and you may discover, when you come
to the test, that the actual position and results of
your insurance are quite different from what you
desired or anticipated.
THE INSURANCE LAWS OF MAINE ARE
FEW AND SIMPLE. You can easily obtain precise information respecting their meaning and effect. You maybe certain, therefore, if you insure
m the Union Mutual that you got exactly
what
you want; that if any
arises, regarding the
disposition of your policy,or|your rights underi it, it
can be
and speedily determined accordug to
laws and principles which you understand instead
of being governed and controlled by laws and decisions of which you have no knowledge.
THE INSURANCE LAWS
OF YOUR OWN
STATE ARE MORE LIBERAL AND EQUITABLE
THAN THOSE OF ANY OTHER STATE.
The
Maine Nonforfeiture Law protects all policies from
forfeiture, after three premiums have been paid, by
reason of failure to pay any subsequent premium.
Such policies are continued iu force for their fell
amount until the policy-holders lias received in
such continued insurance the value c the payment
he has made.
EVERY POLICY ISSUED BY THE UNION
MUTUAL IS SUBJECT TO THIS LAW. Its practical working is shown by this illustration:
If a
person, aged 35, pays three premiums on a 2 > year
endowment policy, and tails to pay the fourth premium, the policy by virtue of this law and entirely
independent of any action or violation of the company, will continur in force five yeas* and 342 days
The extensions vary with the class of policy and number of premiums paid, but are fixed by
law for each and every case.
THE MANAGEMENT OF THE UNION MUTUAL IS BY A BOARD OF DIRECTORS ALMOST
WHOLLY COMPOSED OF WELL-KNOWN AND
PROMINENT CITIZENS OF YOUR OWN STATE.
Their names are a guaranty of an honest, taithf ul
and efficient conduct of its affairs.
The value of
your insurance depends entirely upon the certain-

FOSTER’S,231

ing

street.

Mutual Insurance Co.

27-1

Commercial St.

apply

in city
young
WANTED—Ladles
country;
furnish, light, simple work
make

MAINE.

The reasons why you—a resident of Maineshould insure in this company, in preference to any
other, are obvious.
IT IS A MAINE INSTITUTION. Its business to

a

D. —A capable girl to do general house
work in a small family in tho country, must
be neat and a good washer and ironer, references
required. Aduress, stating wages, BOX 31, Locke's

your

Man tain....loubois

Capt. Blake, presented themselves and gave

ronized last eveDine.

—

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Medley—Brie a-Brac.Misaud
Recollections of the War.Beyer
The selections were vigorously applauded.
Alter the concert the crack eighteen members of the

YSTANTHD
Everybody who wants a good
T7
shave, hair-cut, and shampoo, to call at the
Hallelujah Barber Shop, No. 5 Chestnut St., Cor.
Congress St.; 13 shaves for $1.00. JAS. H. MOlt291
HIS, Ihe Hallelujah Barber.

HUM MUTUAL
PORTLAND,

and

young lady of experience, sitgoverness, to teach English
SPRING ST.27-1

or

into consideration.

Those who braved the
elements, however, had just as good a time as
if the ball bad been crowded.
From 7.30 to 8.30 p. m., Chandler’s band discoursed the following excellent programme:
Overture—Silver Bells.Scblepegrell
Waltz-My Bream .Waktteufel

————

..

Ilay’s
postoffice
bunch of keys; finder will be rewarded by leavLO8T—
Middle
sameat WASHBURN &

ATLANTIC

11

LOST—Spotted

an

advance.

D, HCA LEJ4—2 Counter Scales and
WANTE
1 Platform. Any
having the aboveLin
order
to 295

Office.

One lot Ruffled Skirts, trimmed with Torchon
Lace and Embroidery, a great bargain, at 1.50.

red and white*Bull Pup. five
months old. Ihe finder will be rewarded by
returning him to the Central Billiard Hall, Ex29 1
change St.

under

inaerted

25 rent*, paid

week for

a

oue

Skirts, with Ruffle and fine Hamburg

jan29

one

Address 321

good

J

bend

are

terms and accomodations. W.
27-1

WANTED—By
uation

One lot fine Double Ruffle Tucked Skirts will
be sold at 75 cents.

on

thin

«ft«lrerti*enientM

WANTED—Good
state lowest

board;

N., Press Office.

Tliursday.

Trimming,

FOUND.

MWT AND
Brief

sized, furnished or unfurnished, bedroom for married couple, with

as

an hoar and from
AuguBta nearly two
hours late. The Pullman from Boston was
about two hours behind, while the one from
Bangor had not left that city at midnight. The

was

28-1

ANTED —Every person, gentleman or lady,
that is out of employment to send me 26 cts.
and a 2-cent stamp, for a sample of the best selling
■

branches.

slight

SI

FA

Cotton Underwear Sale.

aboot

pleasure of the dance, but this

Protes-

Kill IV ANTE D—Will buy for cash a farm
containing fifteen to twenty-five acres under
state
of cultivation, with good buildings congood
sisting of dwe' ling containing <1 or 7 rooms, stable
and bam; local ion must be within four miles from
Portland; any one desiring to sell will please ad
dress at once “FARM WANTED,” E. M. SISE. 16
27-1
Temple St.

OWEN, MOORE 4^.

better.
The
mercury was 2° above zero and the wind fell
considerably. At 9 p. m. the moon was out,
and the mercury had risen to 4° above zero.
The early evening trains from Boston were

The nigh School Cadets’ Ball.
There was not a large party gathered at
City Hail laet evening to witness the drill of
the High School ''adets or to take part in the

second girl, must be a
603 CONGRESS ST.

hot cakes; now is the time to get good territory.
Address for one week, B. FRANK KING, Biddeford, Maine. P. O. Box 829.
27 1

One lot

TO LET.
ORES in the Thompson Mock, Nos. 117. lift
121 and 123 Middle street, a few dt ors below
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail
business, with light, finished, airy basements. Kent
reasonable. Inquire of H. K. THOMPSON, No. 1«4
Brackett street Portland. Me.
tanl4dtf

BY AUCTIONBrief advertisement* are ianerted under
tbi* bend oue week for 93 cent*, paid iu

tant.

Oor. Yorlt.

jan29

or

STORE

Rusty WANTED—A
Applyjit

STORE,

bath

AUCTION SAlLE*

WANTED—By

COME EARLY FOR THEY WILL GO FAST.

FISHER S SHOE

72

To Let.
No. 237 Commercial street, on the corner
of Union street, now occupied by A. E. Stevens
& Co., after Dec. 1, 1884. Also second story of
store No. 246 Middle street, corner of Cross street,
FRANCIS FESSENDBN,
over Horatio Staples’.
61 Vi Exchange street.
uol2dtf
WANT*.

SEEN ONLY TO BE APPRECIATED.

federalsr.;

to i.kt—At
-;U~4
Rooms
room, hot and cold water._
unfurI.KT-Rooms to let, furnished
TOnished, at «3 FREE ST. __I4 3

Between H. H.

To Let.
No, 126 Free St., formerly occupied by
Dr. Weeks.
F. N. DOW.
nov4dtf
No. 12 Market Square.

1.00

EVERV PAIR WARRANTED.

All New and Fresh Goods! No Old and
Stock ! Remember the Place !

ROOMS—Tn
Call

198 Fore

LET-Brick store No.

“

__

suits or singly; sunny and pleasant.
at 239 CUMBERLAND Sf.

JERRIS._20-3

(old
11©number,) opposite the foot of Plum St.,St.,
suitable

.90

Brief advertisements are inserted under
one week for »J cents, paid In

this bend
adritnce

Federal
27-1

LET.-Throe offices in Cahoon Block, to be
let, rent $4.00 and $4.60 per month.
Apply
to WM, H.

THIS IS A GREAT BARGAIN.

change in the weather, for the

Ogdensburg train is snowed up somewhere

$1.90.

FkENEY,

Inquire

street.

3.50
And Ladies’ Scolop Vamp Bullon Baots said everywhere lor #‘1,75,

will be sold at lliis sale for

seven

on

$2.25 sold everywhere for $3.50
.50
former price
.85

Misses’ School Boots,
“
“
Childs’
Men’s Calf Tap Soled Boots,

i-z

hoars. Most of the trains had two engines to
haul them.

EET—A nice

No More Dull Times!

....

rent of

sunny
(7) rooms,
in first-class order,
second floor, at 107 InTO
dia street.
of P.
201

LOOK. !
Men’s Rubber Boots,
Men’s Rubbers,
ladies’ Rubber Boots,

Advance.

TO

nOMM MMM M, NN. M TEE DEVS ONLY.

...

Brl'f advertisement* nr© Inserted under
oue week fur 93 cento, pain in

Lhi* head

LET-A first class lower tenement of six
rooms; good location; sebago water, and every
thing convenient. Inquire at my house on Mechanic St., or at Foster & Brown’s, Saccarappa, or write
to C. J. FOSTER, No. Raymond, Me.
27-1

PEOPLE,

have resulted.
was

BENEFIT

FOR THE

Grand Rush!

BOOMS TO IjBT.

TO LIT.

COlPLINENTARl

panied with

uuure uuu

ADTERTI9EITIBNT8.

This

If the public

opened

Matters in connection with
of the house were all noticed
properly at the club meetings. The house bus
given much pleasure to all.
It wai wisely
kept open during the summer. The collection
of casts has been made with care and
judgment.
Some additions to the iurniture of
the house are needed, as well for the
proper
care of articles of value as for tho
convenience
of members.
The social element has been encouraged. About three hundred were present
at the opening and the house was
irtiogly decorated. The reception to Mr. Arnold oa February 2l9t was well attend* d.
InScrmal receptions have been given with success.
At the occupation of the bouse classes were
formed. The Society life class, with a membership of sixteen, met twice u week, and a
sketching class has held regular meetings.
Theso classes are uuder great obligation to Dr.
F. H. Gerrisb for a lecture on artist e anatomy. Five classes now meet regularly and
one other was
discontinued January 12th on
account of the illness of its
teacher, Mr.
Hewes.
The spring and fall exhibitions have become
one of the features of the
Socie'y. The first
contained 125 works and the second 111. Both
were largely attended.
At the second exhibition prizes were given.
There has also been
given an exhibition of needle work, aud a collection|of sketches from ibe Century Company
haa been shown. The use of the rooms was
given to the Portland Soldiers’ and Sailors’
Monument Association for the ait exhibition
iu connection with their fair.
This exhibition
Was very fine.
Nine regular meetings have bsen held during the year and there have been nine meetings of the board of management.
The present membership is 33i, an increase
of 120 daring the year.
Some amendments and additions to the bylaws are needed.
During the year the society has co-operated
with other art clubs to secure the repeal of
duties on works of art.
The secretary feels that in closing he must
the

William F. Pingree, night clerk at the City
Hotel. I went on duty the night of the 4th of
September, as usual, at 12 o’clock. At 2
o'clock 1 was called by the bell ringing from

LITCHFIELD,
station agent cn the Boston & Maine at Pine
Point, testified to Lydia Snow’s taking the
train for Portland that afternoon.

1VEW

BUZZARD.

room was

to the Sue collection in his Congress street studio. Three of them are of local interest. “A
Snnuy Day in the Oaks," shows skilful management of light and shade effects, while another vividly presents a view of tho city from
the narrows between Peaks’ and Diamond Islands. Fine moonlight effects are given in a

CRAS. L.

A

oaf? 3

Open

from

Feb. 9fh

to

'iJW.
dtf

DIRIGO HINKKili WATER.
Iced water ruinsdlu ^tion; Pirlgo Water Improves
It; is always palatable, refreshln; an**, healthful.
Delivered dally, cool and refrestiln/ Iron- the spring.
Our improved cans wi l keep the water rool from
86 to 48 hours; u*e of cans tra^; water per gallon
10 cents.

KlfKllLKTT KUOS.,
413 *’.re Klrtct,
r.pricio».
1*28
aa

